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BURMA 

BRIEFS 

LUJAN AGREEMENT WITH JAPAN--A memorandum of understanding was signed today at 

the Ministry of Planning and Finance by the deputy minister, Dr Maung Shein, 

ind the Japanese ambassador, Mr Masao Tsukamoto. Under the agreement, the 

lapanese Government will provide the surmese Government with a loan of 

6.143 billion yen in 1984-55. Of the total amount, 30.033 billion ven will 

be utilized ior work projects, such as the second phase Rangoon Airport 

extension project, the No 2 pulp and paper mill extension project, the south 

Nawin dam project, and the engineering works project of the Thiwala dock- 

yard. The remaining 16.11 billion yen will be in the form of commodity loan. 

A total of 10.5 billion out of the commodity loan will be utilized for pur- 

chase of general merchandise while the balance of 5.61 billion yen will be 

projects. iExcerpt] |Rangoon Domestic Service in 

Burmese 1330 CMT !13 Nov 84 BK | 

tor tour industria 

DELEGATION RETURNS FROM USSR--A Burmese archeology delegation headed by tl 

director general ot the Archeology Department, U Oak Gar, which visited the 

USSR to study preservation and restoration of buildings of cultural and 

historical importance under the bilateral cultural delegation progran, 

returned to Rangoon by air this morning. [Excerpt] [Rangoon Domestic Services 

in Burmese 1330 GMT 13 Nov 84 BK] 

MALAYSLAN ENVOY PRESENTS CREDLENTLALS=<-The newly accredited ambassador of 

Malaysia, Mr Mohd Amir bin Jaafar, at 0930 today presented his credentials 

to the president ef the Socialist Republi if the Union of Burma, San Yu, 

at the President’s Office on Windemere Road, Also present at the meet in; 

were Colone! Aunz Myint B IW, director general of the Preside at's Uttice, 

and U Thein Aung, director general of the Foreign Ministry's Protocol Depart- 

ment. [Text] [Rangoon Domestic Service in burmese 0630 GMT 15 Nov 54 BK] 

PRIME MINISTER RETURNS=--U Maune Maung Kha, prime minister of the Socialist ‘ 

Republic of the Union of Burma, whe paid a good-will visit to the CSSR at 

the invitation of CSSR Premier Lubomir Strougal, returned to Rangoon at 

1425 today. Prime Minister U Maung Maung Kha was received at Raneoon Air- 

port by Deputy Prime Ministers Thura U Tun Tin and General Thura Kyaw tin, 

members of the Council of Ministers, deputy ministers, military and 

civilian officials, dean of the diplomatic corps in Burma and Philippine 

Ambassador Mr Constante Ma Cruz, CSSR Ambassador Mr Jozet Bozek, British 

Ambassador Mr Nicholas M. Fenn, FRG Charge d‘'Affaires ad interim Mr (Klaus 



whroeder), and Singapore Charge d°Affaires ad inte: “r (Lim Ch mg Ho). 

ifter his good-will visit to the CSSR, Prime Minister “Maung Mang Kha 

toured the FRC and stopped over in Britain for edical ciweckup. 

i tj | Ranga Domestic Service in Burmese | 53 Mi 34 BK) 



INDONESIA 

SUHARTO OPENS RESEARCH CENTER IN «EST JAVa 

BKIS1127 Jakarta Domestic Service in Indonesian 9700 CMT 18 Dec 84 

[Text] Several hours ago President Suharto inwgurated the science and tech- 

nology research center in Serpomg, Tangerang, West Java. The center consists 

of 11 laboratories, including an atomic reactor center with a capacity of 30 

megawatts. Three of the laborities, the laboratory for testing of construc- 

tion; the callibration, instrumentation, and meteorological laboratory, and 

the electronic laboratory, have been functioning and were inspected by the 

President and Mrs. Suharto moments after the inauguration ceremony ended. 

The president is confident that the inauguration of the center has a special 

significance because, with the inauguration of the center, efforts to master 

and improve ability in the field of science and technology can be further ex- 

panded in the future. 

[Begin Suharto recording) The science and tectmology research center has an 

important role in further enhancing science and technology for national de- 

velopment, and it has the following major functions: First, the center is an 

integrated center for laboratories equipped with instruments, programs, and 

personnel. Second, with the concentration of various scientific and technolog- 

ical facilities a sound atmosphere is created for the exchange of information 

among experts in various [lelds that can prompt new innovation. Third, the 

center can provide a scientific atmosphere where the scientific spirit and 

civilization can be developed so as to encourage experts in various sc tent if ic 

fields to enhance their knowledge. [end Suharto recording} 

The president hoped for serious utilization of science and technology to con- 

fromt the heavy tasks of development in the future. 

CSO: 4213/84 



INDONESIA 

ROK MINISTER ENDS VISIT, LEAVES FOR BANCKOK 

BK181533 Jakarta international Service in Indonesian 0800 CMT 18 Dec 84 

[Text] South Korean Foreign Minister Yi Won-kyone completed bis 5-day 
visit to Indonesia and left the country for Bangkok for Halim Perdanakusumah 
Airport in Jakarta Moncey. Minister Yi, at 12)0 best Indonesia time took off 
from Ngurah Rai airport in Bali heading for Jakarta. Minister Yi says his 
visit to Indonesia has been smooth and pleasant. While in Bali, Minister Yi 

and Mrs Yi and iis party also watched the Petchak tribal dance during the 
entertainment given by Governor Ria Bagus Mantra. 

Minister Yi had talks with Foreign Minister Mokhtar. signed a cooperation 

[word indistinct] on the establishment of a focational training center 
and paid a courtesy call on Minister-State Secretary Sudharmono am! House 
Speaker Amir Mohmud. Yi's Indonesian visit was part of a \5-day tow: of 
all ASEAN countries. Before coming to Indonesia he had visited the Philip- 
pines and his next visit will be to Thatland and Brunei Darussalan. 

CSO: 4213/84 



KAMPUCHEA 

PORMER SEREIKA LEADER GIVES NEWS CONFERENCE 

LD031213 Moscow TASS in English 1149 GIT 3 Dee 64 

[Text] Phnom Penh, December 3 TASS -- TASS correspondent Boris Kalashnikov reports: 

The so-called "Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea” is a fiction aimed at mis- 
leading the international public, at creating a semblance of “unity and cchesion" of 

the three groupings of Khmer reaction. This was stated at a press conference, held 
here, by former commander of one of the armed units of the reactionary “Khmer Sereika” 

. * ® | 

grouping Uch Heng, who came over to the side of people's power. 

At camps of Khmer reactionaries, he said, bloody strite is under way, which frequent]: 

grows into open armed clushes over material aid comin; trom abroad. To us, soldiers, 
who were under control of Son Sann, it was invariably stated that the union with other 

groupings is temporary and that they are our toes. 

All contacts of Son Sann men with representatives of other torces of the coalition were 

categorically prohibited and were viewed as a capital crime. Severe measures are used 

to cut short attempts to establish links with "allies" also in Pol Pot camps. 

Plunder and corruption are rife at bases of Khmer reactionaries in Thailand, said 

Uch Heng. Food, medicines, even weapons and ammunition, coming from other countries 
with the mediation cf the Thai Army, are misappropriated by ringleaders of groupings and 

are then distributed for an extra pay. Leaders of Khmer reactionary [as received] are 

thus waxing fat, while Kampucheans, who were taken by force to Thailand, drag out a 

miserable existence in dire poverty, with virulent epidemic diseases widespread among 

them, and many people dying of starvation. 

The notorious “combat operations on Kampuchean territory” that the Western press likes 

so much to write about usually boil down to looting of frontier villages, said Uch Heng. 

Bandits take away foods, force young people to Thailand. Now 1 understand that these 

actions are at variance with the high-flown statements on "struggle for liberation of 

the motherland” and evoke hatred of the Kampuchean people. 

With no support at all in Kampuchea, the reactionary groupings, he said, exist in 

Thailand only owing to foreign aid. Foreign instructors train bandits in methods of 

subversive and terroristic activities. ‘Khmer sereika’ members regularly undergo 

training at special courses, which function in some ASEAN member-countries. 

The “undeclared war" against the People's Republic of Kampuchea has been inspired by 

imperialist and reactionary forces which are again trying to enslave the Kampuchean 
people. That is why, having realised the gravity of our guilt, most of members of my 

unit and myself decided to break off with Khmer reactionaries and come over to the side 

of people's power. With every passing day more and more deceived Kampucheans, who {ound 

themselves in a foreign land, follow our example, said Uch Heng. 

CSO; 4200/2853 
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dU Skis SWEDEN, FRANCE TRIPS CVALUATS: 

Text] Hanoi VNA Dec. 6 -- “The recent visit to Sweden and France by Kampuchean 

.oreign Minister Hun Sen has made the people in northern and Western Europe better 

uaderstand the real situation in the People's Republic of Kampuchea and its people's 

earnest aspiration to live in peace, friendship and cooperation with all countries”, 
* tavs the Hanoi dailw NHAN DAN in a commentary today. 

Hun Sen's visit” the paper notes, “has prompted broad opinion in Sweden, from egovern- 

ent circles to the man in the street, tc condemn even more strongly the genocidal 

\ipotists, Beijing lackeys, and demand their ban trom international life. Several ' ae 

jwedish mass organizations have petitioned for the unseating of * Democratic Kampuchea’ 

at the United Nations, and many politicians and social activists have urged the Swedish 

.overrment to recognize and promote relations with the P.R.K. Government. In France, 

Foreign Minister Hun Sen has had many useful talks with the president of the Committee 

for External Relations, and many deputies to the French National Assembly, the executive 

committee of the Association for the Development of Relations With Kampuchea (ADRAC), 

the French Communist Party, the French General Contederation ot Labour as well as 

wmerous French intellectuals and Kampuchean residents in Paris. His meetings and talks 

with the French hosts while in Paris which were filled with cordiality, friendship and 

mutual understanding have helped further the friendly relations between the peoples of 

France and Kampuchea” 

The paper continues: "The fine result of the visit to Sweden and France by the 

Kampuchean delegation once again proves that the P.R.K.'s prestige has grown steadily on 

the international arena and that the Kampuchean people's just cause has won ever greater 

sympathy and support from nations across the world”. 

"Foreign Minister Hun Sen's visit to Sweden and France, which followed the brilliant 

success of the visit to many European socialist countries by Chairman of the Council of 

Ministers Chan Si and Chairman of the National Assembly Chea Sim, as well as of the 

visit to various African countries by Hun Sen himself, are important diplomatic gains of 

the People's Republic of Kampuchea”, the paper says. 

"Time and human feelings are on the side of the Kampuchean people. The international 

growing support constitutes a valuable encouragement and an important factor to ensure 

new successes of the Kampuchean people who only aspire to build their country in peace 

but are at the same time determined to defend their revolutionary gains", NHAN DAN 

concludes. 
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. The Lakal Phenomenon (by VLA correspondent in Phnom Penb):--VNA headline] 

{Text] Uanoi, » bec (VNA)--The news of three Seretka’ battalions of reaction- 
ary Nwuers surreadcerin, to the hampuchean People's Armed forces made strony [n- 
pact on the public in Phnom enh. 

This is the first time a forcecf such size of the so-called "Kampuchean coalition" 

nurtured by China and its followers in the ASEAN have returned to the national fold. 

Bakal District in Pursat Province, west of Phnom Penh, is known to Kampucheans as a 

major hide-out for the terrorists and reactionaries, who fled to Thailand and filtered 

back into Kampuchea after the revolutionary forces seized power and took control of the 

whole country. The question is why did the bandits who were so well nurtured by Be 

and its allies now turn up so massivelv? The answer should not be sought on the mo 

side alone. Neither is it a simple question of political awakening. It is, indee 

the combination of both. 
. 

in an interview with a VNA correspondent, Momul, director of the public security servics 

of Pursat Province and ex-chairmanof the People's Committee of the Bakal District, said: 

"Along with the mopping-up operations aimed at flushing out the bandits hiding in the 

jungle near the lonle Sap Lake, the district authorities sent people up to the bandit 

lairs in Thailand to call on them to return to their families and fellow countrymen" 

In 1983, sixty-nine bandits came back bringing with them a large quantity of weapons. 

In the first half of this vear, &« reported themselves to the authorities. Proselvtiza- 

tion has been in the centre stage of the campaign. In this work the district adminis- 

tration provided themeans while themasses did the persuasion job. The district set up 
several "proseiytization teams" which include members of the People’s Armed forces, 

civilians and even those whowere formerly in the enemy ranks. In October last when the 

waters in the Tonle Sap lake rose following heavy rains, threatening the last refuges 

of the bandits, “proselytization teams" moving on hundreds of boats flying the five- 

temple national flag, entered the swampy bases of the bandits and called on them to give 

up their senseless fight. 

Yet, the surrender of three "Sereika” battalions at the same time is something quite 

spectacular, even to long-time Kampuchea watchers. Why and how did it happen? They had 

in fact taken a good deal of beating from the local Army guerrillas shortly after 

sneaking back to Pursat from Thailand. 
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HUN SEN NEWS CONFERENCE ON KAMPUCHEAN SITUATION 

1.951259 wescow TASS in Ca.lish 1235 CNT 5 Dee <4 

[Text] Moscow December 5 TASS -- Hun Sen, deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers 

and foreign minister of the People's Republic of Kampuchea who led a government delega- 

tion from his country on visits to France and Sweden, spoke highly of the results of 

those visits at a press conference in Moscow today. This, he said, was the first time a 

Kampuchean delegation visited Western and northern European countries. Public opinion 

in those countries showed much interest in those visits. The meetings with representa- 

tives of governments, political parties and public organizations, which took place during 
the visits, contributed in many ways to a correct understanding of the situation in 

Kampuchea and around it. The main points of contiguity identified during the visits, 
Hun Sen said, were a strong condemmation of Pol Pot men and a demand to remove them from 

the political scene. 

Full unity was achieved on the question of inadmissibility of allowing the Pol Pot regime 
to stage a comeback as well as in support of the national unification of all Kampucheans 

against Pol Pot gangs. 

It is very important, the PRK foreign minister stressed, that Fran.e and Sweden do not 

recognize the so-called “coalition government” formed by Pol Pot men ind their reaction- 
ary allies and that they support the idea of turning South East Asia into a zone of 
peace, goodneighborliness and cooperation, believing that the only constructive way 

towards it lies through political dialogue between the countries of Indochina and ASEAN. 

The PRK foreign minister then spoke about the present situation in Kampuchea and around 

it. In the less than six vears after Kampuchea's liberation from the bloody Pol Pot 

regime, the PRK has scored substantial successes which are a cause of justified pride 
and joy both to the Kampuchean people and to their true friends. The Pol Pot clique 

destroved the country's public and political system to the foundation. By the time the 

genocidal regime was overthrown, the threat of famine had been looming laree in practi- 
cally all parts of the country. The Pol Pot clique killed over three million Kampucheans 

and made some 200,000 children orphans. The main achievement of the people's ,overmment, 

Hun Sen stressed, is that favourable conditions for free development have been created 

for all Kampuchean population. The people have been saved from starvation. All that was 

destroved under the bloody Pol Pot regime has now either been rebuilt or is being 

rebuilt. 

And although there still are quite a few difficulties, it can be said that the most 

difficult is now behind and that the remaining difficulties will also be overcome. 

Neither continued threats from imperialist and expansionist forces nor use of Pol Pot 

and other reactionary groups entrenched in Thai territory for continued provocations 

against the PRK will be able to hamper the latter's progress, Hun Sen deciared. 



Ihe successes achieved by People's Kampuchea, he went on, are first of all a result of 

the selfless work bv the KRampuchean pe ple themselves, who enjov gBenerous internation- 

alist assistance in which the main role belongs to Vietnam and the Soviet Union. The 

PRK toreign ministers expressed deep gratitude to the Soviet ion tor its big moral 

ind materiel aid to the Kampuchean people with reviving the: countrv and buildine a 

ew iife. 

nswering urnalasts* seStions, Hun Sen declared that the PRK's princapled stand is 

ra aplete removal of the Pol Pot men politically and militaralv. “We cannot agree 

t ynaoca wit 1 Pot men and their present-day allies, including Sihanouk.” he said. 
the ime time, he said, the PRK concucts a policy of showing mercy to those who first 

took the wrong road but then thought better of it. Irrespective of their past, all 

* will break with 1 Pot men anc respect the PRK Constitution will be able to become 

equa stazen t the republic, take part in elections and ever run in them. This fully 

Le also to Norodom Sihanouk. 

The PRK foreign minister said that from 1979, as many as me 100,000 Kampucheans who 

were earlier deceived and confused by reactionary propaganda have returned to Kampuchea. 

They have been granted all rights enjoved by the PRK's citizens. This vear alone, more 

than 8,000 Pol Pot and Sihanouk men have surrendered to popular authorittes. Successful 

Operations by the Armed forces of the PRK against Pol Pot gangs as well as the voluntary 

urrender of counter-revolutionary elements tend to further exacerbate the crisis in the 

camp of Pol Pot men and their allies. 

\nswering a question from the correspcendent of the CANADIAN TRIBUNE, the PRK foreign min- 

ister said that the tense situation around Kampuchea and in South Fast Asia as a whole 

depends im many wavs on the policy of China, whichis directed at provoking confrontation 

between the ASEAN countries and their Indochinese neighbours and trustrating dialogue 

between them. Hun Sen stressed that all Vietnamese troops will be withdrawn trom 

Kampuchea as soon as the Chinese threat to Indochinese countries is removed and outside 
, 

interferenee involving use of Pol Pot men discontinued. The removal of Pol Pot men from 
. 

Thai territory would become a first tep on the road. 



BRIEFS 

PARTY SCHOOL DELEGATION--Vientiane, 12 Dec (KPL)--Chanmi Douangboutdi, party 

CC's member and director of the party's ideological school, returned here 

yesterday from Bulgaria. Heading a delegation of the Lao party's ideological 

school, Chanmi Douangboutdi participated in a conference of the directorates 
of the party's institutes and academics’ council for secial-science of the 

socialist countries held in Sofia. On his way back, he had stopped over in 

Moscow, and exchanged views with his Soviet counterpart on activities of the 

party's ideological school. Chanmi Douangboutdi and his delegation were met 

at Wattai Airport by Sileua Bounkham, first deputy-director of the party's 

school, and Khaliousline [name as received] counsellor of the Soviet Embassy 

to Laos. |Text] [Vientiane KPL in English 0900 GMT 12 Dec 84 BK] 

TRADE UNION DELEGATION=--Vientiane, !2 Dec (KPL)--A delegation of the Lao 

Federation of Trade Unions led py its President Thitsoi Sombatdouang, who 

is also alternate member of the LPRP Central Committee, returned here yesterday 

after attending a conference of trade union leaders of the socialist countries 

convened in Moscow from 7-8 December. The delegates to the conference had 

discussions on the implementation of the resolution of the CEMA and on prepara- 

tions for the celebration of the 40th anniversary of the victory over Hitler 

and Japanese fascism, and other issues, Meeting the delegation at Wattai 

Airport were Mrs Phetsamon Lasasima, memb er of the LPR Central Committee, 

vice chairman of the Lao Women's Union, Sombouwn Vongnobountham, vice-chairman 

of the LFTU Central Committee, and other senior officials. Whaliouslline, 

secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Laos, was also on hand, [Text] [Vientiane 
KPL in English 0905 GMT 12 Dec 84 BK) 

PARTY DELEGATION'S RETURN=-Vientiane, 12 Dec (KPL)--A delegation of the propaganda 

and training board and the foreign relations committee of the party Central 

Committee led by Sopha Khotphouthon, deputy head of the propaganda and training 

board, returnedhome yesterday from the Republic of Cuba. While there, the 

delegation took part in a conference of fraternal parties on international and 

ideological issues held in Havana from 5 to 7 December, Welcoming t..¢ delega- 

tion at Wattai Airport were Khamma Phomkong, acting head of the propaganda 

and training board of the party Central Gommittee, and other otficials. 

Aricel J. Hernandez Reyes, charge d'aftaires a.i., of the Cuban Embassy to Laos 

was also present at the airport. [Text] [Vientiane KPL in English 0907 GMT 

12 Dec 84 BK] 
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TRADE UNLON DELEGATION TO SRV--Vientiane, 12 Dec (KPL)=-A delexation 

Lao Federation of Trade Unions led by Sinsai Keomanivong, secretary . 

LFTU Central Committee, left here on 10 December on a visit to Ho Qh 

The delegation is to attend a conference on war veterans and social wel! 

work of “Séutheast Asian countries scheduled to be held ia ito Chi Minh Ci 

from 13-15 December. [Text] [Vientiane KPL in English 0909 GMT |? Dec #4 

RIDICAL DISCUSSION WITH USSR--Vientiane, 12 Dec (PANA-KPL)-<-Lesson 

periences on juridical work were exchanged during the talks here 

between Lao Justice Minister Kou Souvannamethi, and his Soviet count. 

kravisov Boris Vasilyevich. Kravtsov Boris Vasilvevich, a hero of t! 

viet Union, arrived here on Monday heading a visiting delegation of 

viet Justice Ministry. He was greeted at the airport by Minister 

Kou Souvannamethi and Soviet Ambassador V. F. Sobchenko. [Text! [Vie 

in English 091] GMT 12 Dec 84 BK] 

'NAMESE DELEGATION LEAVES—Vient liane, 13 Dec (KPL)=—-A delegation 

Jietnam photographer's association led by its deputy secretary-geners 

Dinh Ngoc Thong, left here on 10 December after a three-week visit at the 

invitation of the KPL news agency. During its stay, the delegation tour: 

Vientiane, Luang Prabang, Xiengkhouang and Champassak provinces in preporat 

1 photo exhibition marking the two historical days of the Lao PFR in 198), 

The delegation also called on Lao leaders and was warmly received by then. 

t! | Vientiane KPL in English 0911 CMT 13 Dec 84 BK] 

[ENDSHIP DELEGATION RETURNS=--Vientiane, 13 Dec (KPL)-—-A delegation of th 

-USSR Friendship Association led by Khamliang Vhonsena, minister of publi 

health and vice-chairman of the association, returned here on 11 Decetmbe: ter 

ittending the celebraiion of the ninth anniversary of the PDR in Moscow. “Meetilag 

the delegation at Wattal Airport were Dr Vannalet Latsapho, vice-minister of 

public health, and officials of the Laos-USSK Friendship Association. 

Khalioulline, secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Laos, was also present. ert] 

Vientiane KPL in English 0915 GMT 13 Dec 84 BK] 

LPDR DAY GREETINGS--Vientiane, 13 Dec (KPL)--Lao top leaders on the occasion 

of the 9th founding anniversary of the Lao People's Democratic Republ i 

(2 December) received greetings from various countries’ leaders in the world. 

On this occasion, President Souphanouvong and the chairman of the Council! of 

Ministers, Kaysone Phomvihan received greetings from Flavio Brave Pardo, chair- 

man of the People’s Power Assembly of the Republic of Cuba, Miguel de la Madrid 

Hurtado, president of the United States of Mexico, ‘Ali Nasir Muhammad al-tasani, 

secretary general of the Central Committee of the Socialist Party and chairmin 

of the presidium of the Supreme People's Council and prime minister of the PDRY, 

Hafiz al-Asad of the Syrian Arab Republic, France Albert Rene, president of thy 

Republic of Seychelles, his majesty Birendra Bir Bikra Shah Dev, kine of Nepal, 

Muhammad Husni Mubarak, president of Egypt, Lt Gen Hussain Mohammad Irshad, 

president of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Lt Col Khouna Ould Haydala of 

Mauritania, His Majesty Baudouin, king of Belgium, Mauno Nenrik Koivisto, 

president of Finland, His Majesty Hirohito, Emperor of Japan, and Edouard Saouma, 

general director of the UN Food and Agriculture Oreanisation. |Text! [Vient iane 

KPL in English 0905 CMT 13 Dec 84] 



ROUTE 9 OONSTRUCTION OOOPERATIvO.--— . ber, the delegation of the LPD} 

Transports and lost Ministi " ty Minister Nhamlouat Sitlakon, and 

the delegation of the SRV Transport Communications Ministry led ty 

Vice Minister (?Nguyen Vinh » | iltative meeting in Savannakhet 

Province to stucyv and dis ’ in peration project to build 

the second stretch mut , j : eceting also reviewed the success 

of the construction of the tirst «-+- tretch of the highway trom Lao Ba 

to (Phakhom). The meetis ii th struction of the second stret 

of the highway fro 7 vt i lang t s¢ Koumkam. The 384th 

Construction Comp. th KV ha isSsiened to carry out the constructi 

of this 7O-km stret: yt the bh : irvy! [Vientiane Domestic Servic« 

in Lao 1400 CMT 4 Dec &- 

CSO: » 2067/5) 



TALKS KITH LNDONESIA ON COOPERATION IN DEFENSE SECTOR 

Kuala Lamour BPeiTA HARIAN in “Malay 3 Now 84 p % 

[Text] “Malaysia and Indonesia are studving th ibility of producing de- 

fense equipment as a joint etfort. 

This is being considered in view of Indonesia’s more advanced capability in 

the aviation industry and in the production of spare parts tor aircraft suct 

as the A-4 Skvhawr, which is used by the air torc: f both countries. 

Agteement on this matter was reached in discussions held ere today between 

Yogie Supardi, the secretar ‘veneral of the Indonesian “Ministry of Defense 

and Security, Datuk Abang Abu Bakar Datu Bandar “ustapha, the Malaysian deputy 

minister of detense, and Tan Sri Mohd. Yusof Haji Abdul Ralman, the secretary 

general of the “alavsian Ministry of Defense. 

Yogie Supardi arrived yesterday on a 6-day visit to Malaysia. The purpose of 

the visit is to establish closer relations in the defense sphere. 

The discussions between these officials will deal with the production of de- 

fense equipment, research, training and the exchange of staff personnel be- 

the two ministrices 

Other topics on the agenda include naval cooperation, joint purchase and fi- 

nancing of weaiens, defense research, and rehabilitation centers for disabled 

servicemen. 

5458 
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MALAYSIA 

TRADE DELEGATION TO CHINA 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 31 Oct 84 p 16 

[Text] A group that will try to open new markets for Malaysian products in 
China leaves for that country today on a 19-day visit. 

According to an announcement issued by the Ministry of Trade and Industry, 

the delegation will visit the cities of Hong Kong, Guengzhou, Beijing, Tianjin, 

Nanjing and Shanghai. 

The visit is being sponsored by the International Trade Division of the Minis- 
try of Trade and Industry, and the delegation is headed by Deputy Minister of 
Trade Oo Gin Sun and composed of 23 private businessmen. 

Some members of the group are engaged in the manufacture of wood products, 

such as sawn timbers, plywood and blackboards, and the production of food- 
stuffs, such as chocolate and cocoa. Others represent the hotel and services 
sectors. 

This follow-up visit is part of the ministry's plan to expand the overseas 
markets for Malaysian products. 

The announcement also said that two of the four objectives of the visit are 
to expand trade relations between Malaysia and China, and to promote the di- 
rect sale of Malaysian factory products and semiprocessed products on Chinese 

markets. 

The visit will also give local exporters an opportunity to survey new markets 
for Malaysian goods in China, in addition to strengthening the commercial ties 

between Malaysian exporters and Chinese trading corporations. 

Talks aimed at improving the balance of trade between the two countries--a bal- 
ance that now favors China--will be held with the Chinese government during the 
visit. 

5458 
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MALAYSIA 

SHIPPING AGREEMENT WITH SRI LANKA 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 9 Nov 84 p 17 

[Text] A draft shipping agreement with Sri Lanka was signed by Malaysia to- 

day. The agreement will result in an increase in the transportation of goods 

by the two countries and in their bilateral trade. 

The draft agreement, which has been under discussion for the last 3 days, will 

be forwarded to the cabinet for approval. 

Muhammad Thilagadurai, director of the Maritime Department, “inistry of Trans- 
port, signed for Malaysia. Sri Lanka was represented by Lakshman de Mel, sec- 

retary of the Ministry of Trade and Shipping. 

Muhammad Thilagadurai said that it was the government's policy to improve its 

shipping ties with other countries so that all trade can be carried out in two 

directions. 

"It will also reduce the present level of expenditures because national trade, 

and the export-import trade in particular, is largely dependent on Third World 

countries,” he said. 

He added that Sri Lanka is the fourth nation to enter into a shipping agree- 

ment with Malaysia. 

He also said that his ministry is engaged in preliminary negotiations with 

China, the United States and Korea on the same subject. 

With regard to the provisions of the agreement, he said that, among other 

things, both sides are to receive good cargo and terminal facilities and 

that crewmen are to be provided with comtortable lodgings when in port. 
The agreement also allows Sri Lanka and Malaysia to assist one another by 
carrying 20 percent of the goods that are exported to other countries. 

5458 
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MALAYSIA 

JAPANESE MARKETS SOUGHT FOR MALAYSIAN CXPORTS 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 1 Nov 84 p 2? 

[Text] Minister of Trade and Industry Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah has expressed 

the hope that Japan will open its markets to Malaysia's finished products, as 
only a few of these products are now enterine the Japanese market. 

The minister expressed this hope during talks here [Tokyo] last nieht with the 

Japanese minister for international trade and industry, Hikosaburo Ohomoget, 

according to a statement isswed today by the Malaysian embassy in Japan. 

Wider Opportunity 

Tengku Razaleigh said that Malaysia cannot continue to rely on exports of lead- 

ing commodities but is forced to diversify its exports and, in this connection, 

needs the assistance of Japan. 

Hie added that without crude oil and liquefied natural gas, Malaysia's exports 

to Japan would be even more unbalanced and the situation would worsen in coming 
years. 

The steps taken by Japan to open its markets, including the review of its cen- 

eral preferences scheme, have been of no creat benefit to Malaysia. 

He said that he hopes that Japan can take more meaningful steps that will rive 

Malaysia a wider opportunity to market its products, particularly finished and 

processed products. 

The minister said that the two countries enjoy good relations and that these 

relations have been strengthened by the “Look to the East” policy. 

He said that there are some matters that could cause problems but that he be- 

lieves that this situation can be overcome on the basis of the friendly re- 

lations that already exist. 

"This will even further comsolitate the economic and political relations be- 

tween the two countries.” he said. 



Tengku Razaleigh said that all of the Japanese investments in Malaysia are 

welcomed and that attractive facilities will be provided to those who are 

prepared to become partners in development. 

In this connection, he said that he hopes that Japan can provide Malaysia with 

information on its industrial reorganization plan as this will enable Malaysia 

to plan its own industrial development. 

Tengku Razaleigh is in Tokyo to speak at the second symposium on financial and 

commercial cooperation in Asia and the Pacific. The seminar is being sponsor- 

ed by the Export-Import Bank of Jappn and the Asia Development Bank. 

He will also host a luncheon tomorrow for a group of prominent Japanese busi- 

nessmen and will speak at the luncheon. 

Tengku Razaleigh will meet with Noboru Takeshita, the Japanese minister of 

finance, during his visit to Tokyo. 

CSO: 4213/65 
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MALAYSIA 

EAST GERMAN TECHNOLOGY WOULD BE WELCOMED 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 31 Oct 84 p 16 

{Text] According to Deputy Minister for Trade and Industry Gin Sun, there 
is a continuing and growing demand for capital equipment and technology in 

Malaysia, and East Germany is in a good position to supply various types of 

technology to this country. 

Speaking in Kuala Lumpur today at the opening of the Second Last German Tech- 

nology Symposium, the deputy minister said that he hoped that the Malaysian 

people will learn from the East German experience in encouraging and promot ing 

small industries. He also said that he hoped for a transfer of technology 

from East Germany to Malaysia. 

Noting that rubber accounts for about 95 percent of Malaysia's exports to East 

Germany and that the volume of exports is not large, Deputy Minister Oc empha- 

sized that Malaysia is interested in increasing the volume of exports and also 

in exporting finished and semiprocessed products. 

Technology 

He said that he hopes that East Germany will continue to strengthen and expand 

its trade relations with Malaysia because the present bilateral trade is val- 

ued at only 14.9 million Malaysian dollars, or 0.02 percent of Malaysia's to- 

tal foreign trade. 

Last year Malaysia imported transportation equipment and machinery valued at 

13,161 million Malaysian dollars, which accounted for 42 percent of all im- 

ports. 

The symposium will be used to introduce various types of new technology ued 

in the metals industry, plant and equipment for processing tood oil, enei- 

neering equipment and precision instruments, drugs, optical equipment and 

maritime products. 

The symposium is being sponsored with the assistance of the Malaysian National 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry and is intended to promote economic, scien- 

tific and industrial cooperation and trade relations between the two countries. 



Ramli Khusairi, the secretary general of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
who represented the chamber's president, said that a simple level of East 

German technology would be suitable for local conditions. 

He also said that the trade between the two countries, instead of being han- 

dled by third parties as is now the case, should be carried out directly. 

5458 
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MALAYSIA 

OVERSEAS STUDENTS INVOLVED IN ANTINATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 29 Oct 84 p 19 

[Text] Deputy Minister of Education Haji Bujang Haji Ulis has stated that 
legal action, including the cancellation of scholarships, will be taken 

against Malaysian students overseas if it is found that they are involved 
in an antinational group. 

He said that the Ministry of Education is giving serious attention to the 

activities of a small group of overseas students who are criticizing the 
policies of the government. 

"The Ministry of Education will study their activities and involvement and, 

if there is substantiating evidence, the government will take action against 

them," he said. 

He also said that the ministry will summon the director of the Malaysian 

Overseas Students Department so that it can obtain complete information be- 

fore it takes any action against the students. 

Speaking with reporters after opening the grand conference of the Parent- 

Teachers Association at Kamil (1) Primary School in Pasir Puteh last night, 
Haji Bujang said that the government knew that a small group of students 

was involved in these activities. 

He said that those involved will be given a warning and that their scholar- 

ships will be withdrawn if they continue their antinational activities. 

This action will not be limited to students on government scholarships but 

will also be applied to students who are sponsored by private organizations. 

"The Ministry of Education, acting through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
will direct the parties concerned to take firm action against the students 

they sponsor," he said. 

He said that in order to help students avoid being caught up in this anti- 

national group, all officials who visit foreign countries will meet with 
local Malaysian students and brief them on current developments in Malaysia. 
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In any case, he said, at this time the Ministry of Education does not have 

complete details on the activities of those students who oppose the policies 
of the state. 

Regarding those students at centers of higher education within the country 

who come under the influence of political parties and ridicule the government, 
Haji Bujang said that this matter receives the constant attention of both the 
government and university authorities. 

5458 
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HOME OWNERSHIP IN FEDERAL TERRITORY 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in Malay 1 Nov &4 p 4 

[Text] The rate of home ownership in the Federal ‘Verritory in higher among 

members of the Chinese community than among members of other ethnic groups. 

The Chinese population also is larger than the population of other groups. 

It totals 474,574 persons consisting of 238,56 [sic] males and 236,011 fe- 

males. 

According to the State Population Report for the Federal Territory, which is 

issued by the Malaysia Department of Statistics, in 1980 there were 44,509 

Chinese who owned their own homes. 

These homes consisted of 39,227 single-family dwellings, 4.773 units of row 

housing, 379 apartments and various other types of residentces. 

Malays own a total of 23,983 homes in and around the Federal Territory. 

This means that the members of the Malay community own 20,526 fewer residences 

than the members of the Chinese community. 

The number of Malays who rent their homes is 34,715, which means that mor 

Malays rent their homes than own then. 

The Chinese renters in the city total 45,654, or 1,145 more than the number 

of Chinese homeowners. 

The occupancy rate per dwelling also is highest among the Chinese. 

In 1980 a total of 45,015 Malays occupied 9,903 houses, which is an average 

of 5 family members per house. 

At the same time a total of 70,212 Chinese occupied 11,702 houses, or an 
average of 6 family members per house. 

This also indicates that the Chinese population in urban areas is larger than 

the population of Malays and other racial croups. 



The report also shows that the Indian community is still having problems in 

the area of home ownership. 

house. 

The 132,045 Indians who live in and around the Federal Territory occupy 26,409 
houses, which means that there is an average occupancy rate of 5 persons per 

house. 

5458 
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In 1980 Indians owned 3,112 houses and these 

houses were occupied 18,672 persons, or an average of 6 family members per 
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MALAYSIA 

FARMERS SHOULD BE RE-EDUCATED IN FARMING TECHNIQUES 

Kuala Lumpur BEK!TA li\K'TAN in Malay 31 Oct 84 p 5 

[Text] There are on.y a limited number of government agricultural employees 

in this country and this situation reduces the effectiveness of the extension 

services that are provided to farmers. 

According to the Agricultural Institute of Malaysia (AIM), the ratio of gov- 

ernment agricultural employees to farmers is about 1:19,000 in Malaysia as 
compared to 1:500 in other Asian countries, such as Japan, South Korea and 
Taiwan. 

An article in the Latest issue of BERITA AIM says that, "Even though extension 
services are being provided to farmers, new emphasis must be placed on special 
programs." 

The article states that farmers must be taught new principles of farming and 

the principles of management so they can increase production and use their 
land more effectively. 

Income 

This can be done through an intensification of extension services, as recom- 

mended in the National Agricultural Policy. 

The assistance of agricultural experts in the efforts that are being made to 

disseminate new technology and management techniques is greatly needed. 

According to the article, the policy reaffirms the government's participation 

in and responsibility for efforts to increase the production and the income 
of smallholders and farmers. 

The choice available to smallholders and farmers is an easy one: they must 
work hard to raise their present level of production and also try to save and 
invest some of their income. 

They also are required to be more disciplined, to be willing to accept new 

skills and knowledge, and to change their attitudes and way of thinking. 
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As for the government, it has the important assignment of promoting the agri- 

cultural sector and this requires the active and continuing support and par- 

ticipation of the private sector and the public. 

Farmers usually have few assets and so it is essential that new sources of 

income be identified for then as this will permit them to increase their earn- 
ings. 

The article also said that the change from traditional to commercial agricul- 

ture should be expedited and that small farmers should be integrated to accel- 

erate the improvement of the rural economy. 
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MALAYSIA 

NOT ENOUGH GOVERNMENT JOBS FOR UNIVERSITY GRADUATES 

Kuala Lumpur BERITA HARIAN in “Malay 31 Oct 84 p 1 

[Text] More than 1,600 recipients of government scholarships and fellowships, 
many of whom hold degrees or diplomas in the sciences or social sciences, re- 

main unemploved. 

They are part of the group of some 3,930 graduates of local and foreign uni- 

versities who had completed their studies as of October of this vear. 

It is understood that the graduates have only a slim chance of tinding employ- 
ment in government departments and agencies because there are only a few po- 

sitions that require persons with their qualifications. 

The employment problem also is affected by the fact that the nation has not 

fully recovered from the economic recession. 

Graduates in the scientific disciplines, such as physics, biology, nuclear 

science, zoology and geology, have difficulty finding jobs because these are 
limited fields in this country. 

But it can also be said that at present there are an excessive number of gradu- 

ates in the social sciences, {.e., economics, literature, culture, history, 

political science and Islamic studies. 

BERITA HARIAN also has been civen to woderstand that a freeze has been placed 

on the total number of positions in ‘xe government and its agencies and in 

the private sector, which also contrisates to the shortage of job openings. 

This situation obviously is connected with the placement policy that has been 
adopted by the Public Services Department for recipients of federal scholar- 

shipe and fellowships. The policy took effect last year and utilizes the 
priority systen. 

Datuk Khalil Yaakob, minister without portfolio in the Prime Minister's De- 
partment, has stated that the Public Services Department has decided to use 

the priority system in assicning graduates to positions in government depart- 

ments and agencies. 



According to Datuk Khalil, due to the lack of job openings many of the ecradu- 

ates are being permitted to continue their studies or are being released from 

the terms of their scholarship agreements so thev can look for jobs on their 

own. 

This year only 60 percent of the recipierts of government scholarships and 

fellowships have been offered employment, but last year 99 percent vere given 

jobs. 

It is estimated that about 42 percent have been placed in departments of the 

federal government, 12 percent in 85 government agencies, and 1.9 percent are 

continuing their education. 

In addition, about 2 percent have been assigned to institutions of higher edu- 

cation as instructors. They were selected from the professional group of per- 

sons holding degrees or diplomas in the sciences or social sciences. 

Most of these instructors have been assigned to the fields of c'vil engineering, 

surveying, veterinary science, architecture and property management. 
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MALAYSIA 

RELIGIOUS AGITATORS IN LAND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

Kuala Lumpur UTUSAN MALAYSIA in Malay 19 Oct 84 p 8 

(Editorial: "Application of Islamic Values for Settlers"] 

[Text] It is important that Islamic values be displayed or applied in soci- 
ety today not only to promote morality but also to prevent the transgressions 
and other activities that are carried out by dissidents and that threaten the 
security and stability of the nation. 

In the case of the government's administrative machinery, the display of Is- 
lamic values is intended to encourage government employees to be honest, sin- 
cere, efficient, clean and trustworthy in carrying out their assignments. But 
in the case of the occupants of che land development projects, projects that 
are scattered throughout the country, the application of Islamic values also 
is intended to prevent fanatic and disruptive elements from trying to divide 

the people. 

The application of Islamic values has not been emphasized in the FELDA (Fed- 

eral Land Development Authority) projects, and this has resulted in the ad- 

mittance of unauthorized Muslim preachers to the projects. Their activities 
have created divisions among tlhe people, a situation that has not existed 

heretofore. 

A recent announcement by the Ministry of Land and Regional Development indi- 
cates that there has been a change of attitude toward Islamic education in 
FELDA projects throughout the country. This has resulted in a new develop- 

ment in the projects. 

Seeds of disruption are being sown among project residents and this has led 

to the expulsion of 229 settlers from the FELDA projects in Johor state alone. 
Some of these settlers were inciting other settlers to oppose the government. 

Agitation of this sort can occur only because there is too much latitude in 

the programs for the dissemination of Islamic doctrine that are being offered 

in the settlements. 
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A similar situation exists at some boarding schools. The latitude in their 

schedules of religious instruction results in charges being made that dis- 

ruptive and antigovernment elements are operating in these schools. 

It is essential that the schedules of religious instruction be reviewed and 

that more intensive religious instruction be provided both to students and to 
the settlers in all of the land development projects. 

Today many types of religious teachings are being propagated by preachers who 
have been invited to speak but who do not have official authorization from 
the government. It is clear that the goal of these people is to fish in muddy 

waters if division does occur. 

The possibility that these preachers are communists who are posing as uiamas 

should not be discounted, since it is the communists who would profit most if 

an unfortunate situation does develop. 

It is clear that the need of the settlers and their families for organized 

and more intensive religious instruction should be met immediately, and that 

it is obligatory on the Ministry of Land and Regional Development to become 

involved in the settlement areas. 
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BRIEFS 

NATLONAL MEDIA TO MERGE--Information Minister Datuk Rais Yatim disclosed in 

Ipoh, Perak state that RTM [Radio Television Malaysia] and Filem Negara 
[the national film industry] will be merged next year to pool their resources 
in efforts to upgrade production standards. He said that the merger will 

help to alleviate problems such as technical staff shortage and those 

experienced in production techniques. More films on documentary, current 
affairs, and development will be produced next year with the aim to 
enlighten the people on government policies so that they will not be con- 

fused by propaganda spread by irresponsible elements who are out to smear 

the government's image. [Excerpt] [Kuala Lumpur International Service in 
English 0800 GMT 8 Dec 84 BK] 

ASEAN TRADE CURBS SCORED--Malaysia has hit out at certain ASEAN countries 

for adopting restrictive trade measures. The deputy finance minister, Datuk 

Sabaruddin Chik, in expressing deep concern over such practices, warned that 

the move could curtail intra-ASEAN trade which is now increasing gradually. 

The intra-ASEAN trade rose from 7.10 billion ringgit in 1980 to 8.68 billion 
ringgit in 1982. He says that although each ASEAN member country may have 

its own reasons for adopting such trade practices, it is hoped that such 
measures will only be temporary. Datuk Sabaruddin was closing a 3-day ASEAN 

symposium on trade facilitations in Kuala Lumpur. He expressed confidence 

that the intra-ASEAN trade volume will grow further with the adoption of 

additional deliberate policies and measures by member countries to enhance 

their trade with each other. [Text] [Kuala Lumpur Domestic Service in 

English 1130 GMT 13 Dec 84 BK] 

CSO: 4200/275 
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PHILIPPINES 

RADIO VERITAS SEES TROUBLED HOLIDAY SEASON 

HK190408 Manila Radio Veritas in Tagalog 0900 GMT 18 Dec 84 

[Announcer's commentary) 

[Text] Well, here we are in the holiday season, but can we really say it 
will be a festive occasion? I mean, what have we to celebrate during 
these difficult times? Are there many things we can be thankful for these 
days? Anyone who says there are is an idiot. Just look around you. Do 
people have that Christmas spirit? Are people happy? Are they prosperous? 
Are they free from poverty and oppression? I'll leave you to answer that, 
my friends. 

Just think of all our friends languishing in jail--can we be happy about 
them? Think of all those military men, all those involved in the Aquino 
case--are they in jail? The Aquino case is still unsolved--and probably 
will be for a long time, if not forever. And all those men who plotted and 
planned the murder, and the little guys who carried it out, they are all 
free. They are happy because they know they are safe. They are the ones 
who have that Christmas spirit. Meanwhile our friends are in jail because 
they agiteted for reforms and freedom and an end to oppression. What a won- 
derful state of affairs. 

CSO: 4211/16 
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PHILIPPINES 

REPORTAGE ON PROGRESS OF AQUINO INVESTIGATION 

Witness Sends Testimony to U.S. 

HK200718 Manila Far East Broadcasting Company in English 2300 GMT 19 Dec 84 

{Text] On the Aquino-Galman murder case, Rebecca Quijano, the crying woman, 
has made a narration of what she saw, heard, and felt in connection with the 

killing of former Senator Benigno Aquino last 21 August 1983. She said a copy 

of the narration in her own handwriting has been sent to a confidante in the 
United States, with instructions to deliver copies to all reputable newspapers 

should anything violent happen to her. 

Quijano made these revelations in a 3-page letter sent to major newspapers 

in Manila. She also appealed to President Marcos to order the military to leave 
her alone and leave her case solely to the Tanodbayan [Ombudsman], She stressed 
in her appeal to the president her firm belief in his concern for righteousness 

and fair play. She had earlier refused an invitation by the military for 
questioning. 

Professor on Foreign Involvement 

0W191403 Quezon City RPN Television Network in English 1100 GMT 19 Dec 84 

[From the "Newswatch" program] 

{Text} It is highly probable that other persons, most likely foreigners, are 
involved in the assassination of former Senator Benigno Aquino, Jr. and 

Luchi Cruz has this update. 

[Begin Cruz video report] The probability that persons outside of the 26 indict- 
ed in the 2 Agrava reports surfaced in a speech delivered by a professor and 
researcher of law of the University of the Philippines [UP]. 

Speaking before the Manila chapter of the UP Vanguard at the Army and Navy Club, 
Prof (Esteban Bautista) asked why the Agrava board did not pursue evidence 

presented to it showing that Senator Aquino traveled in and out of the United 

States and in Asia using not a Filipino passport, but a genuine U.S. passport. 

This evidence, (Bautista) adds, was confirmed in a telex sent by the Singapore 
Government to the Philippine Government on 19 August 1983. Though he refused 
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to name names, (Bautista) said it is enough to say that the other participants 

must have hired the gunman who killed the former senator. 

In a series of articles he wrote on the Tanodbayan's [ombudsman's body | 
inquiry, (Bautista) discounted Ver's complicity in the assassination and said 

that the two Agrava reports violated the Bill of Rights. 

CSO: 4200/309 
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PHILIPPINES 

REPORTER DESCRIBES NPA BASE, ACTIVITIES IN SAMAR 

HK201611 Manila BUSINESS DAY in English 19 Dec 84 p 5 

("Letter From Samar" by reporter Marites Danguilan-vitug: "Touching ‘Base’ 
With the NPA"] 

[Text] Catbalogan, Samar--Night descends on Samar's forests like a heavy 
blanket. Only the sound of the cold December wind breaks the stillness, and here 

and there the whispers of human voices and crickets. 

With the Light from fireflies crowning the trees and a few bright stars peering 

from the vast, dark sky, the trek to guerrilla territory begins. 

Away from the town center, past highways and ricefields, across rivers traversed 
by unknown lives, everyday concerns and dreams, through narrow trails bordered 
by tall, wild grass, we touch New People's Army (NPA) “base” at the mountain peak. 

This area, including several other barrios, is part of the NPA “zone™ from where 
men and women, bearing arms and bullets snatched from military forces, are 

stepping up their "war against the government." 

Cadres are assigned to man the “base” but army members, mostly peasants, are 
mobile. Aside from Armalites, they lug rattan backpacks usually containing 
a cloth hammock, food (most of the time cooked rice and boiled cassava) and 

a spare set of dark-colored shirt and pants. 

To reach “base” this time, the cadres had to walk for two days which, to them, 

seemed normal. Their lives, however, are not. Each day opens with the threat 
of death, pursuit, hunger, cold and sickness. 

They say they want only to Live as human beings, without worrying their heads 

about where to get the next meal or being labeled communists and sent to jail. 
They say they want the great majority of Filipinos to be able to speak out, 
read, listen, and thrive. 

This, they say, is what tiv is all about. In the last six months, cadres 
claim they launched "tacticai u.censives" in 13 towns (that is, raids of military 

detachments), collecting some 127 guns, mostly Armalites and a few machine guns. 
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They operate three main guerrilla fronts in the province with full-time armed 

strength at 200, militia or part-time army members at about 2,400, and a miss 

base of 400,000. 

Generali Salvador Mison, chief of Regional Unified Command 8 of the Armed Forces 

of the Philippines, earlier assessed NPA strength at 852 regulars, 50,000 

active members, mass base of 250,000. He said they have a supply of 2,081 arms 

of which 749 are homemade shotguns. 

Dodong, the troop commander, and Phil, a leading cadre, dismiss government 

figures as “self-serving to the U.S.-Marces dictatorship.” They say the 

igures are “bloated” and are meant to justify increased military aid from 

the United States and, consequently, a bigger budget for counterinsurgency 

programs in Samar. 

Dodong, 32, has been a guerrilla for the past 10 years. We was a student 

cctivist when he was arrested and detained. After his release from prison, 

the mountains became his home. 

es he think the NPA will achieve victory? He breaks tnto a wide emile and 

biurts: “Sigurado!™ [sure] 

there is a happy quietoess about Phil which give ut into a reassuring smile 

to his comrade, Dodong. The other members are sober; some look the grim and 

etermined type of revolutionaries. 

hile there may be disagreement between government amd rebels on the figures, 

th seem to agree that guerrilla warfare is now in the “strategic defensive” 

The NPA is consolidating its force and its engaged in active warfare-- 

s, raids, “sparrow” operations of liquidation. It aims to build up more 

ras and “wipe out” the combat effect) -eness of the military. 

h im! Phil explain, in between puff , | v“aede cigarets (roasted tohacco 

s, crushed, and wrapped in newsp., ier), tht Lhe goal of the Communist 

irty of the Philippines (CPP) and its military arm, te NPA, is to reach 

‘utrategic stalemate” stage in three years, 

This can happen, they say, if they grow further in number, the economi 

risis worsens, the open, legal mass movement intensifies, and the United States 

does not intervene directly. They stress that 1990 is a target year tor a 

“major military victory.” 

Cadres started operating in Samar in 1971 but ifiered their first major 

thack in 1972 when the military raided their only camp. After the declara- 

tion of martial Law in 1972, the armed movement started to pick up, expanding 

int ther areas in tue province. 

in 1975, NPA forees Linked east and west Samar; 19/6 saw the intensification 

ctieal offensives.” The vear after, military forces beefed up their 

treneth in the area, too, Government operations haw 

wat Lined, 

» Since then, been 
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The whirr of a helicopter engine throws the men into combat formation. During 

the night, they take turns patrolling the area, wherever they may be, in a hut 

or under the trees in hammocks. 

There are strict rules, instructions, orders, passwords. In certain parts of 

the forest, where they might easily fall in the direct Line of vision of the 

military, they walk in absolute silence, and at night, in complete darkness, 

as flashlights are forbidden. The terrain dictates their formation. 

How do they prepare for skirmishes, attacks? 

The first phase is cerebral. In a session called “political mobilization,” the 

army members about to launch an attack discuss the objectives of the particular 

action, the “crimes” of their target or targets. They also listen to “agita- 

tional talk” wherein victims of military atrocities are asked to speak on 
their experiences. 

Now fired up, each team's job is again explained in detail. the lookout force 

needs vigilant eyes to see “enemies” who my be approaching the attack area; 

the strike force fires the tirst shots; the blocking force prevents the entry 

of any “enemy”; the containment force surrounds the target area; the clean-up 

team sveeps the area of munitions. 

After the actual attack, the army members get together for the “sunmming-up.” 

They assess the “operation,” its weak and strong points, and pick up lessons 

for the next offensive. 

Phil and Dodong Like to point out that they have a kind policy toward military 

men who surrender: they are given passage home unless they have “blood debts." 

In this case, “Surrenderees” identified to have been responsible for deaths of 

NPA members are tried in a “people's court.” 

Since NPA policy is to neutralize the rank-and-file of the government armed 

forces, they seek to educate soldiers and convert them to their side. Aside 

from granting surrenderees “freedom” instead of taking them into captivity, 

they also treat wounded “enenies.” 

The cadres say these acts of humanity leave a favorable impact on the soldiers 

who would start comparing the way things are run in their backyard to the NPA's, 

but all is mot combat in the bush and thicket. There is song, poetry and dance, 

In this faraway place, the guitar sits side by side with the gun. 

The themes of freedom and liberation run through the songs--in melodies steeped 

with melancholy and vearning. They sing of the homeland, of kissing the earth 

of one's birth, bathed by blood and sweat, and of dying for the country they 

love. 

CSO: 4200/39 



PHILIPPINES 

BRIEFS 

QUESTIONS ON IMF LOAN--Well, you all know that the loan from the Internat ion- 

al Monetary Fund has been approved, something which our government has been 

chasing after for a year, making them practically kneel and beg for it. So 
the IMF loan has been granted at last. What, folks, does this mean? As 

you know, some say this gives the government a breathing spell, a new begin- 

ning, while others say: More peso devaluation, higher taxes, lower wages. 
Still others say: Our nation is once again under the domination of the 

foreigners. We really gust talk about this gore. What does all this really 
mean? Let us be frank and let us be open. Will all this really help us 
here in our country? Will this solve the economic crisis in the Philippines? 
How about the political crisis? That is what we must talk about. [Text] 

(Manila Radio Veritas in Tagalog 0900 GMT 17 Dec 84 HK] 

MARCOS OPTIMISTIC ON ECONOMY--President Marcos has predicted a good future for 
the country's economy in terms of increased trade in 1945, as a result of the 
release of foreign bank loans. The president read his statement upon receipt 
of the approval of the $609 aillion [as heard] standby credit from the Inter- 
mational Monetary Fund. According to the president, this ensures financial 
assistance from foreign banks and other loan organizations. With the granting 

of the loan and trade facilities, the president said the country could produce 
goods and services that will raise the gross national product by about 1.5 

percent. Malacanang has announced that as a result of the release of the 

standby credit by the IMF, foreign creditors and other organizations are ex- 

pected to grant the $11 billion financial package for the country's economic 
recovery program. [Text] [Manila Far East Broadcasting Company in Tagalog 
1000 GMT 17 Dec 84 HK} 

ZAMBOANGA PC, ARMY REPLACEMENT URGED--Batasan Speaker Pro Tempore Salipada 

Pendatun has urged that all chiefs and personnel of the Constabulary [PC] 
and Army in Zamboanga City be replaced. According to Pendatun, it will not 

be possible for peace and order to be restored to that city until a complete 
change of constabulary and army personnel is made. The speaker made this sug- 
gestion in a telegram sent to acting armed forces chief Lt. Gen. Fidel Ramos. 

Pendatun's reasoning is that the ailitary have too miny personal interests 
in Zamboanga City to be able to perform their duties properly. [Text] 

(Manila Far East Broadcasting Company in Tagalog 2230 CMT 17 Dec 84 HK] 



MAYORS REQUEST MORE FORCES--The mayors of Idlid ng Bayan [expansion unknown] 
in Illocos Sur have asked for more home defense force personnel in their 
towns to help resist the growing presence of the New People's Army. The 
request was made to Regional Unified Command Chief Brigadier General Tomas 
Dumpit and task force Amihan [easterly winds] commander during a dialogue be- 
tween the provincial officials, headed by Governor Luis Chavez Singson, and 
the military. Also attending the conference were two sembers of Parliament 
Eric Singson and Salakmid Saterina, both from Llocos Sur. The mayor said that 
they fear for their lives whenever they go down from the hills to attend 
regular provincial meetings. [Text] [Manila Far East Broadcasting Company 
in Tagalog 1000 GMT 18 Dec 84 Hk] 

MRS MARCOS URCES END TO RALLIES--The tirst Lady, Imelda Marcos, vesterday 

[19 December] called for a stop to rallies and demonstrations of hite and 

destruction that do not redound to the benetit of the comtry. She instead 

urged the people to demonstrate for love, not hate; to build, not destroy; 

and to rally constructively in the spirit of Christmas, which is love. 

Mrs Marcos made the appeal before students and teachers as she mide the rounds 

of elementary schools in Caloocan City, Valenzuela, Malabon, and Navotas,. Her 

tour of Metro Manila schools entered its second day of bringing holiday cheer 

under her expanded Maligayang Pasko |Merry Christmas] program thit now includes 

elementary school children of four cities and 13 ounicipalities in the metropolis. 

{Text] [Manila Far East Broadcasting Company in English 2300 GMT 19 Dec 8&4) 

MORE PRODUCTION, LOW INTEREST RATES=-The country's economic managers ire under 

orders to closely monitor the country's stabilization and economic recover 

program to systematically reduce inflation. The president reminded his 

economic managers that the best intidote to intlation is to increise production, 

thereby assuring stability of supply of basic items. At the same time, the 

president called on all government agencies concerned to intensify tood produc- 

tion as a principal tool in keeping prices of basic goods down. The president 

ulso directed the Central Bank's Monetary Board to develop a system of bringing 

down interest rates, The president pointed out that the pesoedolluar « nanee 

has remained stable for the past several weeks, [Text] [Quezon Cit» 

Television Network in English 1100 CMT L Dec 84] 

WARNING OF COMMUNIST DISTURBANCES <-“Mors ivil disturbances in Metro Manila are 

expected in the coming months as 4 result of infiltration and agitation by the 

Communist Party of the Philippines. This warning was issued this morming by 

acting Met rocom [Metropolitan Command] Chief General Victor Natividad during 

the Manila Peace and Order Council meetings at the Manila Hotel. ee cooting, 

presided over by Mayor Ramon fagatsing, was attended by Napolcom [expansion 

unknown | chairman and member of parliament Teodulo Natividad, NBI [National 

ice district Bureau of Investigation] Director Jolly Bugarin and top western pol 

officials. Natividad told the meeting that the Communist Party will nt inue 

to seek dominance over the protest movement and create an atmosphers 1 state 

repression, quote, unquote, Natividad stressed that radical element ire ready 

to pursue their ideological ends by whatever means, legal or illesal. lext | 

{Quezon City RPN Television Network in English i100 GMT 19 Dec 54 



SOUTHOOM OFFICER'S STATUS--There is no truth to news reports that Acting 

Southcom [Southern Command] Chief of Staff Colonel Rolando de Guzman refuses 
to leave or vacate his post. These clarifications come from Acting Armed 

Forces chief General Fidel Ramos, who has submitted to the president a letter 
from CIS [Criminal Investigation Service] chief Colone! Hermogenes Peralta. 

In his letter, Peralta denied allegations that Col de Guzman had refused to 

budge despite his relief as Southcom chief of staff. Accordiag to Peralta, 

Col De Guzman is now in his new assignment at Camp Aguinaldo. Aside from the 

de Guzman case, General Ramos and Defense Minister Juan Ponce furile also 
reported to the president on the overall peace and order situation in the 

country. [Text] [Quezon City RPN Television Network in English 1100 On 

20 Dec 84] 

$4 MILLION POR SANITATION PROJECT--Japan has extended a $4 million grant in 
aid to the Philippines to finance a pilot rural environmental sanitation 

project. Japanese Ambassador to the Philippines Yoshio Okawa and Foreign 

Minister Arturo Tolentino signed and exchanged notes on the grant this 

morning at Padre Faurs. The sanitation project seeks to ensure adequate 

water supply, improve health and living conditions, and further upgrade 

health consciousness of some 60,000 thousand [as printed! rural people in 

about 60 different barangays in Batangas, Cavite, Bulacan, and Pampanga. 
The project is the first of its kind to combine such essential health 

facilities as adequate water supply systems, toilet and sewerage facilities, 
and other sanitary facilities. [Text] [Quezon City RPN Television Network 

in English 1100 GMT 29 Dec 84) 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

MWHAN DAN CARRIES REPORT ON DEFENSE CONFERENCE 

BK!20915 Hanoi NHAN DAN in Vietnamese 13 Now 84 

[VNA report] 

{Text} A conference of the delegations of the SR), R, and PRK armed 

forces leading political cadres was recently convened in Vientiane, the 

capital of the LPDR. 

The delegation of the VPA leading political cadr: | jewtenant 

General Dang Vu Hiep, deputy head of the VPA Genera itical Department; 

the LPA delegation by Lieutenant General Siphon ikMane ead of the IPA 

General Political Department; and the Kampuchea eople’s Rev tionary 

Armed Forces |KPRAF] delegation by Comrade Meas k: » ‘wad of the EPRAI 

General Political Department. 

The three delegations shared identical views won | , ral and regional 

political and military situation, exposed the ve: n hemes and 

maneuvers of the Chinese expansionist hegemonist ire im ever closer 

collusion with the U.S. imperialists and other | tionary forces against 

the three Indochinese countries, and exchanged e»periences in party-related 

work and political activities in order te cortribute to raising the combat 

readiness and increasing the fighting strenet! three traternal armed 

forces. 

The three delegations discussed coordinated act ncrease the effec- 

tiveness of party-related work and political t nstantly consoli- 

date the solidarity and special militant allian. VPA, the LPA, and 

the KPRAF and of the three Indochinese armed | t soviet armed forces, 

and the armed forces of other fraternal sociali:' tries. Comrad 

Khamtal Siphandon, member of the Political Bur ecretary of thw 

Central Committee of the LPRP, vice chairman o' i] {f Ministers, 

and minister of defense of the LPDR, cordially : } talked wit! 

the delegations of the Vietnamese, Lao, and Ka rmod force leadin 

political cadres. 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PIRLIC SFCTRITY 

VONADK WOTES GUERRILLA ACTIONS IN CENTRAL VIETNAM 

BK210720 (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 
Cambodian 2315 GMT 20 Dec 84 

[Text] On 1 December, guerrillas in Central Victnam's highlands attacked the 

Le Duan Vietnamese soldiers 4 ‘tm north 9f (Ilmong Prik), killing 2 and wound- 

ing 3, an AK was seized. 

On 2 December, the guerrillas attacked the Victnamese soldiers west of (Kheuy 
Tuk) village, killing 2 and wounding another, 4 hand grenades were seized, 

On 4 December, the guerrillas attacked the Vietnamese soldicrs moving from 

(Phle Deika Chak) village in (Puok Eun An Thi) District, killiny, 3 and wound- 
ing another; an AR-15, a map, and a compass were seized. 

On 5 December, the guerrillas attacked the Le Duan Victnamesc soldicrs moving 

from Play Cu to (Ba) commune, killing 1 and wounding 2 others; 70 rounds of 

Ak ammunition were seized. 

c In sum, guerrillas on the highlands in Central Victnam killed or wounded 15 

Le Duan Victnamese soldiers and seized 2 rifles and wome materiel. 

CSO: 4212/27 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

VPA PARTICIPATES IN NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION TASKS 

BK190418 Hanoi VNA in English 1533 GMT 18 Dec 84 

[Text] Hanoi, VNA, 18 December--While standing combat-prepared, members of 

the Vietnam People's Army are taking an active part in national construction 

with a wide range of suitable works. 

VPA men and women have built many strategic roads and railways totallying tens 
of thousands of kilometres leading to big industrial (’centers), new economic 

zones and remote areas in the border and coastal provinces or on offshore 

islands. 

They operate the oil pipe-lines, repair local and foreign ships, transport 

goods for the state and join in the construction of major industrial projects 

such as the Hoa Binh hydro-electric power plant on the Da (Black) River, the 

La Cai apatits mine, the Vung Tau oil and natural gas enterprise, etc.... 

They have built many medium-sized and small hydro-electric power stations 

as mines in northern provinces and the Central Highlands. 

The VPA has set up and is running 43 agro-|word indistinct] state farms and 

three state-operated fishing fleets. 

They have built or are building hundreds of irrigation projects, big and 

small, in various parts of Vietnam. 

Particularly in the Mekong Delta, they have dug and dredged over 20 million 
cubic metres of earth to build an irrigation network totalling more than 1,000 
kilometres in length. 

The VPA has formed hundreds of crop and cattle farming establishments, dozens 

of afforestation centres, and tens of thousands of economic establishments 

combining horticulture, fish raising and livestock breeding. 

The national defence industry has turned out hundreds of kinds of goods for 
home consumption and exports. 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

REPRESENTATIVE ON ‘HEAVY BLOW' FOR VIETNAMESE RESISTANCE 

HK191418 Hong Kong AFP in English 1351 GMT 19 Dec 84 

[Text] Paris, 19 Dec (AFP)--The trial and sentencing of 21 people yesterday 

by a court in Ho Chi Minh City, southern Vietnam, is a “heavy blow for the 

anti-communist Vietnamese resistance," a resistance representative said here 
today. 

The representative, who was passing through Paris, declined to be identified, 

but implicitly acknowledged that the 21 were, as alleged in court, fellow- 

members of the United Front of Patriotic Forces for the Liberation of Vietnam. 

Five of the 21 were condemned to death, three were sentenced to life imprison- 

ment and the 13 others to jail terms ranging from 8 to 20 years, on charges 

of seeking to topple the government with the help of China, Thailand and the 

United States. The court also announced that dozens of others accused of sub- 

version would soon be tried. 

But, the front representative insisted, allegations that the 21 were spying 

for foreign powers were groundless. 

"It was not espionage," the representative said, “but something much bigger-- 
the Hanoi government has effectively recognised that there is armed resistance 

in Vietnam especially in the south.” 

The front representative said that the resistance sprung up after the communist 
takeover of South Vietnam in 1975, and was party composed of former South 
Vietnamese army units. 

The existence of the movement is “known and admitted by a number of communists, 

including the Le Duc Tho faction," the representative said. 

Le Duc Tho, who headed the Vietnamese delegation in peace talks with the United 

States, is widely considered Vietnam's next leader. 

The source also hit out at charges that the 21 were Chinese agents, contending 

that Hanoi was using the accusations “to credit the theory that Vietnam is 

faced with a Chinese threat." 
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"The truth is that Thailand is fully aware that Vietnam is a potential enemy, 

and that in the event of Vietnamese aggression, the response would not be 

American but Chinese.” 

“China has no intention of attacking Vietnam, but only wants to limit Viet- 

namese expansionism, which is encouraged by Moscow,” the front representative 
said. 

Meanwhile, a Paris-based body, the Committee for the Defence of Human Rights 

in Vietnam, has asked French President Francois Mitterrand and Paris Major 

Jacques Chirac to urge Hanoi to annul the death sentences. 

The five condemned men, who include two French nationals, “merely did their 
duty by fighting for the fundamental rights of the Vietnamese people,” the 
committee said. 

The accused can lodge an appeal for clemency with President Truong Chinh, but 

observers in Vietnam said that a reprieve was unlikely, and that the five are 

expected to be executed shortly. 

CSO: 4200/314 
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MILITARY ATFAIZS AND PUZLIC SOCURITY 

WHa DAN URGCS PROTICTION OF SOCIALIST PRCOPLERTY 

SKLYLLI3 Ganoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 2500 CNT 12 Dec 84 

{13 December “GIA DAL editorial: ‘Protect Socialist Property’ | 

[Text] Im carrying out the key socialist tasks of transforming the old economy 
anc wuilding a new one, our socialist economic components are becoming incrceas- 

ingly firm anc strong and are playing an important role in the national econony. 
dith this advancement, the socialist ;roperties--which include the state ad- 

vancement, the socialist properties--which incluce the state property, the 

people's property, the cooperatives’ anc other people's legal organizations’ 
property as well as collective property--have consistently increased and be- 
come the vital propertics of the nation. These are the socialist material 
bases and the great strength for our t herland'’s ecronwmy and national de- 
fenses as well as for our people's prosperity and happiness. 

laplementing the party and government resolutions on protecting socialist 
properties various forces for protectins economic establishments and maintain- 
ing public security and order in many places have been gradually consolidated 

and strengthened. Some localities mue satisfactory achievements in stopping 

or reducing losses of socialist properties. promptly eliminating theft and 
goods smugglinz, thereby satisfactorily ensuring production, improving the 
workers’ daily life, heightening internal solidarity, and firmly maintaining 
social security. liowever, in some places, many agencies, enterprises, and 

business establishments have experienced great losses in soods and goney 

amounting to millions of dong, including machines break down and loss of valu- 
able materials. Other places allowed losses of property to recur many times 
and in the same manner and were unable to discover the cause of these losses. 

Carrying out their aultifaceted war ot sabotage, the enemies and their hench- 

men take advantage of our shortcomings in management to undermine our economy 

and our people's socialist properties. They resorted to many dangerous schemes 
to spoii our cadres and damage our acliievements in socialist construction. 

The strug,le to protect socialist property, in close association with the strug- 

gle to improve economic management, transform market management, and asintain 
social security and order, has become an important part of the class struggle 
aad the struggle between the two paths--between the enemy and us--to determine 

who will triumph over whom between socialism anc capitalism in the immediate 
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future. Each echelon, sector, anc grassroot unit must clearly realize the 

acute nature of this struggle in order to try harder to correct!y and scruru- 

lously implement the government resoluticns on urgent measures to protect 
socialist property and maintain social security and order. 

Under the leadership of various echelons of party committees and administra- 

tion and in close coordination with the trace unions, the Ho Chi “inh Con- 
munist Youth Union, anc other mass organizations, we must stir up the spirit 

of collective mastery among cadres, workers, and civil servants to consistent- 

ly protect socialist property and firmly build the mass movement to maintain 

the fatherland's security. Cach organization, enterprise, state farn. 
economic and cultural establishment anc all big units. small] shops, ware- 

houses, posts, and stations must design anc actively carry out various concret« 
preventive measures to protect property of their organizations anc units 

strictly control the implementation of promulgated rexulations and system or 

protecting property in order to stor theft anc violation of socialist prop- 

erty. Places affected by losses must promptl, discover, carry out investifa- 

tion, determine responsibility, and hand out appropriate punishment in each 

case, while designing necessary measures to overcome shortcomings and prevent 
losses from recurrin;. 

Law must be enforced to duly punis’: sabvteurs, corruptors, thieves. and ir- 

responsible personnel who caused losses to socialist property. Various 
protecting forces, including loca] public security forces, responsible anc 
semiresponsible protecting forces at each establishment must improve anc 

carry out their tasks satisfactorily. 

Socialist property is sacred and inviolable. Protecting socialist property 

is one of the basic principles in socialist economic management. This cust be 
thoroughly understood by all state organizations, enterprises, units, armed 

forces, collective economic zones, anc all strata of people in carrying out 
all tasks concernin, production, buildins. combat, and improving the people's 

daily life. 

CSO; 4209/128 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

VPA DELEGATION FROM PRK VISITS HO CHI MINH CITY 

BK200634 Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 2300 GMT 17 Dec 84 

[Text] On the occasion of the VPA's 40th anniversary, Ho Chi Minh City held 
a ceremony to welcome a delegation of army heroes and determined-to-win com- 
batants of the units currently carrying out their international duty in 
Kampuchea. The delegation is paying a visit to the city to report on their 
achievements to the local population. The delegation comprises 32 comrades 
who are cadres and combatants who have scored outstanding achievements in 

combat and combat support activities. 

During its stay of from 10 to 25 December, the delegation will tour various 
precincts, districts, and several agencies, enterprises, construction sites, 
state farms, state forests, and schools to meet the city's people, relate 

combat stories, and give talks on the close [riendship between the armed 
forces and peoples of Vietnam and Kampuchea over the past several years. The 
delegation will also participate in symposiums held by members of the Ho Chi 
Minh Communist Youth Union and the Ho Chi Minh Vanguard Teenagers Unit in Ilo 

Chi Minh City on the themes of heroic youths in national defense, assault 
youth festival, and carrying on the forefathers’ traditions. 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

MIAN DAN ON ACHIEVEMENTS OF 3D MILITARY RECION 

BK200522 Nanol Domestic Service in Victnamese 2220 CIT 18 Dec 4 

[From review of MIAN DAN for 19 December] 

[Text] Under the banner headline “The Heroic VPA,” NIIAN DAN devotes all of 
page 3 to material marking the VPA's 40th anniversary. The paper carries in 

boldface an article by Lieutenant General Nguyen Quyct on the initial re- 

sults obtained in carrying out the two strategic tasks in the Md Military 
Rey, ion. 

The article says: Over the past ! years, the military rerion Las directly 
participated in building 4 industrial and civil projects. for instance, 

Croup 6-19 assumed responsibility for the construction of 26 installations of 
the "ha Lal thermoclectric power project, Including 5 large-scale 9-floor 
buildings. Group 5-30 built a railway roadbed and power lines. Numbers 
units in the military region have emerged as outstandiny, performers in carry- 
ing out training, maintaining high combat readiness, and doing production 
work, such as the N-13, 460th, and N-79 regiments; ‘ilitary llospital No 5, 

and the military organs of (?Sone Ma), Nghia Duc, and Tien Lang Districts. 

The results obtained in production over the past few years have enabled 
various units to contribute thousands of metric tons of grain to the 

state, turning over more than 2,600 metric tons as tax payments, and giving 

as aid nearly 3,000 metric tons to a number of localities struck by natural 

calamities. 

CSO: 4209/1238 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SUCUAITY 

HANOI AIRS CONFESSIONS OF TRAN NGOC NIMI 

BK230915 Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1430 GMT 19 Dec 84 

[Text] Tran Ngoc Minh was a spy code-named K-18 of the Tuy-Hanh espionage 
organization which was directed and abetted by China and the Thai Army in- 
telligence service. Minh was ordered by Tuy to lead a group of 23 spies to 
infiltrate into Vietnam on 17 November 1980. The Supreme People's Organ of 
Control has dropped charges against him in recognition of his repentance and 
meritorious services rendered to expiate his crimes. 

Following are questions and the confessions of Minh, one of the witnesses at 
the trial: 

(Begin recording) [unidentified interrogator] What was your [words indis- 
tinct] under the old regime, what are your date and place of birth, and what 
was your former occupation? 

[Mihn] My name is Tran Ngoc Minh. I was born on 7 January 1950 in Thanh My 
Tay village, Cia Dinh. My domicile is in Vam Co District, Long An. Prior to 

30 April 1975, 1 served as a second lieutenant of the old regime. 

[Interrogator] You entered Vietnam in 1951. Who acted as your guides and 
what was your supply line? 

(Minh) In November 1980, the Thai intelligence service took the 23-man conm- 
mando team led by me by car to (Muda) base of the Khmer Rouge on Phnum Chat 
mountain in the Kampuchean Province of Pursat which lies in the Thai- 
Kampuchcan border region. On 6 November, I, ¥-34, and K-09 conferred with 
four Khmer Rouge personnel. I do not know the name of the leader, but the 
other three are named (Chuong), (Voeung), and (Kit Rin), with (Kit Rin) 
acting as interpreter. After the meeting, our group was provided by the Khmer 
Rouge with uniforms, weapons, provisions, and ammunitions, all made in China. 

On 17 November 1980, our entire group set out on our journey. Our escorts 
and guides included about 40-50 Khmer Rouge soldiers led by (Chuong) and his 
aide, (Voeung). After 27 days of crossing high hills and dense forests, our 
group reached (Bon Got), a place lying in the middle of Kampuchean territory, 



ending the first leg of our journey. During the second ler of the journey, 

we passed through lour positions of the Khmer Rouge and were ‘«Ilped on our way 

by four different teams of five to six guides each. For provisions during this 

part of the jourmey, the Numer Rouge at night extorted rice from the Kampuchean 

villagers and gave it to us. After spending a total of ‘47 days on the move, 

our group arrived at (Cilriwong) mountain, 4 ka west of tix Vinh Te canal, and 

rested there. K-34 and F-1/) crossed the Vinh Te canal into Chau Doc to estab- ea 

lish contact with (oa (tinh) as planned by Tuy and Hanh. ee 

[Interrogator] Please ,o on to tell us what measures wer: taken to deal with 

members of the organization who showed signs of indifference or opposition. 

[Minh] Yes, sir. Yor these people, the organization liquidated them without 

mercy. Its motto is to kill mistakenly rather than to spare mistakenly. 

Being subjected to hardship and privation in daily life and to al! forms of 

maltreatment and oppression, the number of dissatisfied persons was growing, 

and Tuy and lianh repressed them with an iron fist. They ordered one man to 

shoot another to threaten, terrorize, and coerce the others. Death sentences 

were passed, and | myself narrowly escaped being executed. In all, a total 

of nine persons were put to death. In particular, during an infiltration trip 

to Vietnam by sea in June 1981, Tuy and Manh ordered the killing of two men-- 
Nguyen Quang Vu, code-named IK-121, and (Van Kim Tu), code-named iIK-125. 

These two men were hit on the head, thrown into the sea, and then shot to 

death. They were killed only because they had had a close relationship with 
(Tach Thi Kim toa), Tuy's lover, whom he has now taken to France to live with 
him. 

[interrogator] Please go on to tell us what are the targets you were ordered 

by Tuy to sabotage in the Mekong River Delta, and why you surrendered to the 

revolution. 

[Minh] Sir, here is my answer: In May 1982, Tuy ordered me to return to 

Vietnam and establish a military force to operate in the Tra Vinh and Soc 
Trang areas. le instructed me to conduct clandestine terrorist and sabotage 

acts aimed at the economy of the revolution. I was charged with the specif ic 
tasks of kidnapping and assassinating the heads of production collectives and 
cooperatives. raiding state farms, and undermining the cooperativization move- 

ment. They told us to destroy by all means the three ferry landings to My 
Thuan, Can Tho, and Vam Cong. After receiving their order, I wondered why 

only civilian targets were selected in the fight against the revolution. I! 
felt dissatisfied with this order as well as with those who had issued it. 
This was my fecling before returning to Vietnam. 

Upon my return to Vietnam, | did not carry out any activity. Instead, I 

traveled around to see how the people were living. Contrary to what I had 
been told, the people were leading a plentiful, happy and peaceful life. 1 

wondered who would benefit if I carried out the orders given by Tuy and Hanh 

and caused death and sufferings to the people. I asked mysel! if after hav- 
ing for a time served as a henchman of the United States, I would continue to 

serve as a henchman for Beijing. These thoughts gave me the courage to surren- 

der to the revolution. Since surrendering to the revolution, I have been ac- 
corded lenience and treated kindly. I am determined to build a new life. 
fend recording | 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRAD’ AND AI! 

ARMY DAILY COMMENTS ON LAO-THAI RELATIONS 

BK230512 Hanoi Domestic Service in Victnamese 1300 GNT 16 De« , 

{16 December unattributed QUA) DO] NUAN DAN “article”: “Where Wil! Ite Actes 

of Military Adventurism Lead Thailand? |] 

[Text] On 10 December, the ultrarightist reactionaries amon: tie Thai ruling 

circles once again ordered their troops to open fire on Ban “ai ban Kany, 

and Ban Savang of Laos, causing considerable losses in lives and property to 
the Lao people. This was a new and extremely serious crime per etrated by 
the Thai authorities against Laos. It showed that Thailand is still deliber- 

ately causing tension and sabotaging relations of good-neighborliness between 

the two countries with the aim of fulfilling its dark desiens. 

Coming in the wake of the Thai foreirn minister's categorical! rejection of the 

Lao Foreign Ministry's proposal for the resumption of Lao-Thal talks to settle 

outstanding problems and normalize bilateral relations, this criminal military 

action has proven that the Thai authorities are acting in a calculated manner 

in their scheme against the LPDR and other Indochinese countrics. 

The Thai authorities’ frenzied opposition to the LPDR and other Indochinese 

countries will do the Thai people absolutely no good, on the contrary, it will 

only make the situation in the region more tense, jeopardize Thalland's friendly 
relations with its neighbors. and serve the designs of foreian axgeressive and 

expansionist forces. In runnin, counter to the interest of their own people 

and other peoples in the region, the Thai authorities will only court condemna- 
tion and isolation. The 24 November 1904 note [rom the Lao Foreion linistry to 

the Thai Foreign Ministry has clearly shown the LPDR's well-meaning attitude 

and correct stand concerning the settlement of oustandin« issues between the 

two countries in response to the aspirations of the Lao as wel! as the Thal 

people. If the Thai side shows the same goodwill as the Lao side, there can 
be no doubt that the outstanding issues between the two countrics will be re- 

solved and normal relations will be restored at an early date. 

The Vietnamese people always want to see Lao-Thai relations normalized and sup 

port all measures aimed at developiny friendship between the Leo and Thal 

peoples. tUowever, we also [irmly support all measures taken by the Lao people 

to defend their independence, sovercicnty, and territorial intercrity. Ve fully 

support the Lao Foreign Ministry's correction stand as expressed in it. 

24 November 1954 note and hope to sce a positive response from the Thal author- 
ities in the interests of tlhe Lae and Thal peoples and of peace in this recton,. 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TOADE Alb AID 

NWHAN DAN RAPS THAILAND FOR RLJECTINC LAOS TALKS 

BK210343 Nanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1430 CMT 15 Dec 84 

[WHAN DAN 15 December Article: “Bangkok Is Stubborn”™] 

{Text} The Thai authorities recently sent a note to reject the Lao proposal 
for resuming talks over the issue of the three Lao hamlets that have been 

recently occupied by the Thai side. 

They inconsiderately said that there was no problem to talk about, that Laos 
intended not to normalize Lao-Thai relations, and so forth. 

This is net only ignoring facts, but also reversing right and wrong and cis- 

torting truth. The Bangkok authorities used force to occupy the Mai, Kang, 
and Sawany hamicts of Sayabouri Province on 6 June 1994, brazenly violating 

the independence, sovereignty, and tergitorial integrity of Laos. What 

Thailand calls ,joodwill is truly bizarre. 

The Lao Covernment and people have shown self-restraint and goodwill proceed- 
ing from its wnewerving policy of building relations of good-neighborliness, 

peaceful coexistence, and eutual understanding between the two countries and 

the two peoples on the basis of the Lao-Thal joint statement signed in 1979, 

the Lao side persists in settling the problem of the three Lao hamlets throurh 
negotiations and has twice sent delegations to Bangkok for talks. 

ilowever, the first two rounds of talks ended in failure due to Thailand's 
deception and volteface. In the meantine, Thai troops continued to perpetrate 

ctimes against the people in the three Lao hanicts. 

it is as clear as daylight that the Thai authorities have implemented a hostile 

policy against the LPDR. They have intentionally sabotaged the [riendship 
between the Lao and Thai peoples. Plotting to conceal this truth is like us- 
ing a basket to cover an elephant. Bangkok's assertion that there is nothing 

to discuss about the three Lao hamlets of Mai, Kang, and Sawang is not correct. 

raced with the Lao people's staunch struggle and world-wide condemnation, the 
Thai authorities had to keep their promise, made at the recent UN General As- 
sembly, to withdraw their troops from the three Lao hamlets occupied by them. 

but the problems concerning this region have not yet been resolved. 
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In its mote the Lao side has mde it clear t at t'« Thai rulers are maintain- 

ing in a oumber of places beloncing to the t ree ‘eomlets Thai troops. who have 

irequently fomented troubles and coumitted crimes a ainst the local Lac >ope- 

lation. Lao people, who had been forced to lcave for Thallend. have not yet 

been repatriated. 

The Taai side has neither paid damaces to Laos sor respecte’ the Lao people's 
sovereignty over the three hamlets. In other words ti« root of the problem 

of the three Lao hamlets has not been resolwe!. “Sorse still. Thal troops 

in recent days have shelled the three hamlets. cousing ‘eavy losses to the 

villagers. 

Tne Bangkok authorities have continued to have their troops occupy some parts 

of Lao territory and daily kill Lao people. <it!) all these Sappenines. how 
can there be no problem at all’? To broad serrents of public opinion, the 

solution pwt forth by the Lao side is totally correct: Thai troops must 

totally and unconditionally withdraw from Lae territory, pay for all dames 

caused by them. and come to the nerotiatin; table te resolve all outstanding 

problems in Thai-Lao relations. 

The bangkok authorities have not only rejected this correct solution, but have 

also wrongfully said that the Lao side must be respomsible for the camares in 

the three Lao hamlets. This cannot be termed anything other than @ nonsens- 

ical and stubborn attitude that arrogantiv defines reason and justice. This 

attitude of the Thai authorities proves that they are still pursuing the plot 

of turning the three Lao hamlets into a contested area am cont imually 

violating the sovereignty and territory of Laos in order to reconsider the 

Thai-Lao border as a whole and carry owt the plan for a sreater Thailand. 

heteworthy is Bangkok's rejection of the Lao propesal to resume the Thai-Lao 

talks at a time when frequent meetings between the Thal anc Chimese aut her- 
ities were being arranged in Langkol and Beijin.. Since carly this month. Liv 

Shuqim,, Chinese deputy foreign minister, anc then since 19 Yecember, Ye Tet. 

vice chairman of the standing committee of the Chinese “ational People's 

Congress, have paid successive visits to Sangko! while Thal Vice Prime “inis- 

ter Phichai Rattahun is reported to be in Leijin, from 14 to 1° December. 

The purpose of these tours was to discuss measures to coordinate plots anc 
moves of China and Tiailand to oppose Vietnam. Laos and Lampuchea. According 
to bestern reports, after Liu Shuqing’s Bangkok visit, Beijine decided to sen? 

30 more Chinese advisors to Thailand, brin:in: the tetal of Chinese tilitary 
acvisors in that country to 239, with the air of helping Thailand set ap its 

infrastructure against Laos, Vietnam and hanpuclhwa. 

Tne Thai wltrarightist forces are running counter to the desire of the Thai 

people and the interests of their own country and blinding ewimmin; acainst 

the trend of the era. They cannot avoid Seiny ever more isolated in their 

country and broad segments of mankind Sy playin, with solwes, talline after 

the Chinese expansionists hegemonists, anc pursuim the pelicy of confron 

tation and hostility against the three Incochinese peoples. Swe a 



stubborn and shortsighted policy will only lead them to setbacks and towering 

difficulties. 

Bangkok's failures in its attempts to nibbie at Lao territory, to reinforce 

the genocidal Pol Pot gang to oppose the Kampuchean people‘s antional revival 

and development, and to weaken Vietnam are undeniable proofs. 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE AND ALD 

SOCIALISM TERMED ‘DEFENDER OF HUMAN RIGHTS’ 

BK101302 Hanoi International Service in Fnglish 1000 0” Dec 84 

[Station commentary] 

[Text] Thirty [as heard] years ago, on 10 December 1945, the UN General Assem 

bly adopted a declaration on human rights, including, ¢ litical, economic, 

cultural, and social rights and the right to live in stable peace and security. 

During the past 3% years, the Soviet Union, together wit! Vietnam and other 

countries in the socialist community, have always been in the van in the 

struggle for human rights. This stems trom the nature of th ialist regime, 

a regime built on the collective mastery of the worki: eople with the greate 

est goal: All for the right to live. For this very reason, during the past 

% years, under the socialist regime, human rights ha n been ensured 

by the constitution but also have been exercised in the dai life. The work- 

ing people are the real masters of their country, their ety, and their 

destiny. They are living with full value of their dipnity. 

In the past 36 years, and especially in recent times, the U.S. perialists 

and the Beijing expansionists have claimed to be the knights to defend human 

rights. However, in fact, thev have been brazeniv tramplt: upon human rights. 

Waging a war of aggression is the highest crime against humantt ‘ince World 

War Il, the United States has for more than 260 times used armed force to ine 

vade or interfere in the internal affairs of many countri iy iri parts 

of the world, including many crue! wars of aggression, nota! the Indochina 

war. 

At present, the United States is feverishly preparin or iT re lon 

the independent Nicaragua. [Sentence as received] lh ot BG, the 

Nicaraguan president, Mr Danie! Ortega, denounced the Rea inietrati 

for applying a genocidal policy against Nicaragua in an ott to reimposs 

on this country the Somoza dictatorial regime. He « 1 U.Se* 

backed reactionaries for having committed numerou t jicar- 

iguan people. They have killed more than 1,490 Nicara, YY ' le- 

stroyed dozens of hosptials and many medical stati ; 

This makes people wonder in the name of what kin t tha wn 

committed such crimes against the Nicaraguan peopl i that 

while making a hue and cry about human rights 
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feverishly stepped up the arms race and the deployment of medium-range 

nuclear missiles in Western Europe, pushing mankind into a nuclear disaster. 

In the United States, where President Reagan boasted about human rights, 

human rights are most seriously violated. A murder happens in every 3} minutes 

and a robbery in every minute. Assassination attempts on politicians and 

social activists and kidnaps and bribery--the strange things to the socialist 

countries--are rampant in the United States and Western countrics. 

In recent years, the Chinese expansionists have chimed in with Washington and 

made a hue and cry that they are the best defender of human rights. But let's 

ask on behalf of what human rights they ordered 609,000 Chinese troops to in- 

vade Vietnam in Feburary 1979? And at present, Chinese troops have conducted 

daily armed provocations against northern Vietnamese areas, undermining the 

peaceful life of the people there. In the past several days of November, 

China fired over 7,300 rounds of artillery shells at Vi Kuven District, Ha 

Tuyen Province, killing and wounding many Vietnamese civilians. More serious 

still, China has mopilized 5 more infantry divisions and 650 combat planes 

close tc the Sino-Vietnamese border for further provocations against Vietnan, 

China also directed the Pol Pot genocida! clique in the killing of over 3 mil- 

lion Kampucheans and now is nurturing that clique in the hope of bringing them 

back to destroy the Kampuchean people's revival. Is it an act of defending 

human rights? 

Obviousiy, the Chinese expansicnists, the U.S. imperialists, and other reace- 

tionary forces have not yet done anything to defend human rights. Their crimi- 

nal acts committed against people in different countries in the last % years, 

particularly in the recent past affirm that thev have no right whatsoever and 

are not qualified to talk about human rights. 

The Vietnamese people have fought against invaders for decades with the only 

aim, that is to restore the fundamental rights of man: The right to live in 

peace and freedom. At present, though the Vietnamese people have to rebuild 

their war-torn country in a difficult situation while fighting back against 

China's sabotage activities and hostile policy, thev are able to fully enjoy 

human rignts. Socialism is the loval defender of human rights and world peace. 

CSO: 4200/26% 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, TRADE AND AID 

BRIEFS 

USSR GIFT--Hanoi, 10 December (VNA)--A ceremony was held here today by the 

Vietnam Supreme People's Organ of Control to receive a gift from the procura- 
tor-general of the USSR. Soviet Counsellor I.A. Lepchenko, on behalf of the 
Soviet procurator-general, presented the gift which included a quantity of 

professional equipment for the Vietnam Supreme People’s Organ of Control. 

Present on the occasion were Le Trang, deputy-director of the Vietnamese 
Office of the National Assembly and of the State Council; Phung Van Tuu, 

vice-minister of justice; and Nguyen Quoc Nong, deputy chief procurator of the 

vSPOC. [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1500 CMT 10 Dec 84 OW] 

GDR HOUSING EXHIBIT OPENS--Hanoi, 10 December (VNA)--An exhibition on “achieve- 

ments in housing construction in CDR" was opened here today under the sponsor- 

ship of the Vietnam Architects’ Association. Present at the opening ceremony 

were Nguyen Ngoc Khoi, deputy secretary general of the Sponsor Association, 

and representatives of the GDR embassy in Hanoi. The exhibition is scheduled 

to last until 20 December. [text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1502 GMT 10 Dec 84 OW] 

FAREWELL VISIT=-Hanoi, 10 December (VNA)--Karl H. Englund, representative of 

the Development Program, the World Food Program, and the Fund for Population 

Activities, of the United Nations, today paid a farewell visit to chairman of 
the Council of Ministers Pham Van Dong, before leaving here for a new assign- 

ment. Chairman Pham Van Dong had a cordial conversation with Kar! H. Englund, 

who is also executive coordinator of development activities of the UN system 

in Vietnam, [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1505 GMT 10 Dec 8&4 OW] 

FRIENDSHIP MEDAL=-Hanoi, 10 December (VNA)--The Vietnamese Council of Minis- 

ters has conferred the friendship medal on seven Soviet specialists working 

in the joint Vietnam-USSR petroleum venture in Vung Tau-con Dao Special 

Sector in acknowledgement of their contributions to building the of] industry 

in Vietnam, At a ceremony held at the special sector on 8 December, Newven 

Thanh Van, vice-chairman of the People's Committee of Vung Tau-con Special 
Sector, accredited by the Council of Ministers, presented the decoration to 

the seven Soviet specialists. Present on the occasion, among others, were 

R.I. Bakalov, Soviet consul<-general at the sector, and many Soviet specialists 

and Vietnamese officials. [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1507 GMT 10 Dec 84 Ow] 

FREIGHTER ARRIVES AT HAVANA--Hanoi, 10 December (VNA)=<A 15, 300-ton Vietnam 

ese freighter, named “To-Lich,” arrived at Havana Port, Cuba, last Friday after 

more than 1 month's travelling. “To-Lich" is one of Vietnam's four larcest 



freighters and is the second Vietnamese ocean-going ship to have reached Cuba. 

The “Thai Binh” arrived in Cuba in May 1982. The To-Lich's is the pilot trip 
for the implementation of the shipping agreement freshly signed between Cuba 

and Vietnam. [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1458 GMT 10 Dec 84 OW! 

TYPHOON RELIEF URGED--Hanoi, 11 December (VNA)--General-Secretary of the Paris- 

based Agency for Cultural and Techonlogical Cooperation Francois 0. N'Guema 
has appealed to all member countries to help the Vietnam people recover from 

the losses caused by the recent typhoon, At a press conference at the agency's 

headquarters on 7 December, General Secretary Francois Owono N'Cuema reported 

on serious human and material losses caused by typhoon “Agnes” which hit 
Vietnam in mid-November this year, and pointed to the necessity of a timely 

international assistance to the Vietnamese people. The press conference was 

attended by Vietnamese Ambassador at the ACTC Le Phuong and a representative 

of the Vietnamese Embassy in France. [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English !514 GMT 
il Dec 84 OW] 

DOMINICAN DELEGATION ATTENDS TALKS--Hanoi, VNA, 18 December--Talks were held 

here vesterday between the delegations of the Communist Party of Vietnam led by 

Vo Chi Cong, Political Bureau member and secretary of the party Central Com- 

mittee, and of the Communist Party of Dominica [CPD] led by Narciso Isa Conde, 

general secretary of the party Central Committee. Other members of the dele- 

gations were Tran Banh Tuven and Do Van Tai, deputy heads of the CPV Central 
Committee's International Department, and Lomder Contrera and Jose Vira, 

members of the CPD Central Committee. The two sides informed each other of 

developments in their parties and states and exchanged views on international 

issues of common concern. the talks took place in a warm atmosphere of mili- 

tant solidarity and fraternal friendship. [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1538 

CMT 18 Dec 84 BK] 

AWARD FOR COR HOSPITAL--Hanoi, VNA, 13 Dec--Vietnamese ambassador to the German 

Democratic Republic Tran Hoai Nam has presented the "Friendship Order" conferred 
by the Vietnamese Government on the personnel of the Ruedersdorf Hospital in 

Frankfurt-on-Oder Province as tribute to their devotion in the treatment of 

Vietnamese patients at the hospital. The presentation was made on the 10th 

anniversary of the founding of the hospital's department exclusively reserved 

for foreign patients, and on the public health day of the GDR (11) December). 

Over the past 10 years, the department has attended to 240 Vietnamese and 60 

Lao patients. [Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1516 GMT 13 Dec 84 BK] 

SARAVANE DELEGATION'S VISIT--A delegation of the LPRP organization and adminis- 

trative committee of Saravane Province led by Ounneua Sai-amaphon, secretary 

of the provincial party committee and chairman of the provincial administrative 

committee, recently visited and worked with the sister province of Quang Nam- 

Danang. Comrade Hoang “inh Thang, secretary of the provincial party committee, 

and many members of the party and people's committees and directors of various 

services, sectors and branches in Quang Nam-Dang warmly received the Lao dele- 

gation. During its stay, the Lao delegation toured a number of economic pro- 

jects and establishments, agricultural and marketing cooperatives, and the pro- 

vincial cultural center. It participated in a solemn meeting in Denang to mark 

the LPDR's 9th founding anniversary. The Lao delegation signed with Quang Nam- 

Danang a plan for cooperation and mutual assistance between the two provinces 

in 1985. [Text] [Hanoi Demestic Service in Vietnamese 140 CYT 14 Dec 84 BK] 
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SOVIET FLOOD RELIEF AlD--The Vietnam Committee for Reception of Aid held a 

ceremony in Hanoi on the morning of 15 December to receive aid goods donated 

by the Union of Societies of the Red Cross and Red Crescent of the USSR to 

help the people of Nghia Binh Province overcome the aftermath of Typhoon No 9, 

which hit the locality last November. The aid includes medicines, milk, flour, 

blankets, clothing materials and medical equipment valued at r240,000. Attend- 

ing the ceremony were Do Thi Tai, head of the Committee for Reception of Aid; 

Nguyen Van Tien, vice president of the Vietnam Red Cross Society; representatives 

of the SRV Foreign Ministry, the CPV Central Committee Foreign Relations Depart- 

ment, and the Vietnam-USSR Freindship Association; Chaplin, Soviet ambassador 

to Vietnam; and (Pisanov), representative of the USSR-Vietnam Friendship Assoc- 

iation. [Excerpt] [Hanoi Domestic service in Vietnamese 1450 CMT 15 Dec 84 BK] 

SOVIET SPORTS DELEGATION ARRIVES--Hanoi, VNA, 18 Dec--Soviet Major-General V. 

Gorbatko, president of the sports organization of the armies of friendly coun- 

tries SKDA; and Soviet Colonel K. Zarov, SKDA general secretary, arrived here 

today as guests of the Vietnamese Ministry of National Defence and the organiz- 

ing committee of the 5th SKDA soccer tournament. Speaking at Hanoi'‘s internation- 

al airport on his arrival, V. Gorbatko, who is also Soviet cosmonaut, twice a- 

warded the title “Hero of the Soviet Union" ond holder of the Vietnamese title 

“Labour Heroi,” said that the holding of a SKDA soccer tournament for the second 

time in Vietnam proved that the heroic Vietnamese people and army had done their 

utmost to develop sports and friendly relations between the fraternal countries. 

The guests were welcomed at the airport, among others, by Major-General Ngo 

Hung, head of the department for combat training under the general staff of the 

Vietnam People's Army and ceputy head of the Sth SKDA organizing committee. 

[Text] [Hanoi VNA in English 1708 CYT 18 Dec 84 BK] 

CSO: 4200/314 



PARTY ACTIVITIES AnD GOVIOQSINT 

TRUOLG CHIN, PHAN VAX DOMG MLET «1Th COMDATANTS 

DK240710 Hanoi Domestic Service in Victnatese 2200 CIT 16 Tec 24 

[Text] On the mornin, of 16 December, at the Presidential Palace. amic ti. 
enthusiastic atmosphere of the Vietnamese people's armed forces’ traditiona! 
festive day, Comrade Truong Chinh, member of the party Central Committee 
Political Bureav ané chairman of the Council of State, and Comrade Than Van 
Dong, member of the party Central] Committe: Politica] Dureau and c!l airman of 

the Council] of ‘‘inisters, hac a cordial mecting with representatives of t 
armed forces’ heroes and outstanlin, cadres and combatants. 

liaving the honor of being present at the meting were 17 heroes ame beteolines 

and outstanding cadres anc combatants typifving the armed forces over tlhe past 
40 vears. Among them were some outstancin. combatants who were just 22 vears 

old and a heroin mother vio was alreacy 6. 

Amid the cosy atmosphere of this farilv-lil«c meeting between various cene: 

ations of heroies anc combatants and tle ccmrade party, states, and eres 
{erces leaders, Comrades Truon, Chinh an’ Tham Van Dong solicitiously in 
quired about the livin, conditions. training, and combat activities of t's 

heroes and outstanding conbatants and about the aspirations and feelin « of 

our armed forces cadres and combatants. Or behalf of the deleration of arn 

forces heroes and outstandin; cadres and combatants, hero (Trinh Mw Tan) 

reported on the results of the campaign to develop the fine character oc in 

crease the fighting strength of the armed turces and their emulation mowerent 

in 1964. 

Comrades Truong Chinlh anc Pham Van bons; warmly commended the achievements o! 
our cadres and combatants in fightin, and tuilding the armed forces. Comrac 

Phan Van Dong said: After a lone. arduous. and extremely valiant fight, owr 

armed forces and people have recorced with their bare hands extremely creat 

echievements under tix party leadership. The more battles we fourht. t.« 
greater victories we won, until we achieved complete victory in the sprin’ of 

1975 wresting back independence, freedom, and national reunification. 
have succeeded in buildin, a powerful army and a Vietnamese military setenc 

and art originatiny from Vietnam's practical experiences. 

On behalf of the party Central Committee and the state. Comrace Truony (hin! 

acvised the heroes and combatants to make even areater efforts in im@plementin 
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President tio Chi Minh's teachings: Sec loyal to the party and devoted to tw 
people, fulfill any task, overcome any difficulty, and defeat any cneny. 
They must prove themselves worthy as Uncle Ho's soldiers. laving records. 

outstanding achievements, the heroes and combatants must now © ow even 

greater modesty, incessnatly study military throught, science, and art, 

maintain combat readiness and build the armed forces, be in the vancuarc 

of the armed forces emulation movement; stand ready to fight and fight victor. 
iously, contribute to the carrying out of economic tasks and the twildin, of 

strong armed forces, and join the entire people in outstandingly [fullfillin 

the two strategic tasks--namely, building and defending the socialist orm 

land--while discharging their noble international duty. 

Hero Lan Van Cau, on behalf of all other heoes and combatants, expressed tle 
armed forces’ profound gratitude for and absolute confidence in the party and 

state leadership. We pledged to memorize the recommendation. of Comrades 

Truong Chinh and Pham Van Dong and consider them as directives and order 

and to fulfill resolutely, creatively, and outstandingly the tasis entrust 

by the party and the people, thereby contributing to implementing the mr 

tion of the Fifth Party Congress and practically recordin. achicvements 

honor of the country’s major anniversaries in 19°). 

CSO. 46209/128 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT 

PARTY DEPARTMENT HOLDS CONFERENCE ON PROPAGANDA 

BK121625 Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1430 GMT 10 Dec 84 

{Text] A conference was held recently by the party Central Committee Propa- 
ganda and Training Department to discuss work related to propaganda and 

education in support of socialist transformation of agriculture, private 

industry, and trade. Attending the conference were representatives of the 

propagenda and training committees, the committees for the transformation of 
agriculture, and the committees for the transformation of private industry 

and commerce and for market management of the provinces, cities, and special 

zones from Quang Nam-Daneang southward; representatives of the ministries 

and central-level organs, sectors, and mass organizations concerned; and 

leading cadres of various central and local news and press agencies. 

The conference noted that in the recent past, all party committee echelons 

intensively discussed and studied various policies on agricultural coopera- 

tivization and development, thus making it possible for them to achieve a 

thorough ideological understanding, ensure unanimity in action, and cor- 

rectly define their duties and responsibilities toward the party and state, 

as well as toward the livelihood of the masses. 

Meanwhile, many localities and establishments have devised correct policies 

and measures to encourage the masses to combine the development of the 

revolutionary tradition of cadres and the people with the promotion of 

patriotism, love of socialism, and the spirit of self-reliance. They have 
also developed their creativity to exploit their potential in manpower and 

land, overcome difficulties in production so as to set up production collec- 
tives and cooperatives, and educated the masses to adopt the system of 

collective work and apply advanced science and technology to production. 

Propaganda and educational work has contributed effectively to countering 

enemy sabotage activities and distortions against the policy on agricultural 

cooperativization and motivating the laboring masses to exercise their right 

to collective mastery and voluntarily participate in the management of 

villages, hamlets, production collectives, and cooperatives, thus helping 

to initiate a mass movement to join the system of collective work under 

various forms. 
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Since the implementation of resolution T-14 of the party Central Committee 

Political Bureau and the fourth and sixth plenum resolutions of the fifth 

party congress, propaganda and educational work on the struggle between the 

two ways, as well as on the class struggle and the strucgle between the 

enemy and our people concerning the transformation and sanagement of the 

market, has enabled the transformation of private industry and trade to 

develop evenly and bring about good results. 

Propaganda work has begun to disseminate the experiences acquired by various 

models in the process of transfcorsation and construction and has enabled us 

to draw on a oumber of initial experiences in the task o! leading and guiding 

political and iceological work. 

Summing up the conference, Comrade Le Xuan Dong, deputy head of the party 

Central Comaittee Propaganda and Training Department, said: Political and 

ideological work is, first of all, the decisive factor in ensuring that all 

party committee echelons thoroughly understand and single-mindedly, rese- 

lutely, and successfully implement the party's line and policy on socialist 

transtormation of agriculture as well as of private industry and trade. 

'ropaganda and education must be conducted in a way that can create a mass 

revolutionary movement, as well as in combination wit! the task of organizing 

the specific implementation of policies and systems. it is necessary for 

ill localities to carry out political and ideological work sore satistac- 

torily and in accordance with the spirit and contents of the sixth plenum 

resvlution of the fifth party congress so as to create 4 new motivating 

torce among the Laboring people. 

CSO: 4J09/ 106 



PASTY ACTIVITICS AD QVIRS SS 

OOUSSIL OF MESISTEGS ([SSTTS CincthL Ch MTDAL 

4 ° 

beac JloosS Nanel Sonmestic Service in Vietaarese 23500 C'T 15 Dec &54 

Text] The Council of “intsters ‘as isswed a circular providins guidance for 

the coaferment of tie Victoriows Ary Tla. ‘tedcal. The circular stipulates: 

i. Those eli, ible for this mecal are: 

i. ‘@abets of the VPA, Includin; professional combatants. 

<. %Sa@tional Jcefense cactes, wor.cts, ate civil servants. 

tersoms specified im point | inciuce those wl) still serve in the arny, those 

wo have been transferred to other services ot have retired from wilitary ser- 

vice and those woo have cled of sutural causes or have been killed in action. 

J]. Im some special cases, foreion ciilltary servicemen and national defense 

wotkers and personnel. 

'l. Criteria for conlersent. 

The jemetal criterion for those specitiec in item I is based on the ienrth 

of their military service and of theit combat exploite--those who have served 

in the army for 25 years or more, lave satisfactorily fulfilled all assircn- 

ments during the length of their service in the army. and have not committed 

any itlevous mistake curing ane alter tleir military service. 

a. Lenmeth of service: 

Only those whe have servec in the military services [rom 22 December 1°54 are 

entitled to conferment. dSischatred army men, if asked to rejoin the army, can 

adc the previous length of ticir silitary service in order to seek consicer- 

ation for conferment. Discharped army men, whose length of service fails 

sort of the time requirec by fo sore than 1 month, can also be considered for 

conterment. 

b. Satisfactorily fulfilling assi.nments and committing no grievous mistakes: 



Tais means tlose who, during the lenreth of their service in the army ane various 

non-silitary or ans, have always tried tw fulfil. thelr asei_mments, fully 

exercise their functions anc scfupulously execute 41!) orders, procedures, soc 

reculations and have not committed any sriewous vistas. Conferment will not 

be consicered for those who hawe been punished under t'« following torm fer 

their mistakes: Iiaprisonment, explusion {rom to arm, stripping of silitary 
status or of the title of reserve arty ten. of forcible resignation from th« 

arey and irom various soo-military orcaas ior cisciplirary reasons. 

Those who have been subject to ciscirlinary measures--sech as cismissal [ro 

service. demotion in tank, of suspended semtence--can Se considered fot contet- 

aent depending on the nature of their mistakes of swrttcomines, If they wave 

ciangec their ways, made progress ac! been feinetated. “che seried of sus- 

-endec sentence, ‘owever. gust be e cluced tfo> tlhe tive recwired for contet 

rent. 

Criteria tor the conierment of the \ictorions (rm la. “edal om forelerer 

the comiermeat of this medal can Se considered [or teimers who have con 

trivwted veluminowsly to the buildin: of the VPA of ‘awe worked actively tor 

tle strengthening of the gilitanmt s.lidarits an. . eration Setween the ‘ 

anc the army of a cettain frienc!iy .oontry. 



PLLTY ACTIVITICS AD COVES T 

“GLUUCTL CF MEIXISTESS MOLDS [°C STOY COOTER ceo 

owt jvoee Vanel bomestic in Vletmamese 147° OF 16 “ec U4 

Text, Unplementing the resolution of the Sixth Party Central Committee 

Pleewt, on 30 Noweaber 1954 the Council of “inisters Iiscued Tesolution “wo 

L56-) SBT on a aumber of provlems concernin; the ieprovement of sanaperent of 

state-opetatec industry. Putting this reselution inte effect the Council of 

imisters called a conference in ‘lanci from 1) to |) “ccember to Cieseminate 

t.« resolution anc contribute its suggestions te t'« ‘raft circulars provittr 

,vicance for inplementation of the revolution presented Sy various ceneral 

acemeciles at the central lewel. Carlier, a sirilar conference tad teen held 

im tie southern province. 

Comrace Se ‘wei, member of the party Central Committee Political bureau am 

vice chairman of the Council of “inloters. opened and summed up the conference. 

éiter .eating 2 report by Comgace Ovone Sac! Lien, Jeputy director of the Cen- 

tral Institute of Research om Ceonoric | anapement. on the contents of the 

Council of ‘limisters resolution, t'« conference listened to, discussed, and 
contributed supplementary iceas to reports presentec by sumerous central orsans 

on lopreving planning work, esta>lisiine econetic an’ techmical norms. Je- 

termining production costs, and emhancing the enterprises’ financial systes 

labor anc supply management, price control. credit end banking precedutes. 

ace the economic contract system. 

.we Cowacil ef \inisters teselution lai. particular «emohasis om the leadine 

rele of state-operated industry, especially heavy industry, im the national 

econemy. At the sam time, it brougt inte full play the imitiative and 

cteativity of emterprises and Sroacened theif independence on the basis of fe- 

aiten,ing and reorganizing production and shapin?: up tie new managerial mechan 

isa in a comprehensive and well-coordinated canner so as to develop the procuc- 

tion anc business efficiency of installations, the foundation of soctalist 

imduaet celal izat loa. 

On the basis of strengthenin. t'« state's centralize! and unified management 

tie teseolutton encouraged enterprises te exploit a)! latent capabilities and 

overcome difficulties te ensure production and bweiness efficlemey. It sue- 

ested that a series of well-coordinated teasures concerning procedures, 

pollctes. and regulations be adopted te link response! ilities closely with 
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mAterial interests anc tull, “ploit the capabilities anc zeal of laborers in 

enterprises. 

ihe reswiution reiterated that precuction installations tust be cuonsicered 

as the main target of the efforts tv improve management and that ali posi- 

tions and policies must be applied of revised in accorcance with the require- 

ments of procuction installations. the upper-level orcans sust gradually re- 
‘ 

vamp theic orzanizations anc worsnir procecures, lite any restrictions trouble- 

some to production installations. anc serve as 2 sulcance center and lLocis- 

tic vase Lor procuction wor... -b@ Sic aims of the wllorls to improve man- 

dcement afe to practice accountin= ame achieve etficiency in production. to 

pro dule absulute economizat ios an. to increase the sources of precucts ior 

ciety in order to increase socia.ist accutulation an’ care for the Liveli- 

Ou Ol CauTeS, WOTReTS, CiVii SETVaNts, Ane the pevp.e. 

cue Cesclution also upield the sen .c of responsisilityv of enterprises ic 

practicin, protit-and-loss accountin:. strenrtiening Ciscipline and the 

le, 3) system, anc satisfactoril re lviaz the problem of * thewe intere ts. 

2 wWihew Che interest of Cie citar iety must te placec at we the rest. 

trace vo Ttluol celivered an adccre at the conterenc Atter analyzinz te 

foal situation and important role vo! ¢t state-run incustrial enterprises 

at present. se stressed: This tim around, the cesolution of the Council 

 ‘inisters is aimel at concretizing the agererzate strencth of the dictator- 

‘ tue proletariat and : ree revolutions, of which the techmnole 

wut fevelution is tue Linchpin. > 2.80 constitutes a further step in shaplin 
fiw teecudnism of party ls et : fate Mataser« at. an cople’s mastery 

in igadustcy as well as the cnrtirs mouvy overcoming the state of slus.i 

wos. aac exploiting tue latent niia: { gur country’s human and material 

rcoes in the iaittdal star. f ¢ petiod of transition to socialism. This 

ccsvlution «ill »lay an active ec in promotineg procuction and business 

avver, it till needs ts 4 uvusiv amenced ance revised t become wre 

ocCbalve img tin rocess Vs i at tation. 

Edt VY .OL TeEMincec a cct i sevels fo adopt a ro. fan of action 

i int rou ji | Lf i ‘ oiu wnt te ef ae worner so as to in iti 
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estle Service ia Vietnamese 2300 CMT 17 Dec 04 

i inisters recently issued a decree on the unified man- 

al torest products including pines, essential oil, tannin, 

other plants producing raw materials used in the produc- 

ifts amc tine art geods, industrial products made by proces- 

ials irom all kinds of forest trees; and game giving their skin. 

TY Meat, muck, pall, and medicinal ingredients along with and 

processed trom raw materials provided by game. 

riy points out the responsibility of the forestry sector for 

ouncil eof Vinisters on its decisions. plans. programs, and 

deve lop in pecial forest products; on the division of labor 

juthority among the central and local sectors for the management 

t procucts. and on the policles of developing these products. 

ctor will cevelop and administer the organizational network of 

siness, and technical service, orzanize secientific and tectmi- 

train cadres to support the tasks of protecting and develop- 

isiness of special forest products. 

ctor will clrectly manave some forests and experimental farms 

tlhe comcentratec areas of special production that serve as a 

nt at ‘rotection of procuction and business of special 

it will assist localities in organizing production installa- 

pecial forest products. It will organize the collection ia 

of spectal terest products in order to meet domest ix 

rt requirements. Ie will cirectly organize anc guide the 

ial forest products accortcing to the state plan and under the 

trol of the state throuch the foreign Trade “inistry. 

(izes 4.1 orlanizations exporting special forest procucts at 

levels ¢ ise part of the foreicn exchanze earnec from the 

fest pr ts to Import matertals and equipment for some 

ime i ' ieeces to support fle ce ve lopme nt of proc 

t ivir cuoncition 



The forestry Ministry will coordinate with the State Price Commission and 

the Finance “Ministry to stucy and submit amendmaents to the covernment so as 

to improve the pricing policy and tlhe systew of monetary collection for the 

development of forests alony the line of vigorously encouracing all local 

ities, installations, and people who produce and deal In special forest 

products. 

CSO; 4209/1206 



PARTY ACTIVITICS ADD COVIRIMDNT 

VO NCUYED CIAr ADDRESSES SCILINCE BIUERESCT. 

OW231146 lianoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1100 CMT 19 Dee 04 

[Text] On 17 and 18 December 1984, the Ministry of Nigher and Vocational 

Lducation held a conference in Hanoi on the application of scientific and 
teclmological advances in production and in the life of northern colleres. 

Comrade Vo lyuyen Giap, member of the Party Central Committee and vice 
chairman of the Council of Ministers, attended and addressed the conference. 

Over the past 4 years and despite many difficulties in the application of 

scientific and technological advances in production, life, and national de- 

fense, the colleges have applied some 512 scientific and technological ad- 

vances on various scales, including 4 state-level advances in the research, 

design and building of a high-pressure dual pump, in the selection, cross- 
breeding, and regionalization of antihopper high-yield rice varieties, and in 

the research, design, and manufacture of an autoclave cooking systen, 

equipment for collective dining halls and of a type of anti-rust paint. 

In his address to the conference, the vice chairman of the Council of Ninis- 
ters warmly commended the colleges and the contingent of scientific and tech- 

nical cadres for their contributions and efforts to overcome many difficulties 
to complete their research projects. tle urged them to strive to apply 

scientific and technological advances in production and life on a larre 

scale, to shorten research time, and to connect these advances with the soc io- 

economic objectives set forth by the party and the state in order to properly 

implement, together with the entire people, the two strategic tasks of build- 

ing and defending the socialist Vietnamese fatherland. 

CSO; 4209/1258 
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PaatTi ATIVITICS ALS COVLEEIENT 

COVEARUESNT POLICY O% RELICION CUPLAINI: 

231241 danoi VOA in English 0722 Cl 23 Dec os 

[Text} anol, 22 Dec (VLA)--On the occasion of the 19°4 Christmas, Dang Thanh 

Chon ead of the aeligious Commission of the Council of imisters, had had an 

interview with VA on the government's relizious policy anc the situation of 

reli;sion in Vietnam following are questions and answers 

westion. Of late there are rumours tuat our government ‘ad effected a cer- 

tain change in its policy toward relision. Jhat is tle truth? 

Atewert: Let me say right away that Chat is a complete fabrication. Everyone 

knows that psychological war is one aspect of the eneny's oulti-faceted war of 

Savotage against Vietuam aimed at cistorting facts, and sowin: confusion 

aron, the population. That makes us redouble our vigilance. 

ihe fact is that the policy on religion of our party and state has always been 

to strictly respect the right of freedom of belicf as well as the right of non- 

belief of all citizens. This is a ereat and long-term policy of the Vietnamese 

party and state it stems from the nature of socialist democracy, from the 

need to maintain national unity to cefend anc build the Vietnamese motherland. 

Thereture, it has been solemnly writtes down in the constitution of the Socia! 

ist tepublic of Vietnam, and must be strictly observed bv all Vietnamese citi- 

zens alice. obody say violate this law of take acvantace of it to harm the 

securit, of the motherland. 

\westion. at has been the situation of the implementation of the party and 

state's policy on religion? 

Answer: <11 adherents to whatever relicion in Vietaam enjoy the freedom of 

#orsuly and reli.jous practice, and no citizen should Se coerced to embrace a 

relision of celinguis) his faith. This is a truthful and correct reflection 

of tne policy on freedom of religions of the Vietnamese party anc state, the 

various religions afe operating normali, in the framework of our state laws. 

The Vietaan Succuist Church was tounce! in 1°°]. Tt has aace clear its nation- 
, ai anc socialist position. The cpiscocal Cure!) of the Catholie Church was 

founded in LJ. it ‘as issued a commun letter affiirmin the Vietnamese 

catholics’ wish to live accorcine to tle scripture and to serve the Vietnanese 

wotherland anc people. The state has illowec the Catholic Clurch to maintain 
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its relations with the Vatican 

all religioms are allowed t« 

abtoac when necessary. 

Succhism save 

mes anc with 

owen allowed t« 

evernment 

Se Lovls 

Vy en 

assistance. 

in 

attem relic ilou 

celi-; itftaics. Senior clergymen of 

for conferences 

catholic clergymen and the Institute of 

ate running accorciny to set prorran- 

tactines 

ior 

anc 

Tue iundamental principles of tix policy on religious ireedom are: to broad- 

enly waite religious anc non-religious peepie for national constructior and 

cefence, tu respect the citizens’ freedom of relfston. all citizens, relir- 

ious anc son-reiivious, are equal velore Law in rights and oblications. 

the relisions have to operate witiin the [ramewor’ of the constitution and 

state law: the law seriousl, punisies tose who take advantace of religion 

to oppose the Vietnamese peopisr revolutionary cause. In roint of fact, 

these principles have been effectively act« pon 

liewever, cuc to theif poor urderstancing of tlese principles. in one place 

Of another some administrative citicials as well as responsible clercvaen 

have tacen acts not contormable with the state policy and the law. The party 

and state have hac plans to roemecy and check these deviations in the imple- 

mentation of the poiicy on reli, ton. 

iuestion: hat are the contributions or a everents the religious people 

(?aace) to national construction and Celence 

Newer) Than to fis orrect ine aM pwoade i the party anc state and 

theic sovod laplerentat ior y the adtinistration at all ltevwels and the clerysyv 

anc laymen of cilferent reliri ince ft liberation of South Vietnam and 

tine Feunification of tle counts the Trew tionar xtion Movement anon, 

wellevers has secn ox evelopacnt , i isi! ‘iscernible throuct the 

fvillowin concrete tact 

ihe reli: lous poop le re eacerl in tie Movement of procuction, re 

mvilitation a evel ent of ¢ if culture aimed at stabilizins 

amu st step inprovis tic ye ivi witions after vears of war 

veVastat io 

vr ’ ry, Dies ree will t ent tor cooperation and 

trar ? ol f ti t : i ture and commerce. 

Tic iN ert ; plement t i.itar ervice, activel 

served tlhe srontlin et their t rocurement and bought covern 

ant i 

e broa riotic emulat io: t relica eople is elocuent evi 

ence t ir « cnec aa fe t in i ‘ ; the tate afr tie 

parts, 1 tik eriorit ; ft 3 : i ietnam rcecine. t 

Tow i 4 rit in ¢ e af lect r iver Litical 

J/arten ft itioli t f strencthenin: t'« 

Livt t ¢ ricst gr ser t eof the ition. 

t tl ' t ¢ the f£ ti t mtiest cioak in thelr 

unt: : t it tiviti ts t ; ti 4 itt ituce 



wf tic <a@hollc Jaietuful, tie tesctlovuries’ anti-nationa! acts ‘ave been <! 
ovetacd aa. cistin 3 unishad. 

westior.. \3t issues terain te Le e. in c ttor r li, lon ir our 

ost.t 

sae! eftain. wa Complicate .sosienms rematis. not S‘ecause our courte 

25 a lat Celi fous popwlation, ft stuall. ‘ecause the imperialists an 

Lat.ematioual reactionaries ‘ave =isus feli, fons to er>ose our peosle’s 

Sevolut ios. Vet docs Sows Che verr serious consequences o. the \.5. 

i.perialists’ mev-colonialist pyolicy o: nisusine relizions tn South Vietna 

in ce ast. Thou. this policy has Seen Dasically Jeicated since th« 

st eftalion wi Sout! Vietnam its conse wences remain .eav’ an! they cannot 

© vlininated -wic.ly and radically. ozens of attempts of counter-revolu 

tion wave Seen Jiscoverec and all Lave sormet!.ins to co wits the religious 

or anizcat ions. ost recently, the serious case of esptlona,e tried in Ho Cif 

in) City alse usec its connections wit some reli-ious erouns. 

iuds femines us relisious and non-reli-lows ailke, to resasin alert to the 

eco@ce Of tie Le perialists, the Chimese e*,ansiontists and vsesemonists anc thei 

lacseyS tv use feligions to tuedr acvasiace. we Dust see that incitement ¢. 

counter-cevolution through the interme tar, of celictons is a very custorar, 

ame sicacd sethod of the imperlalists int wsemonists in their culti-facet« 

war vf sabwtace aimed at weakenin, our people's unity and isolating anc cis 

crecitin. Vietnam in the internattonal arena. ‘Jowever, it is ome thing t 

plet and quite anotoer to make it wort Therefore. to carry out the poll 

on rceli.ion and unite tie people of al. reli-cions in the cause of nationa! 

construction anc defence cannot Se sepirated tron the constant need to remal 

vicilant anc firuly strug le against t'e enemy's scheme. 

-@ shall persist in our policy of frecton of belief and wish that cenuine 

reli-ious velievers could live anc practise their religions in peace. At Clu 

same tire, we urle all religious orranizations to discard as soon as possible 

the noxious political Influence. Only so can the freecom of Selief of our 

people be ilemly ,uaranteed. 

’ ’ 

yew « %« , 1. 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AxD GOVIROIST 

"WAR CRIMES’ COMMISSION SCORES PRC PROVOCATIONS 

JKJ6154. Lanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1) ve -* ec * 

(Text! The Commission to Investigate the Avygressive ‘ar Crimes of the Chinese 
_kpansionists and levemonists recently issuec a communique sayine that in 

vember and December, alone with beefing up their forces and threatening 

war, the Chinese reactionaries also fired almost 1%, artillery and mortar 

shells anc rockets and sent Cheifr troops actoss the rder more than 69 times 

in many areas of Vietnamese territory to commit numero ‘tives a,ainst our 

people--killing of wounding 40 civilians: setting ablaze and leveling 70 

houses destroying huncreds of hectares of crops, industrial crops, fruit 

trees, and precious timber trees and threatening and Jisrupting the people's 

notmal movement and Life. 

ihe provinces of ha Tuyen, Cao Danas, an. tan. Son are localities where Che 

most serious crimes have been perpetrat: 

the communique points out. The Chincse expanstonists ane heremonists aust 

ear tull responsibility for all tlhe corse vereces arisin from their scheres 

anc acts of hostility ane from t barbarous crimes they have committed azairs 
’ 

our Cu ate 

> 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES avV ERNMENT 

TO MUU ON DISTRICT BUILDING, 7" 

BKL20748 Haaei A . in Vietnamese § Oct 84 pp J-3 

{First installment ‘ repert by To Huu, member of the CPV Central Committee 

Political Bureau vice chairman of the SRV Council of Ministers, at 

} October session moi National Conference on District Building--passages 

within slant! ime ished in bold! ace] 

{Text} Iweive vear ve elapsed since district building work was ftirst 

carried out on an « erimental basis in 1972. After a period of study, 

experimentation, a road application, the ftourt irty congress adopted 

the policy of ™ the district firm and strong and building it into a 

true agroindustr! , mic wnit,.” and “building the district sadninistra- 

tion int veny t ive level of tate management and planning with its 

own budpet and , it production, circulation, and lifts ape ment in 

the district.” 

in 1978, the Polit: Bureau isswed Directive No 33 and thn mcil of 

Ministers adopted tion No 335 t further comcretize district building 

work. Wweplicati i these document ias brought certain results. 

The titth part res reatt im the atorementioned poli | stressed 

“the nee to us ‘ istrict as tle y theater” for achieving t! roals 

of the advancemnt iriculteure toward lLaree-scale sectalist production 

bY a step. ie Te tion of Otw itty Central Committee’s third molenum 

pointed out tix rh ecitic fequirements of district building wore, which 

were institution Lea y Resolutio \o Wot the Coweaci!l of Ministers tor 

implement ation. ing the convocation of the fitth party ress, 

efttorts hav ee ed up to carr ut this p ivy, amd three listrict 

buildin me rv eter 10 t m to srt ft i new stave of development/. 

This report : t i iminary review t the j entation t 

the pari trai ittee’s third plenum reselution and Re tion Wo 9» 

ot thw oun [| Ministers, develop pt re ive aspects and w tactors, 

point ' rt j i pr vile 6 row wu > sari Aperienee e | rmui ate 

pla rar teppi mtivities wotil the « ! iySo, afd prepu®rs md i 

tiens tor a ‘ tter pertormance in the [456-90 secioeconomic pian. 

rt P ’ ' e« rt 



1. Situation assesement, 

2. Some experiences, and 

3. Struggle program tor the coming period. 

Following are the specifics: 

/Assess the Situation Concerning the Implemncation of the Party Central 

Committee’s Third Plenum Resolution and Resolution tio 50 of the Council of 

Ministers on District Building Work and Strevgthening the District Level/ 

I. We embarked on district building with a very poor start: Although 

cooperativization had hex inderway in agriculture and the saterial- 

technical base: of agriculture had been initially built, the trict 

economic thes af vet to take shape, and the district leve! «as still 

acting as an i. «rmediate level with purely administrative functions. At 

that time, there wos eneral production plan for the district, and com- 
gon material bases «md an economic-technical network virtually did not exist. 

Each production unit was operating separately. The district level hed yet 

to become « plannin el, and it had neither its own budget mor the func- 

tion of managing pri ti ind business units at the grassroot level. 

Everything was them taken care of by the provincial level. ' nt ingent 

of district cadres ¢id not have much economic and technica! knowledwe; and 

so torth. 

However, after «a per! ' study and initial experiment ati md of building 

a number of key districts while broadening the scope of application, th 

situation had choanee » compared with before by the time the ‘itth party 

congress was heid. enerally speaking, the districts, by diftierent degrees, 

/are aradually be j i theater for organizing production ond lile and a 

level of comprehensive ivoeconomic management/ as reflected in the follow- 

ing aspects: 

/First/, cenera ila j has been carried out by a step tor f than twoe- 

thirds of the number ' districts; and agricultural and wate: ervat 

planning has been carried out tor almost all the districts. Despite the 

poor quality of ' ir work, manv districts have organized | implement a- 

tion of plans with results: Small production zones reas for 

specialized and int: cultivation of rice, vegetables and bsidiary 

food crops, and industrial crops have gradually come into being. Initial 

efforts have also i ide to formulate plans for industry, smal! industre 

and handicraits, ~unication and transportation, urban development, and 

rural development. 

/Second/, many materia’ and technical bases in districts hov« mile, 

especially iv the domains of irrigation, tools, dratt torce, pla ceeds, 

animals, communications and transport, construction materia! md other 

materials, and trade. some of the economic and technical centers hav 

also been built. 

79 



/Thicd/, along with farms and forests, the agricultural, fishine, salt pro- 
duction, handicraft and artisan industry cooperatives have bex radually 

consolidated and strengthened. in many districts, some additional! state-run 

factories have been built and developed and some trade stations, farms and 

retail sales outlets have been established, forming a technical and economic 

network in support of production and life. 

/Fourth/, the classificat i mo assignment of managerial authority to 

districts has been initially carried owt. The agricultural and handicraft 

cooperatives, some trade stations and shops, and some medical, iltural, 

and educational installations have been assigned to district rT managerial 

purposes. The district |. is authorized to comprehensively tormul at 

socioeconomic plans and the district budget has improved to the leve! 

contracting receipts and cxpenditures, and so forth. 

/Fitth/, the structure a tandard of district cadre contin it ha 

changed. In many districts, cadres now have university of middie schoo 

level education and professions Kills in economic management a other 

technical specialties. 

Although the results achic' in districts are still not uniter sewed the 

standards of districts stil! vary, /the five above-mentioned points consti- 

tute the general trend for velopment of all districts throu t tin 

country/. Although leade: ip was at times loose and many | . mthorities 

have become impatient anc | emented bureaucratic centralization, tlm 

above-achieved results p: fhat the district building tas lowed 

the correct line and it ind contents have been gradual iterialized, 

and its implementation hu nt ring about some results. 

Apart trom some changes a t s, there are still some cs ‘ ie ima 

shortcomings in the distr) ine task which are marked! mifest« 

in the tollowing two as; t 

/Firest/, although the area trict economy has begun to sia ip). m 

localities are still grow! « single rice crop, and have not develop 

agriculture comprehensiv« , ive carried owt either agri ral 

production or industrial pr independently without combini ihe two. 

They have engaged in produ: t if iiled to organize cifculati 

distribution and to tis trol the building of economic st! , 

espe ially the /agroindustr | tt ture in districts. Thee 

linked district building with the strengthening and consolidat it 

installations. 

J/Second/, although the j rict level has begun to take over tiv tion 

of economic management, it i ti restricted by a management t. base 

on administrative subsi t ° t is not had the conditi , t ‘ ¥ ' 

complete pianning and bu evel. 

The above two aspects o! ‘ were prevailin in the ecom t that 

time. This was the Limitat to the district building task iri t hi 

initial period of development. i result, the requirement ldin 

districts into a relative! erfect lel itd mot be fulfil 



Il. Following the fifth part tess, and especially since 1983, we have 
carried on the work of the preceding period and have strugeled for a new 

period of development in implementing the party Central Committee's third 
plenum resolution and Resolution \o WO of the Cowncil of Ministers. We are 

accelerating the followime (1 c«: 

/l. Go ahead with establishin . supplementing and carrying owt district 

planning. / 

Earlier, although almost a! listricts had already begun planning activ- 

ities and had gone ahead ¢: ~« extent in planning activities, thev dis- 

played numerous deficiencies. [hat is why this time we must reexamine ond 

supplement our planning work. At present, we are striving to basically 

complete reexamining and sup) |\ementing owr general plan and the plans of 

certain key economic sector. 98%. Simultaneously, we are also striving 

to basically complete estab! ising « general plan, plans for various sectors, 
and fundamental plans for » roe number of districts by 1985. All provinces 

and cities have been in the process of carrying owt these planning activities. 

Of the 85 experimental districts and 124 nonexperimental omnes, there have 

been 65 experimental distri :. ond 28 nonexperimental ones completins the 

preparation of their gener,’ md plans for a qumber of « exctors. 

A number of districts have eted planning activities for vari ectors 

and are in the process of pilin: ctivities for the grassroots « » In 

general, many districts have dove this with fairly good results. Ao inspec- 

tion shows that initial p!ann tivities were on the right t t the 

were not carried out inten) md adequately. There was inedecuste aware- 

ness of steps and measures ° chiewe self-rellance. This time what has been 

further explained about plan: ork is quch clearer in certain tields: 

-~-lt has made us underst and re early about land, manpower, branches and 

trades and about existing . tions and capabilities. The arrangement of 

things for use has been rea ible and more flexible. Production and trade 

has been expanded to many ar: md the strengths of various localities 

have been developed more sa! toril 

--Progress has been noted in | r ing of problems concerning grain, 

exports, and all-round agri ral development, and in the linking of 
agriculture with forestry « ishery. “Much more attention has been civen 

to promoting artisan and han ratt development and building the agro- 

industrial structure with tl isis placed on Linking production with 

distribution and circulation, th the organization of the people's Lives, 

and with the maintenance o! 1! defense security. 

--Progress has also been mot: finding a suitable working method ¢t 

attain the goal of planning. 

This time planning has been ery well. Many sectors at the centra 

level have concentrated on pr» ine leadership and guidance while man 

provinces have directly guid encouraged various sectors and districts 

within these provinces to rely on guidelines provided by the provinc« 

concerned. Many districts hav me their planning work more 



enthusiastically and creatively than before. 
have had more involvement in districts, haw 

sidering and solving sumerows problems fa: in 

districts to resolve the relations between 

districts and the central government, and 

the same time, they have upheld the spirit 

reexamining the situation and determining 

measures to be followed. They have succecde: 

mind and high determination in various distri. 

successes previously obtained in planning 

have tormulated their 1984 plans and are car: 

working methods, many districts have been « 

district building task. 

: ’ 
_ 

, 
> 

, 
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The division of economic management r: 

over of establishments/ to districts for m« 
cartied owt. Following the issuance of Re» 

Ministers, many provinces and sectors haw 

wd have achieved certain successes. 

»-* 

in the field of production, we earlier com let. 

und the handing over of agricultural, artis 

to districts for management. ‘ow we are ¢ 

whites. A gumber of provinces have complet 

und support service establishments to dist: 

tractor, farmland irrigation, veterinary, 

crop seeds and animal species stations, »« 
nanufacturing farm implements, providing 

producing construction materials; and tron 

tives. Many provinces are undertaking t 

forest Land to districts for management. 

ver to districts the responsibilities | 

und for salt production. Thanks to the «tt: 

erned as well as the close management and 

: laree oumber of establishments have, 

heen consolidated and developed. A number 

from operating at a loss to running a | 

ipport eervice establishments and prod 

further improved. 

in the area of circulation and dist ribet 

\ithough we are doing something, we sti 

for seme guidance from the central 

f financial and budgetary management | 

issued Decision No 138 and many province: 

ific isewes to be amended, 

realized that henceforth districts wil) 

ow struggle to increase their self-pro 

investment in capital construction and 
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ares these pr 
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According to incompleted reports, ; rare f universit 

and middle school education w ' ra from party school r 

central administrative schools, ha ‘ t istricts in 12 

provinces. Also since then s 7¢ ' ve ! ved sic trainin; 

and 708 key cadres and thos icr j ire ri ectors in 

districts have received advanced training. ther local authorities 

have experimented with the divi ial responsibility to cadres, 

and have instituted policies to. t ind work in districts 

and primary installations, especi tt n. the northern border. 

he authorization for ¢ ecive some benefits 

inked to the results of product isi rimarv installations, 

in , fcr ’ ' r ne ! etfect., 

r 
, 

i 

which has been appli: 

fogether with the three important ¢ ittically mentioned above, many 

sectors and localities nave al inst ' directed various districts 

to implement other tasks, su IS prov jidance for the formulation and 

implementation of the 198 lan; D |] the motto “the state and the 

people as well as the ntral and ye] t work together” in build- 

ing the material-technical ba ectors, especially of the water 

conservancy sector; linkin istr sith the transformation of 

uzgriculture, industry, and ¢t es t j i strengthening various 

itional, public state- and collectively-run establi ts; increasing edu 

health, and cultural tiviti« is we tiviti« involving security 

and the building of districts int ilita fortresses; and intensifying 

efforts to build district ; int re steadfast ones in 

accordance with party Centra! itt retariat Directive No 24, 

III. With the active assistan ector ind provinces, /there 

has been momentum torward i: riou rict in whi 

that bode well for a new stave ve lopment : een created/ and in 

which the following striking facto: ive been noted: 

favorable changes 

l. /Agriculturally/, above ll, ve 1 improvements in intensive 

ice cultivation skills. Al t mplementing the policy of giving out 
pr oduct contracts to r t i ? i 4 ivid | laborers and with 

consolidating various labor it rict ive concentrated on 

carrying out farmland irrivati » a ti ‘ te of crop allocation, 

arranging appropriate win hedu f rriou ps, Striving to 

create more sources of te inical lies, a rt in to many measures 

aimed at carrying it intensive tivati increased crop output and 

vield in high-vield rice areas a 1 t e rice acreage as a whole. 

-~< 

--Many districts have concentrat« ction for /export/, 

lay th tiort umber of short-term 

- 

{ r i s ™“ ] n b i nt “) V j s ri 1 l : | ’ J ! ’ ‘ : ‘ ‘ i : . 

industrial crops, catchin re ri ! nv more areas [or 

shrimp raising, exploiting tix ne short-term industrial crops, 

and stepping up animal husbandry, esp: ies’ sideline animal 

husbandry. 

--Along with promot in bile=t elopment/, many districts 

have concentrated on lini lt rest! nd with fisher 

while stepping up /agricul 



2. /Iindustrially/, along with promoting increased artisan iandicratt 

production with the use of locally available raw materials, executin abou 

contracts for locally made farm implements, providing machine repair service, 

an’ producing construction materials and certain amounts mmodities, 

many districts have over the past recent vears shown some improvements i: 

the following fields: 

--The development of small establishments specialized in processing far 

products and the building of sugar refineries in conjunct i etfiort 

Lo produce co *kies, candies, and liquor; to process mimal Teed; ind to 

organize and manage rice husking facilities. Many districts have had smal] 

family-run prcece*sing establishments as iated with cooperative- and 

district-run processin, establishmests, including those specialized in 

processing tea, starch, essential oils, various kinds of sauce, medicinal 

herbs, rush, jute, raw silk, rattan, bami » timber, and s “th tor the 

support of local consumption and those specialized in giving initial treat- 

ment to raw materials betore they are delivered to industrial enterprise: 

for export ° 

--The production ot truction materials (such as bricks, tiles, lime, 

stones, and the like) as well as the setting up of, providing equipment to, 

and the improvement of the working capabilities of the /capital construction 

forces/ in districts. In many districts, there are now numer rick and 

tile manufacturing establishments capable of turning out million f brich 

or tiles per year. There are also many capital construct is ts of 

corporations capable of building projects requiring complex technical skill 

such as sluices, dams, bridwes, multi-story buildings, and so torth. 

--The setting up and strengthening of transportation forces responsible tor 

/carrying out transportation activities within a district or for partici- 

pating in long-distance transportation trips/; the development of existing 

transportation means of specialized transportation units or cooperatives; 

and the buying of more transportation means such as junks, animal-drawn 

carts, trucks, and tractors. A number of districts now have 1,000 metri: 

tons of long-range transportation means. Some localities have as man is 

},000-4,000 metric tons. 

-Efforts have been made to resolve /enet ‘ problems in order to increase 

irrigation capacitic by installing more power lines and transformers, and 

building more small- and medium-sized hydroelectric stations tor coopera 

tives and districts. <A number of localities in which conditions permit. have 

conducted small-ecale coal excavation. Some localities have even nducted 

exploration tor methane gas. Although some changes in industry have not been 

strong enough, many districts are joining with establishments set 

previously in gradually setting up a number of necessary sectors for uss 

is foundation to support agriculture. 

} In /the distribution and circulatio tf goods/, some initial irate 

have also occurred in recent vear 



--Many districts have tulfill.« 

grain procurement quotas at 

has been made in th llection 

and export goods--especially int 

been carried it--wit re nsit 

--Many district ve ids 

marketing cooperati . 

the plan norms ji rder ¢ tai 

coal » cement, dba . er. tt 

essential consume) rk, 

have also suppli: tate-r 

excess of plan nor l ! r 

turned out (toba ° ar . 

ments for planting |] —te r 

--Many districts have sé ip era 

business corporati 

Side the plan norms. 

--The district incor i t 

acquired capital trict 

th inks to aid from the : Ce 

plus, full collecti i 1] t 

district state-run enterpri 

not covered by the plans. wilt t 

listri ts naive’ lve Le i 

social welf ite, nd imcmini 

ber of 

Despite some errors found ij 

to chase after the tre marke 

yet made on a priorit isis, 

action necessary for the devel 

tion of the district market. 

/4. Concerning the bui 

at the district level is that t 

By taking care o it H » and 

have built many mor: 

Water conservancy still claims t 

with the aim of ser int 

mountain district iV 

the cultivated acreage, building 

projects. Many coastal district 

enlarge the rush and seit area 

also set up additional state-: 
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ment acquired by the distr 
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A number of districts have carried out urban replanning and begun 1 et 

culturai, social, trade, and administrative facilities it rccordan wit 

more prorressive scales and forms; anc some socioecononi TO RM ; iy 3 

a key role at the district level have been planned and initially set up. 

Although development still remains uneven, this is the first step toward 

capital accumulation and centralized production that will enable us to 

work trom the pottom up and accelerate the building of districts. 

Y /Concerning the organization of management/, a new dy ent is 

follows: 

--Many districts have paid attention to harmoniously mbini the new 

tract system with the consolidation and strengthenin f agricultural, 

marketing, and credit coonveratives. Some districts, bv doin this sati 

factorily, have been able to maintain tirmly and develop t}y , 

role of cooperative management boards and the supervisory rol. 

units and to consolidate and develop units and teams specializi 

eec propagation, tarmland water conservancy, plant protection, 

and so forth. Some localities have paid attention to enhancin 

tions with state farms, state forests, and enterprises under t 

central management that are situated in the districts. 

--Many districts in Nam Bo have made good headway in steppi: 

zation of production solidarity teams and in setting up and 
7 

produ tion collectives. 

The setting up 7 listrict business corporations has been tart 
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ous areas. This will make it possible for districts to adopt new organiza- 

tional forms to better serve production, product purchase activities, and 

the circulation ot goods. Now there have been 396 district-level seneral 

trade corporations, 197 district-level general supply corporations, and 83 

district-level ysrain corporations. A number of districts have set 

transportation corporations, crop and livestock insurance corporations, 

wind other corporations dealing in exports, marine products, forestry 

products, and so torth. 

--The organization of a district administrative apparatus into 21 oftice 

and sections has enabled the people's committee concerned to exercise it 

control over each particular sector and to enhance the responsibilities of 

various sectors in a district toward business and support services est ab- 

lishments. 

6. /As for living conditions/, the individual grain ration in many dis- 

tricts has increased quantitatively. The movement to construct houses, 

schools, hospitals, and cultural buildings with brick and tiles has been in 

full swing in various districts. 

is /The building of districts into military fortresses, 14S also seen 

great improvements. After reviewing experiences obtained iriou 

districts on this issue, the Ministry of National Defense has joined with 



various provinces in expanding activities, particularly in northe: 

districts and coastal districts. So far, 173 districts have cone al 

carrying district planning and building themselves into military tort: 

Initial results have been obtained by various localities in the fie] 

building up self-defense mil tia forces and local army forces, mana 

reserve forces, formulating combat plans, setting up a system or a er 

defensive positions and building base camps, rear bases, and a syste 

command and training. 

8. /The building of district party organizations int teadit ast ones, 

been given specific attention. In 1953 the party Central Committee Secre- 

tariat awarded citations to 69 steadfast party organizations. The most 

comprehensive and noteworthy changes and improvements lie in the dyna 

and the self-reliance as displayed by various district party committe: 

and people's committees in providing leadership and guidance and cart 

out socioeconomic management. 

IV. These changes and improvements have been found to be relatively pre- 

hensive in those districts being rated fairly good. Of 426 districts, more 

than 100 have been rated fairly good. Every province: iS a number of dis- 

tricts with a fairly good rating. Every region als 1s a retary ft mod 

districts. The growing number of pilot districts in variou rovines 

won specific attention. Here we can single out some districts with out- 

standing improvements: 

--/Tho Xuan District/ in Thanh Hoa Province has become one of tl» ila 

districts of the province and the central government since 19/4. 

Its rice output increased from 50.7 quintals per hectare (in the 19/1- 

period) to 75.56 quintals per hectare (in 1983). Its total serail 

volume was up from 51,000 metric tons (in the 1976-80 period) ¢ A200 

metric tons (in the 1$41-83 period), and its average per-capita grain t- 

put was up from 271 kilos to 412 kilos. Subsidiary food crop pt ti 

accounted for 21 percent of the total grain production volume, while ot 

contribution to the state increased trom /,500 metric tons Cin the |l4/h-* 

period) to 18,791 metric tons (in the 1981-83 period). Considering | 

planned targets to be achieved until 1985, the district ha ilre oad i i 

succeeded in attaining all the targets tor crop output and yis 

grain delivery to the state. Short-term industrial crop producti 

developed, with peanut production volume increasing trom 100 metric ft t 

1.240 metric tons and with the area of sugarcane--tl» iltiva 

has successfully been shifted to hilly areas--rising trom 400 1 

tares. The herd of cattle has increased from 9, 3 t Lo, bh nul. 

industrial production has also seen significant improvements, 

the field of using locally available raw materials to dev ' 

ing industry. The district's total industrial producti ' 

the rate fixed in 1970) has amounted to 16.6 million dor, 

for 24 percent of the district’s economic value. \ slit ts 

its early efforts to carry out the motto: “The entra 

locality work together” in the field of water nservar o th t t 



reorganized production satisfactorily at the gras.roots level and has been 

noted for the appropriate size of its eratives and for the number of 

its cooperatives being strencthened. While giving out contracts for 

products to groups of laborers and individual laborers, mans peratives 

have still managed to exercise clos rol over various work links. 

Close cooperation has been achieved between cooperatives and state farms, 

while district echelons have @€xe©°rc il se . supervisii n over and iven 

effective encouragement to cooperatives. 

In the cultural and social fields, the district ha een rated fairly good 

not only in the province but also in tlh ilitary region for 1ildin 

itself into a military fortress. 

/Hai Hau District/, a targeted district of Ha Nam Ni: rovi for tlhe 

pas. few vears, has taken the lead since 1982 in rice productivity in the 

north. In 1983, it achieved some of the main tareets for ¢ ! and animal 

raising programmed tor the period until 5. 06 From 61976 ¢ 1983. the rice 

yield increased from 69.18 quintals per hectare to 82.87 quintals per hec- 

tare; the volume of rice production increased from 90,500 metri tons to 

104,000 metric tons; the average per wita tood allocation | reased trom 

342 ke to 419 kg; and the amount of food pro ured for tl tat im reased 

from 21,720 metric tons to 25,800 metric tons. By firmly maintaining and 

developing the planting of taro--a secondary food crop traditional]: 

planted by the locality--the district was able to maintain it wrds of 

pigs even during the vears of the ditficult food situation. Im L193, the 

district achieved 3.1 pies per hectare of cultivated area. The district 

also contributed it mpower t sildis ind protecting 600 hectare f 

saltworks and achieved 72,000 mets tons in 1984. 

Industrial procuction in the district is also developed. The 1983 valu 

of gross output amounted t eV I long (according to the fixed valu 

in 1970). The industrial production accounted for 22.4 percent of the 

district's economic value. 

In the cultural and social tield, tin istrict wa ited as the best in the 

north. The district wa | 1 tyvpica ilitae PunKer in tar a it 1 ' 

coastal district. 

‘Van Chan District f Hoan ien Son ince has been a targeted distri 

since 197%. From 1976 to 1983, the ric ield increased from 38 quintal!l 

per hectare to 53.2 quintal per hectare, taking the lead among district 

in the province, and thi year tor the first t ime irpassed the target of 

9 metric tons per hectare; the volume of crain production increased tron 

20,150 to 31,783 metric tons; the average per capita food allocation 

increased trom [34 t "90.5 kes and the amount of erin delivered to thy 

state increased from 3,060 to 6,700 metric ton Previously, the st at 

used to provide 1,200 metric tons (19/72) ever ear to tea producers. Thi 

figure is now reduced to 600 metri tons, and the district i tru lin 

to be self-sufficient in grain. 
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How can the initiative and self-reliance of tly istrict 

developed? The following are the major experien rim 

with a fair work performance: 

/First/, the party commictee echelon and the administration at th 

level fully understand the policy of district building; uphold a 

of determination; develop the spirit of self-reliance and self-stre 

initiative, and creativity; draw upon experience whil irrying out 

work to improve efficiency gradually; and persistent trive t 

work to successful completion in spite of difficulties. e dist: 

currently making slow headway because they do not clearly understa) 

policies and, therefore, fail to carry them out active : cause t 

i passive attitude, waiting for a “good model” before invt 

rely entirely on assistance in terms of materials, capital, lres, 

policies from the higher echelons. 

Second/, it is necessary to delve deeply into and tir ras 

tents of the building of district models and to take t tiati 

irrying out various aspects of district buildin at i toril 

must be made to formulate and implement district progr. ul pl 

factorily assimilate the basic units allotted to tty trict, sts 

increase revenues for the district budget, and so torth. litis 

fail to grasp firmly the contents and proceed by t 

to achieve any development even if given the right mditions. 

/Third/, on the basis of carrying out district building wor t 
it is necessary to consolidate and develop the leading ro} ot tla 

party committee, the managerial role of the district pe e's ram j 

the participating role of mass organizations in manag + ! 

strengthen and develop the basic organizations. 

/Fourth/, on the basis of carrying out district building wor 

it is necessary to select, promote, train, and toster tlhe t 

cadres in accordance with the general cadre plan of the district 

gradually turn it from weak to strong with a view to meetin, t re 

ments for building the district and strengthening the distri rt 

zation. 

/Fifth/, while the districts and basic units are maki theis = 

the provinces and the central government must pay ut t attenti 

helping them and creating favorable conditions tor tly to ch l 

initiative and self-reliance in strict accordance with tly it 

party Central Committee's sixth plenum resolution. 

/1l. Firmly grasp the target of building district models, by tirst 

establishing a district economic structure suitable to local mndit 

the agroindustrial structure being the cornerstone, and 

construction with sociocultural and securitv-national detense activit 

The experience gained by the districts with a fair worl rformancs 

that instead of waiting until a high level of development is reac! 
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must, right from the start, defiuitely step up the development of 

agriculture-forestry-tishery, industry, and distribution and circulation at 

the same time, and establish a close and interactive relationship between 

agriculiure-forestry-fishery and industry as well as distribution and 

circulation to form a common econcmic structure for the district. This wil! 

help develop the district's economy--from production to processing and con- 

sumption--and create the conditions for rapid advancement and rational aad 

effective development of potentials. Any district that is slow to develop 

agriculture comprehensively (grain, industrial crops, and livestock breeding) 

or that is engaged purely in agricultural production without stepping up 

industry, distribution, and circulation, will lag behind in promoting pro- 

duction and developing its potentials. 

Ll. Within the district's economic structure, /agriculture still remains the 

kingpin/. Generally speakiny, all the districts have been concentrating on 

agricultural production, and many of them have made good headway in this 

respect. However, how to develop agriculture along with industry and 

circulation still remains a new problem, causing many difficulties to the 

districts. 

The experience gained by the districts with a fair work performance shows 

that to build the district's economic structure we must start with agricul- 

ture and proceed trom a correct trend of agriculture-forestry-fisheryv to lay 

the groundwork tor developing industry, distribution, and circulation. This 

trend consists of developing agriculture comprehensively; concentrating on the 

production of rice and subsidiary tood crops while stepping up industrial 

crop cultivation and livestock breeding; striving to meet the multifaceted 

demands of the lives of the people of the district while vigorously shittiny 

to the production of goods; paying attention to grain production while 

striving to increase rapidly agricultural products for export and raw mate- 

rials for processing; developing the local strong points while broadening 

comprehensive production and business activities; and gradually setting up 

specialized crop cultivation centers while developing production on a small 

and scattered scale. 

In the hilly and mountainous areas, the districts should pay attention to 

developing the combination of /agriculture and forestry/; and in the areas 

with rivers, the sea, and large bodies of water, the districts should pay 

attention to developing the combination of /agriculture and fishery/. 

This is the correct trend of agriculture-forestry-fishery for exploiting 

even more satistactorily the potentials concerning Labor, land, forests, 

and the sea in order to help a number of districts extricate themselves 

from a difficult situation in which they are being bogged down with grain 

production or are carrying out production purely on a self-sufticiency 

basis. 

The initial results recorded by some districts, which have finished review- 

ing and supplementing their general plans, indicate that not only those 

districts with a fair work performance but all the districts in general 

have great potentials. If good efforts are made to define and establisn 



the district economic structure at an early date, all the districts will, 

by the year 1990, be able to take a new step torward in meeting the grain 

demand and the multifaceted demands of life and rapidly increasing their 

marketable products, the products delivered to the state, export products, 

md those products turned out through economic cooperation and integration. 

fhe development of district industry/, in spite ot the efforts made in 

the recent past and because of the lack of full awareness and appropriate 

concern, still remains a tresh problem, the solution to which requires 

uiditional experience. 

At present, an agroindustrial economic structure has been initially set up 

in t vw districts with a tair work performance; but generally, industry 

nas developed at a slow and weak tempo and has tailed either to catch up 

with or to support agriculture, forestry, and tishery. Many branches--such 

cessing, rice milling, machinery repair, sma! industry and handi- 

ratts, raw materials, energy, transportation, and so torth--are presently 

erating under direct provincial or central manayement. As clear-cut 

decentralization has not yet come about, they do not have the conditions for 

ily developing district industry. 

Reality has increasingly pointed to the very crucial need to develop dis- 

trict industry. On the one hand, this is the need to develop agriculture 

ind vradually advance it to large-scale production; and on the other hand, 

iis is also the process of building and developing our country's industry. 

i this process, we must have not only Large-scale and modern industry at the 

ntral level but also local industries of the provinces as well as district- 

ind zrassroots-level industries that operate on medium and small scales and 

ittilize both manual labor and machinery. 

» building district industry, along with promoting small industry and 

indicratts, we must, right from the start, simultaneously step up industry, 

, tal construction, and communications and transportation in accordance 

vith the characteristics and conditions of each locality and set up an agro- 

industrial, agriculture-torestry-tishery, agriculturs [ishery-industry, or 

mwriculture-torestry-tishery-industry structure tor each district in each 

period of time in order to create 4 new momentum tor deve loping agriculture, 

strv, and tisherv. 

Revarding the question as how to develop rationally the various industrial 

' the district, we must consider the specitic conditions of each 

lity betore deciding to set up the following tacilities: 

irst ire tacilities serving agricultural production, torestry, and fishery 

TTT wtricultural and fishing implement workshops, machinery repair 

workshops, and fuel depots. 

MSecond/ are facilities for processing agricultural, torestry, and fishery 

sroducts, including both preliminary processing and retining tacilities. 

ge 



{Third/ are facilities for producin 
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upplied under labor 

operation and inteevgration. 

tion of construction materials, desi » a nst! Lion work. 

{Fifth/ are faciliti erving communicati , transportation, id postal 

communications. 

All of the facilitix wentioned above must be or ize t 

accordance with a specific plan designed the grassroot evel and the 

listrict and in conformity with the prog: ind plan f the variou ec- 

tors at the provin ial and central ievels. the pr t t a j ent, 

it is necessary to combine correctly t! cevelopment wri ltura 

cooperatives’ branches and trades with ¢ organizati ialized 

business establishments at the distri leve und ts ttention to 

building state-rur stablishments in the istrict. While broadly maj 

use of manual techniques com acl y, effort t le to 

utilize modern machinery that yiel mi f ‘ , ‘roceed ing 

from the close and interactive relat cl we t lorestry, 

and fishery, we must constantly sti t , t industrial 

output value and the Labor diy ient trict ayro- 

industrial structure. 

3. {Distribution and circulation Te « distr t/ tituts« i 

very crucial aspect of th wert ab to bui he d rict « 

structure. 

Recently, many districts hav Ter ffort in thi egarc but veneral!l: 

speaking, they are onl: mcerned at luction id neither have a tull 

understanding of nor pay much attent t listribution and circulation. 

On the other hand, manv district ’ t yet ‘ en a rational divi- 

sion of labor in this area of activit w district budvet is designed to 

cover only administrative and servi enditur , and the funds invested 

in capital construction are still } ontrol. <A new regula- 

tion was adopted only a few months a trol ver to the 

district level. Thi listrict level ij I or tin nd pur- 

chasing products tor the state and is t to e the surplu 

products tor business purpose ir tor tside the district. The 

district trade corporation i till + ed under provinci management a 

far as planning and capital are concer . 

The experience ined by those distri s with fair work performan hows 

that once the district has been used as the theater for setting up an 

agroindust rial econoni¢ structure, it ust i] serve ! the theater tor 

organizing the distribution and circulation of wds/. The tasks Luvelved 

in distribution and circulation in th istrict encompass many aspects: it 

is necessary to ensure the supp] terials id the consumption of 

products in rder to stimulate product , transfor ind control the market, 

control goods and money, guarant: pital accumulatior rr expanding 



production, and ensure the signing and implements two-way economi 

contracts with the state or in the process o: pr tion and busine 

integration. An immediate requirement that must » fulfilled is that alon 

with balancing materials and capital provided by the hicher echelons and 

collecting and purchasing products for de! ‘very the higher echelons, 

the district must develop its dynamic character pirit of self-reliance 

in acquiring additional materials and canital tor expanding production 

must proceed toward controlling and organiziny trade in ail local, marketabl: 
products. ; 

To meet this requirement, along with production prop: ind plans, it i 

necessary to satisfactorily formulate /district propr, nd plans for 

distribution and circulation/ and to link the sit he programs and plan 

for distribution and circulation of provinces ond central tors. Alon 

with organizing production, it is necessar~ t r-anize the market and 

trading activities in the district/, emphasize ma: ft manazement in pla 

ning, expand the organized market, and see to (t tuat there will remai nm 

the free market only exchanges between produce: mers and n 

private traders. Ail products produced in tly i t. especially the 

main products, should be classified into tlre: i rics: product 

delivered to the state, including products pla exports product 

for local consumption, including both products < ut for local con- 

sumption and those used for exchanges or busines thin the district; and 

products designed for exchanges outside the district, including product 

turned out through business integration and products & med for export 

outside the plan or in excess of the planned noros. Concerning th nord 

reserves maintained in support of product io na sumption in the district, 

it is also necessary to classify these int wds produced by the district 

itself to meet the local demands, goods supplied  yv the wr echelons, a 

goods obtained through exchanges. 

/The district market/ should be /organized ilone the tollowing line: mn the 

one hand, it is necessary to organize satistactorily ihe signing and imple- 

mentation of contracts and the collection, purchase, and delivery ot pjor 

products in accordance with the spirit of the Intion of the part: 

Central Committee's sixth plenum to ensure that prices, money, and suppli 

are compatible with the amount of goods collecte mt purchased; and on tl 

other hand, it is necessary to organize sat! wctorily the trading of tle 

remaining products. Efforts must be made to del ile authority to the 

district trade corporation in the tields of planniny control and capital 

management, empower the district marketi COUP tive to undertake busin: 

integration outside the district, and lini irket ind credit’ cooperative 

with production cooperatives. It is necessary to or ,anrize satistactorils 

business integration between production es! ments and district trade 

organizations to distribute goods produced oiicia plan or in excess of 

the planned norms in coordination with the provincial trade seetor. Whils 

doing so, appropriate consideration must i ensuring the interest 

of the basic units as well as of the distr, Vinces it is necessary 

to avoid the purely commercial practice of cornin rotits through price 

difterentials. 



Along with organizing the market, it is necessary to satisfactorily carr: 

out /financial and monetary management/ and build /the district »bud,get/. 

we must continue to ensure that revenues are collected in accordance with 

prescribed policies, but it is important that we take the initiative in 

creating more sources of revenue and, especially, increase rapidly the 

amount of self-acquired capital for investing in capital construction by 

accelerating the development of the state-run economy and stepping up the 

production of agsicultural products for export and economic cooperation and 

integration. At the same time, it is necessary to cut expenditures and 

reserve the capital thus saved for investments designed to expand production 

and business activities. The banks and credit cooperatives must strive to 

retrieve the greater part of money trom social circulation and ensure a 

rapid turnover. 

j 4, /Organize life in the district./ 

Reality has made it ever clearer that the district serves simultancously as 

the theater tor organizing production and as the theater tor /orvanizine the 

people's life/. Steady improvement of the people's income and living sta- 

dard constitutes a moving force that accelerates the building of the district 

economic theater. 

The district people's demands tor grain, foodstuffs, and consumer yoods are 

met thanks not only to the efforts of each family and each cooperative in 

production and consumption but also to the role played by the district in 

organizing the distribution of supplies provided by the province, organizing 

the exchange of products within the district, and organizing exchanges out- 

side the district. Formerly, when production was lacking in diversity, 

scattered, and geared to meet local demands, consumption was also lacking 

in diversity. As the supplies provided by the state were limited and 

exchanges outside the district had yet to commence, the demands of the 

district people's life in many respects are dependent on the free market. 

At present, although the supplies provided by the province and the central 

government remain limited, by developing agriculture and industry along the 

new Line and organizing distribution and circulation in the district more 

satisfactorily, we will certainly create conditions for meeting the demands 

of life in a more diverse and organized manner. 

If production and income are up, this will lead to an increase in social 

welfare funds and in people's contribution efforts, thus creating conditions 

for us to intensify the building of social welfare tacilities at the p»rass- 

roots level and in districts. /In health care/, many localities have set up 

a model system of district-level public health organizations, includin; 

district public health offices and hospitals, epidemiological hygiene teams 

or mobile medical teams, regional polyclinics, pharmaceutical shops, tradi- 

tional medicine clinics, and medicinal herb production and processin:s 

establishments. Every village now has a public health station and medicinal 

herb growing areas. On the average, each district now has 7/7 doctors of more 

and less than 2 pharmacists while each village has 5-10 health cadres of all 

categories. Such a system of public heaith organizations can ensure the 

launching of a movement to practice sanitation against epidemics and to cure 

common diseases among the people. 

i01 
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tions and the adherence to the cr cultivation schedule in each small area, 

and combine the district's workforce with that of the operative to 

actively -atry out such work activitie as soil preparation, seed cultiva- 

tion, application of fertilizer and insecticides, and so forth, thereby 

giving the cooperatives the conditi s tor developing their initiative in 

achieving higher and more even productivity. This al ipplies to the herd 

ot hogs. While many localities ar till organizing livestock breeding on 

i tamily scale, a number of distri. ive begun to gradually upgrade live- 

stock breeding to the district level with the followi vwthods State-run 

establishments of the district coordinate with the operatives and tamilies 

in improving breeding techniques, teed processing, and the prevention and 

control of diseases and in organizing collection and purchase activities and 

slaughtering operations. For short-term industrial cr uch as sugarcane, 

many districts have carried out production according t plans, combining 

concentrated cultivation with scattere cultivation. The collectives and 

tamilies are entrusted with production activities; Che operatives anc 

production collectives are in char. preliminary processing; and the 

district has tacilities for refined processing and picks the implement a- 

tion of contracts governing the delivery of product t rocessing enter- 

prises of the province or the central vernment. 

Many districts have also begun to pt similar orientations and work methods 

tor some other crops, livestock, and branch md trades. ite onc lus ion 

that must be drawn here is that we attirm the correct m tf such orienta- 

tions and methods that meet the requirements tor devel i production and 

building the district economic structure md that contort /ith our process 

of going trom small-scale to large ile production. this requires that Che 

district understand its tasks and persistently irt them out step by step, 

tor these tasks cannot be done ther level but the district itsell. 

We must neither mark time nor in hit impatience which would lead to 

duplication and tormalism and cau re waste and problems in production, 

\iong with organizing production, t o4 eee inv to tirmi rasp an s4Alis- 

tactorily carry out /the organizat md division of bor in the basa 

units and at the district level/. tivation must tv ide to ftinmly 

grasp the wuorkiorce and use the district level as the ‘int of support tor 

satisfactorily organizing and emp in labor in every production of busi- 

ness unit while satistactorily re tribut i ibor in the various produc 

tion branches and the economic, ltural, and ial sector md redis- 

tributing the population in ditterent areas within the district. At the 

same time, on the basis of district plans, plans must lso be made to send 

away or receive labor in an ettort reorganize production and the division 

of labor in the various regions of tl» unter. 

We are now in the process of shittin labor tt imp is peration to 

cooper itien with Labor division. Liv calle t i7in pr luction is 

being gradually upgraded to the district level, ‘ cale of labor organiza- 

tion and division is Likewise upgraded; and this is the tirst condition for 

guaranteeing the organization of production. Realit testific that 



cooperatives that satisfactorily build, develop, and consolidate sector- 

oriented and specialized work units and teams have a higher level of produc- 

tion organization and development. 

Recently, many districts have made efforts in this regard, but progress ha 

generally been slow. This is partly due ¢t i lack ot understanding and thx 

failure to active’y create conditions for achievines the purpose; the more 
' ,. 

important reason is the absence of appropriate policies. If in the comin, 

period the districts have grein reserves and are allowed to organize the 

trade in grain, if thev have a goods reserves and are allowed to seek 

cooper ation and integration in product ion ind business, and if they have 

selt-acquired capital and are allowed to make investments for eapanting 

production, new conditions will surface for rapidly accelerating the speed 

of labor organization and division within the district and among ditterent 

districts. 

The experience gained by the districts with good work performance shows that 

the mobilization of labor for building new economic zones must be done with 

the district serving as the planning theater; and the district level must be 

given control over the theater and planning. In strategically located 

districts, the force ot cadres should be auymented to fully meet the work 

requirements. All the sectors concerned are responsible tor developing and 

managing their own state-run establishments and tor ettecting cooperation 

and integration with the establishments belonging to the districts; but they 

must do all this in contormity with the plans of districts and respect the 

functions and interests of the district level. 

2. /Consolidate and strengthen grassroots-level production units whils 

building the districts./ 

In the district theater, the units directly engaged in production and hsi- 

ness remain agricultural and small industry and handicrafts cooperatives, 

production collectives, state tarms and state ftorests, tishery cooperative 

and state-run enterprises, and industrial enterprises. As an inmmediat« 
) buale step, we must first of all consolidate and strengthen production an 

ness units at the grassroots level, considering them the toundation of tl» 

district economic theater; we must alse carry out district building wor) 

satisfactorily in order to create pew conditions tor consolidating and 

strengthening cooperatives, production collectives, and other production 

and business units. It is necessary to overcome the shortcoming pointed out 

in the resolution of the party Central Committee's sixth plenum, that is, 

the failure to reach the grassroots level in district building. 

The consolidation and strengthening of cooperatives and production colle: 

tives involve two closely related aspects: We must resolve the proble 

concerning /the internal affairs of basic units/ and at the same time, t'x 

problems /concerning tue relationship between the cooperatives and (Lin 

districts and the social production system/. 
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iText] Experience in good district wr that we mtinue ¢ 

re lye the internal problems « cooperatives alon the Lime t expanding 

collective production and business, strengthening Liectiv whnership, in- 

Creasing incom - the collective ec omomy in close yf ’ Lion watty t tye 

deve lopment ft tamily economy, raising the level of reanizational and hitiyvet 

ial know Led we ot hnagement commit tes« inyal sot te operating ettect iven : ff oTre 

duction teams, and consolidating and developing the specialized labor teams, 

in perfecting the system of product ntracts with grou f workers and in- 

dividual workers, we must properly « urage workers and link the dut ind bene- 

tits of all workers to the end pr cts while promoting tl msolidation and 

strengthening of cooperatives and liective economy and increasing thw income 

from the collective economy, 

it ji insufficient to mere] resolve the internal problet of moperatives,. 

We must imultaneously settle the relations between cooperative ind district 

md tlh octal roduction networt t irge, and we must fe lve roblen from 

the higher to lower levels on the basi t district building, Consequent . 

the trugeglie to build the econonmtk: tructure md lite ind tt ts; the organ 

ization of production depending 1 the type ? rops and anit ivallable in 

districts; the reanization, consolidation, and development f business and 

service unit lirect] subordinate ¢ the district level; i the raising of 

operational tandards tor the district level are all main| le ‘ned to create 

new ftactor fer cooperative to expan theif producti ti is itv ind ft 

increase theif management standards, 

As ter those districts in Nam Bo where wrativizat t een mpleted, 

district buildi rimarily Cine cultural traastos ti rassTroot 

level installations,, because agricultural production conducts each in- 

dividual household do« not provide premises tor the reanizatior t production 

or the division of labor in districts along the Lin ft advat toward iLafen 
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in localities where this task has been carried out satistactorily. However, 

until now, this task has not been finished, as a number of provinces hav. 

failed to carry it out actively. Not fully understanding the policies and 

targets of district building, some sectors have failed to vigorously devel 

its activities within the district economic and managerial structure for fear 

that the district does not have sufficient managerial capabilitv and cannot 

fulfill the delivery of products satisfactorily, and that sectoral manayement 

is not guaranteed. 

The experience 5 iined by those localities with good performance of this task 
P . ° 4 : _ . ’ 

shows that the issue can be resolved faster ii the provincial party and people's 

committees take themselves to task with the party committee secretary and the 

people's committee chairman personally supervising the decentralization of 

management of the district and the improvement of sectoral management at thi 

provincial level. At the same time, this is also a responsibility that must be 

assumed by al ectors in distirct building work with the aim of strengthening 

basic units to the district, ettort 

must be made t reate favorable conditions concerning materials, cadres and 

organization, and to shift to independent accounting so that the district can 

take over with ease. It is necessary to have clear-cut policies and urgent 

the district level. before turriag over 

action but there must be plans, steps, measures, a division of responsibility, 

timetables, Jd control and supervision. While procrastination should be 

avoided, we should not be impatient and hasty about completing many tasé 

Simultaneously. \tter primary installations have been assigned to districts 

for management irpose, sectors involved should continue to help district } } 

authorit is fultill!l their responsibility for economic and administrative man- 

agement, busine organization, and maintenance of material balances. They 

should create conditions tor expanding production, business and services which 

pertain t the function of proving ial level. fhev should organize cooperation 

and alliance between the provincial and district levels and continue to build 

themselves u re vigorous! 

According t Liv ibove-mentioned experien e, we can st ruggle to complete the 

assignment of rimat installations to districts within 1984 in the remaining 

fields of fishing, ilt work, tran irtation, and land and forest allocation. 

With regard t forest ind farms, after they have been assigned bv the central 

government to provincial governments, some of them may be reassigned by pro 

Vincial authorities to districts. With respect to food funds and corporations, 

commodity funds and trade rporations, and general corporations of materials, 

the resolutions of the part Central Committee's third ind sixth plenum and 

Resolution No 90 t the Council of Ministers must be correctly implemented. 

As the provi cial authoritie ire charged by the central goverament with provid- 

ind district guidance for district building, the responsibility for conducting 

the struggle to complete the classification and assignment of managerial duties 

in accordance with the resolutions of the party Central Committee and Resolution 

No 50 of the Council! of Ministers lies with the provincial level. This is also 

the responsibilit i sectors providts guidance to provincial authorities. 

/2. Ensure the initiative in formlating and implementing district-level plans./ 

The district level wil its own economic and social plans. However, it still 

has not improved th uualitv of these plans and still has not trulv taken the 



initiative in formulating or implementing them. Experience in good district: 

has shown that we should, first of all, satisfactorily formulate district plans 

which include a general plan and plans for every sector and every grassroots 

production or business unit. Only with good planning can we improve the qual it 

of plans. In formulating a plan, we must stick to its objectives and plannin, 

steps in order to ensure that planning can be effectively carried out. In ou: 

annual and seasonal plans, we must firmly grasp both aspects: striving to 

filfill all immediate production and business norms while gradually achievin, 

all the targets set for the establishment of the district agroindustrial struc- 

ture and intensively organizing production and creating additional condition: 

for the district level so as to ensure new balances for greater development tii 

year than in previous years. 

District plans must be formulated from /bottom to top/ and in a way that can 

ensure /the initiative of the grassroots units,/ as well as on the basis of 

/the four sources 0: capabilities/. Attention should be paid to further devel- 

oping our existing potential and quickly increasing exports and expanding co- 

operation and integration in order to ensure more materials, capital and mean 

of consumption. To achieve this objective, it is necessary for all sectors and 

provinces to correctly implement the stipulations specified in the resolution 

of the Sixth Party Central Committee Plenum on ensuring the initiative in tor- 

mulating and implementing district palns. /First,/ the higher level must not 

impose norms on the lower level as this would lead to a situation in which norm 

do not match planning, and the plans of the district do not match those of the 

grassroots units, or a situation in which conditions cannot be created to ensur: 

a balance on the basis of the four sources of capabilities. /Second,/ th» 

balances of materials, prices and cash must match the amounts of products to ty 

delivered as agreed upon in contracts and to be converted into norms. /thira, 

there must be policies to enable districts to achieve their export capabilitic:s 

and economic integration. Districts should be encouraged to expand production, 

organize business, and increase their income and budgets. 

3. /Expand economic cooperation and integration within and beyond the district. 

The process of recycling and expanding production in production units, busin 

and service units calls for economic relations that interact with one anothe: 

a very complicated way not only within the districts but also among district 

and between districts and the economic, technical and service sectors at pro 

vincial and central levels. 

Experience in some localities where this task is being satisfactorily pertormed 

has shown that if we want to expand economic cooperation and integration, we 

must primarily and satisfactorily perform the task of turning production and 

service units into units with really independent accounting. At the same time, 

we must ensure that the relations of economic integration are beneficial to the 

development of production and business so as to increase income and ensure 

equality and fairness in sharing responsibility and benefits. 

We encourage /economic cooperation and integration primarily in production, 

through trade so as to consume our products or obtain raw and other material: 

or consumers goods so that we can continue to expand production and support 
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our living. This integration is manifested in an organized manner /by contracts/ 

and is /recorded in the annual and long-term plans/ for cooperation within and 

beyond districts and among districts in the various provinces. 

From the initial form of contracts we can advance toward the various forms of 

joint business on the basis of voluntariness and mutual interest without any 

restriction on one another. 

Facts have shown that expanding the system of protit-and-loss accounting and the 

relations of economic cooperation and integration among units is an effective 

measure to overcome red tape, the ills of subsidization, authoritarianism, and 

the situation of Limiting production and consumption within each cooperative 

and each district. This will create the initiative and dynamism of the dis- 

trict level and production and service units, and will promote the organization 

of the district economy. 

/V. Firmly grasp and satisfactorily implement the tasks of strengthening the 

contingent of cadres, perfecting the machinery, and constantly raising the level 

of organizational and managerial--especially economic management--knowledge for 

district level and primary installations. / 

1. In the immediate and distant future, the decisive tactor in the district 

building task is to have a contingent of cadres relevant to the requirements 

ot building the economic structure and strengthening the managerial function 

of the district level. 

In general, the present contingent of cadres and its structure and the knowledge 

level of cadres have considerably progressed. It the cadres are properly or- 

ganized, employed and trained, large numbers of them may surge torward to assume 

their tasks. However, there are still many districts with inadequate structure 

and some with insufficient and weak cadres. 

The immediate requirement is to tirmly control again the situation of cadres 

in each district, stabilize the properly established positions, rationally 

rearrange some necessary cases, and specitically replace some of the positions. 

We should not raise the issue of assigning more cadres to districts in a general 

manner. Attention should be paid to the issue of leading and key cadres of 

districts, especially district secretaries and chairmen; the key cadres of var- 

ious offices and committees, especially those concerning agriculture, industry, 

distribution, circulation, planning and finance; and the key cadres in charge 

of important production and business corporations and installations. We must 

at the same time pay attention to the contingents of economic, technical and 

protessional cadres. 

Experience in good districts with stabilized contingents cadres has shown that 

we must formulate long-range plans tor cadres with the objectives of raising 

the standard for each specific position title, especially tor district key 

cadres and the key cadres of various offices and committees and primary pro- 

duction and business installations, and the economic, technical and professional 

cadres. There must be measures to conduct short-and long-term and in-service 

training, to combine the advanced skill training for students in general high 
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schools with the sending of people to universities and middle schools--these 

people will return later to serve in the localities--and to struggle to achieve 

by 1990 the structural and qualitative standard of cadres to meet the district 

building requirements of the new stage. 

2. As yet, the organization of /the district people's committee apparatus/ 

into 21 offices and sections is basically appropriate and convenient to the 

performance of duty by the people's committee, the various sectors in districts, 

and at the provincial level. Although there are some problems here and there, 

there should be some regulations or proper action to act upon the organization. 

The problem to be overcome is that we must continually organize and place cadres 

consistently with the people's committee apparatus while continuing to consoli- 

date and develop the function of each component as well] as the whole apparatus. 

Currently, some local authorities have experimented with dividing the people's 

committees into blocs to help the district chairmen direct], exercise their 

operational control over the various offices and sections and primary production 

and business installations subordinate to district authority. Depending on 

local conditions, there might be such blocs as agriculture, industry, circula- 

tion and distribution, and so forth. The vice chairmen help the chairmen con- 

trol the various blocs. At present, the district chairmen are charged with 

different tasks as a result of a direct labor division. Nevertheless, no matter 

what tasks they are in charge of, they must still attentively control planning 

and finance in order to thoroughly and generally control all the operations. 

Many district authorities have realized the necessity of emphatically develop- 

ing the administrative management, social security, and national defense 

functions of village administrations and the necessity of perfecting the village 

people's committees. In those localities in which transformation is being con- 

ducted and the cooperativization movement is still weak, especially in the 

mountainous and southern provinces, there is always the requirement of enhancing 

the village administration's responsibility for economic management. 

The organization of various service corporations attached to districts and the 

Strengthening of joint cooperation between these corporations and grassroots 

production and business units are new factors that help in establishing the 

/business and economic management organization syvstem/ in addition to the state 

management system carried out in accordance with the district economic adminis- 

tration. This is a correct path, which must be positively prepared and gradually 

and firmly carried out in order to avoid such phenomena as stereotyping. 

3. The process of building the economic structure and the strengthening of the 

economic management function of the district level must be combined with tasks 

concerning /building firm and strong district party organizations/. We must 

satisfactorily carry out the district party organizations/. We must satisfac- 

torily carry out the district building task in order to consolidate and develop 

the leadership of district party committees, strengthen the managerial effec- 

tiveness of the administration, and consolidate grassroots party and mass or- 

ganizations. Carrving out these efforts, 69 districts have been commended by 

the CPV Secretariat for building strong and firm party organizations and ful- 

filling their tasks satisfactorily. 
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/Vi. Strengthening the Leadership of the CPV Secretariat and the Council of 

Ministers and Developing the Responsibility of Localities and Sectors Are 

Factors Ensuring the Success of the District Building Task/ 

/1. The strengthening of the party Central Committee's leader°*hip and super- 

vision for the district building task/ since the party's Fifth Congress has been 

clearly manifested through the concretization of the party's position: The party 

Central Committee has issued the resolutions of its Third Sixth Plenums recently. 

Based on these resolutions, the Council of Ministers has issued Resolution No 50, 

various resolutions on classification and assignment of management authority to 

districts; and establishing the apparatus of district people's committees. 

The party Secretariat has issued Circular No 04 on reviewing the district build- 

ing task and Directive No 24 on building firm and strong district party organ- 

izations. 

Along with strengthening their leadership and supervision as well as concretiz- 

ing their positions, the party Secretariat and the Council of Ministers decided 

in 1983 to establish the party Central Committee's and the central gover..sent's 

district building committees and to organize a specialized apparatus to carry 

out the district building task for the central govenrment, localities, and 

sectors, thereby upgrading supervision on organization to the same level as 

supervision on position and task. To date, 40 provinces and cities have 

established district building committees, and almost 30 ministries, branches, 

ind sectors have established district building committees or agencies responsi- 

ble tor the district building task. Many district building committees in pro- 

vinces and at sectors have established compact apparatuses and have specialized 

cadres to carry out their tasks effectively. From this, we can make the follow- 

ing general observation: The establishment of district building committees at 

the central level, in provinces, and at sectors is necessary and practical, 

thereby helping the district building task to advance along an organized path 

and integrating the strengths and developing the functions of various sectors 

and localities. As a result, since mid-1983 the deployment of activities on 

reviewing and supplementing district planning, the classiiication and assign- 

ment of management authority to districts, the organization of district appar- 

atuses and cadres, and the strengthening of 85 key districts of localities-- 

seven districts of which are under close watch by the central government--in 

coordination with the expansion of supervision for all districts, have created 

i more urgent pace, wider scope, and better quality for the district building 

task. In the days ahead, the government organizing committee and the district 

building committee of the party Central Committee will carry out concrete super- 

vision of functions, tasks, and staffs of specialized apparatuses of provinces, 

cities, and sectors in order to help the field of organization make a better 

response to this important task. 

Following the Fifth Party Congress and especial!y since 1983, many provinces 

have enhanced their responsibilities and carried out their activities more 

actively. The important role of these provinces has been retlected through 

the tollowing successful activities. 

Many provinces have reviewed and drawn on experiences obtained in district 

building over the past period. They have striven to apply many of the central 
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government's policies and measures on district building i: way tha sii 

the specific conditions in their relevant localities. Th Ve en 

resolutions issued by provincial ocr city party committee echelons, promot ii 

higher unity of minds among various sectors and echelons. er b has been 

Organized, carried out, supervised, and directed in accordance with specific 

plana. Unlike those provinces not vet starting with district ling, those 

with good district building records have been able to et fe i tou 

tie better as required in the new stage. 

In many provinces, the provinical party committee secretay ; 

committee chairmen have personally organized and promoted cooper ct TELL 

various sectors within the provinces concerned to carr ut rict uildi 

plans. They have assigned various sectors to deal with oumercou 

blems now facing districts. There have been discussion it ‘ 

regarding organization and operating procedures to be resol irious pro- 

vincial sectors after the decentralization of management dow trict ha 

been carried out. 

Many provinces have delineated the duty of providing supervision, | ler 

and guidance to various pilot districts. Thev have not ‘ 

in their overall! plans or in those requirements put forwar io. In- 

stead, they have divided responsibilities tor grasping « ‘ 

guidance to each district, trying to create an appropriate, ! sidi 

method for each particular district. 

Facts show that even provinces with good records ha ti ‘ oon sit ’ 

host of problems to be solved with greater efforts. ~ 

have, however, not been fully aware of, or tailed to cart ti iiding 

constantly, quickly, and intensively. In the decentraliza ’ ent 

and the assignment of establishments to districts tor mana , till 

exist many intricate problems. The contingent of kev cadr: tf t 

has not yet been strengthened. These provinces must learn [tr f 

of experience in order to increase their leadership i i more «ff inner. 

3. Along with various provinces, many /ministries, departments, 

at the centra! level/ have been more thoroughly aware of their nr i lities 

and have cir:'ed out their activitic more actively. bth hive d fitaber 

of things i good effect, such as issuing memorandums to guide thei sbor- 

dinate sectors on district buildine, concentrating guidance ‘ i? . iid- 

ing symposiums for related sectors, and participating fio the ree uminati ind 

revision of activity plans for various sectors in the district wumber of 

sectors have issued circulars, clearly defining the di ibilities 

and the assignment of tasks to districts in accordance wit! rit of various 

resolutions of the party Central Committee and the Counc! of M ters.  How- 

ever, all sectors at the central level must strive to meet ¢t rowl require- 

ments of provinces and districts. Tie resolutions of the part) Central © 

mittee's Third and Sixth Plenums and resolution No 50 the Cou lof Mini 

ters are a correct response to various problems facing the districts. Kousider- 

ing current pressing requirements, all economic sectors must civ “Merete stip- 

ulations and guidance on what provinces and districts «a: to imple mt. Follow. 

ing are some requirements to be met: 



/First/, all sectors must involv 

for targeted areas/ in order to 

in the districts/. These mode! ar 
areas built by the districts. lust 

of the latter, should function i 

serve aS a means to promote better 

the districts. Closer connection 

must be achieved. 

/Second/, the sectors must formulat: t 

the division of responsibilitics anc : 

dance with the resolutions of tl» ird 

Committee and resolution No 50 of tlhe ir linister 

responsibility for district building wore, 

lations that have failed to ensure th 

reliance of the district and basic unit . 
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dustrial production must be developed; the material and technical bases must be 

strengthened mainly with the districts’ own capital; and the district agro- 

industrial structure must be rationally built to suit the conditions of each 

locality. On this basis, the districts must satisfactorily fulfill the people's 

demande for grain, foodstuffs, and consumer goods and perform well the tasks 

of buying and delivering agricultural products to the state and procuring raw 

materials for the proceeding industry and products for export. 

/Second/, production relations must be strengthened and perfected in production 

as well as in distribution and circulation. 

/Third/, the people's cultural and material life must be stabilized and 

further improved. 

/Fourth/, security and national defense must be strengthened. 

/Fitth/, all the district party committees, district administrations, mass 

organizations, and basic organizations must be strengthened and have a con- 

tingent of good and able cadres. 

We must concentrate our efforts on achieving these objectives in the iaportant 

districts tirst in order to obtain a number of relatively well developed model 

districts. At the same time, we must make an effort to ensure that by 1990 

most of the districts playing an important role in the national economy and 

defense will be built on the model of the leading districts. 

To step up our work, we must simultaneously “plan” and “build.” However, from 

now until 1985, we must concentrate mainly on “formulating plans” for the dis- 

tricts. Im 1986, we will begin “to build" and by 1990 we must basically com- 

plete the “building” of most of the districts. As for the key districts of the 

various provinces and especially the seven districts monitored by the central 

government, the tasks of “planning” and “building” must be finished earlier. 

In carrying out this task, we must combine the district building work with 

eftorts to fulfill satisfactorily the 1985 socioeconomic plan and to set forth 

and fulfill satisfactorily targets of the 1986-90 plan. We must supervise and 

lead various districts to implement satisfactorily the party Central Committee 

Sixth Plenum's resolution on improving management work immediately. 

From now until the end of 1985, it is imperative for us to carry out satis- 

factorily the following programs of action: 

/t. We must continue to accelerate tasks on reviewing and supplementing dis- 

trict planning./ We must consider this as /the forefront task/ in “planning" 

the district soectoeconomic model at the current stage. We must strive to 

complete the general plan and other plans for various socioeconomic sectors 

and grassroots establishments in 1985. As for the key districts of the various 

provinces and especially the seven districts monitored by the central govern- 

ment, the formulation of the general plan and other plans for socioeconomi 

sectors, security, national defense, and key grassroot production establish- 

"ents must be basically completed in 1984, 
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The Central Committee for economic zoning must coordinate with varicu 1- 

ities and sectors to provide closer supervision for the tormulati ft 

district general plar as wel! as the provincial general in. | tee ist 

special attention :o improving production and the civision of Labor in accor 

dance with the conditions in each locality, developing strength and tultii 

the socioeconomic objectives until 1990 using comcrete Measures and practica 

methods. 

Various central sectors must review and drew on experience to pr ge hettet 

supervision of the formulation of district sectorial planning, thereby ensuring 

close association between individual sectorial plannireg and general planniw 

and between district planning and provincial planning. lans tor agricultural, 

forestry, fishery, and water conservanm wctors must | be tormulated ir re 

detail. Various sectors of the industrial and circulation and distribution 

blocs must conduct joint studies and research to grasp tir! the district 

economic structure in order to provide appropriate supervision to ctoria 

planning and district general planning. Other sector uch as education, 

public health, national detense, and s torth Must step uj heif work Lo 

Strengthen the sectorial planning ot district where their general planning i 

been supplemented. 

Various provinces must classify their districts and tormulate supervisor la 

in accordance with the conditions in each district. The ust increase tt 

number of specialized cadres to carry out planning work at proviacial econoni: 

zoning committees and at important sectors in provinces and in districts. in 

must directly organize and coordinate with various provincial sectors and direct- 

ly supervise various districts t trive to complete at il t the economi lan- 

ning in order to carry out prompt! the 1955 plan and prepare conditions tor 

the 1986-90 plan. 

The districts should consides ning as their primary task aimed at “ftormu- 

lating plans” for the building of a cCioeconomic model for their localities. 

They should take the initiative in eking guidance and advice from the pr 

vinces and in preparing and creatin ditions for satisfactorily carrying out 

and stepping up “building work” under the 1985 plan. Thev should not wait 

until late 1985 betors tartine buitdi gOTK. tven the wea iistrict will 

certainly be able to make fresh pt ri it the Know fhhow t take the initia- 

tive in organizing, deploving ul enifating theif torce t carry out si ld 

ing work themselves. 

/2. We must improve the planning wor! districts and basic units. I hn 

resolution of the Sixth Party Centra mittes leowum has detin the chiet 

purpose of the task of improving tt» ming work of districts ag basic units 

as follows: To elaborate district pla rr the basic units u ind 6 in accer- 

dance with the four sources of supplies. 

This is a correct policy, high! wits to the needs of thy istrict ind basis 

units. However, there ire still ma itt icultd ° we must iKe m etiort to 

accomplish a definite amount of wor! formulating the 1985 in and advance 

to satistactorily elaborate the 1986-90 plan, 



The provinces should take the initiative in carrving out the 

planning work in the pilot districts first before starting it 

in conjunction with the formulation or revision of the 1985 | 

time, they must strive to satistactoril, map out working pr 

tricts to enable the latter to improve the 1986-1990 pla 

should report to the arty Central Committee Secretariat and 

Ministers on difficulties encountered in their etforts to iny 

in the pilot districts. 

The districts, in keeping with the spirit of the resolution 

Central Committee Plenum, should also take the initiative i 

from the basic units up in the most active possible manner. 

/3. We must make an effort to finish the division of respons 

assignment of installations to the districts in 1984/, 

All sectors and levels should urgently finish the division 

and assignment of installations on schedule as required | t 

the Sixth Party Central Committee Plenum. However, they must 

and effectively, guarding against delay and perfunctorin« 

The pre vincial level is directly responsible for carryvin ut 

responsibilities and the assignment of installations to tl 

up this work, each province should review and learn trom the 

and check to see how manv installations ars till to be assi; 

also determine how many of the remaining installations can 

the districts within this vear and how many of them need mor: 

tion before they can be handed over to the districts, At th: 

provinces must immediately report to the part Central Commit 

and the Council of Ministers the number of installations that 

assigned due to a lack of agreement between the sectors and 

The provincial district building committe and financial servic 

the standing committees of the provincial party and people's 

Ssatistactorily carry out this task. 

re 

The sectors Gt the central level shou! hose no time in guidin 

in carrving out the assignment of installations to the distri 

accordance with the resolutions of thy irfd and Sixth Part 

Pplenums and resolution No 9O of the Council of Minister 

installationste the districts provinc: ild help the diat 

the takeover in a satisfactory manner + should neither 

the districts assume total responeltbilit for thi ta 

The distircts should satisfactoril ’ ize the takeover f 

assigned to them, promptly overcor i) ifficulty, and furni 

lations with all necessary assistanc: ' “on t hv re tut 

districts. 

/4. We must step up the building of material and techni 
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To speed up the building of material and technical bases to meet the set targets, 

the district should review and learn from their past experiences and adopt prac- 

tical measures so as to concentrate on satisfactorily carrying out the tollowitiny, 

two tasks: 

/First/, the districts® key projects must be correctly arranged to quickly» 

achieve production efficiency, create new production capacity, expeditiouw 

increase income, speed up the circulation of money, and overcome the scattering 

of investment and the failure to concentrate resources on expanding production 

and business and to make effective use of capital investments. 

/Second/, the organization and mobilization of laborers must be enhanced and 

developed even more vigorously to support production and capital construction 

in the districts and basic units. The sending out and reception of laborers 

must be satisfactorily organized. 

Each district must take the initiative and rely on their own resources, but thw 

provinces should provide advice and guidance and join the sectors at the central 

level in helping the district overcome their difficulties, especially in satise- 

fying the districts’ demands for supplies, machinery, equipment and capital. 

/5. To improve the distribution and circulation of goods in the district! w 

must concentrate on carrying out the following tasks satistactori!| 

/First,/ initial capital must be created for the district | etting wf 

satistactorily using the district grain and goods reserves; ond efforts omet 

be made to increase further revenues for the dietrict hudget | love lopin 

State-run trade and stepping up production and export. 

/Second,/ it is necessary to organize the district market; carry out irhet 

management right at the source; control goods and monev; develop th oilalisat 

trade sector, including both state-run trade and marketing cooperatives; and 

promote the activities of the banking svstem and credit cooperat lw 

Although these tasks come under the district's supervision, the province must 

provide close guidance and promptly meet ti!» ecitie need f em localit 

All sectors at the central level muet coordinate with the province tn " 

guidance promptly to pilot district amd in guiding efforts to broads 

scope of district building. 

/6. To step up the consolidation and strengthening of product! relations 

the following tasks must be carried out satisfactori! 

--Complete in the main the process of agricultural cooperativization tno Nam Bo 

in 1985, with production collective being the main format. 

--Consolidate and strengthen cooperatives and product ion Llewt iw hil 

consolidating and perfecting the mew contract svetem and further dewel in 

the district's role toward the cooperatives, especially the weak and lay 

cooperatives and production collect ives. 
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/10. It is necessary to launch an emulation movement/ among the districts and 

among the basic units within a district. The contents of the emulation move- 

ment also serve as specific goals to be achieved in the process of building 

the district model for the short term. 

Building more than 400 districts is a task of strategic significance of our 

entire cause of socialist revolution and national defense. Our party and state 

have adopted correct lines and policies. Realities over the past 10 years have 

provided us with much good experience in district building. We have totally 

sufficient reasons to believe that under the leadership of the party Central 

Committee and the government and with the struggle spirit, initiative, and 

creativity of all sectors and echelons and of the districts themselves, we will 

be able, in the coming years, to achieve our big objective of making the more 

than 400 districts throughout the country prosperous economically, beautiful 

in terms of culture and life, and firm and strong with regard to security and 

national defense. 
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ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND I INANCL 

NHAN DAN ON IMPROVING INDUSTRIAL MANACEMENT 

BK231537 ltianoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 2300 GMT 17 Dec 44 

{[NHAN DAN 18 December editorial: “Renovate the Management of State-run In- 

dustry" ] 

[Text] In line with the orientation for renovating economic management set 

forth at the Fifth Party Central Committee's Sixth Plenum, the Council of 

Ministers has issucd Resolution No 156-I/DBT on some issues concerning the inm- 

provement of state-run industry management. The resolution aims at further 
developing the leading role of state-run industry, especially heavy industry; 

and at the same time, at consolidating and building the various enterprises 

and establishments of the industrial production sector into firm and strong 

socialist production and business units. 

The first specific requirement of managerial renovation consists of develop- 

ing the initiative and creativeness of enterprises, broadening their financial 

autonomy, and stressin,, their own responsibility on the basis of consolidating 

the state's centralized and unified mana;ement in order to exploit all the 

latent and existing, capabilitics, overcome difficulties, gradually create 

positive balances, standardizin, aad tmproving the rate of production capac- 

ity usage and ensurin, the e: ficiency of production and business activities. 

Second, on the basis of rearran,in, and reorganizing production, it is neces- 

Sary to gradually set up economic-technical branches, link sectoral management 

with management based on territorial divistons, combine the rearrangement and 

reor,anization of production with sucialist transformation, and consolidate 

and enhance the leading role of the state-run economy while employing the pos- 

itive aspects and makin, full use of the capacity of other economic components 

to increase social product. 

Third, it is necessary to step by step establish a new mechanism of manage- 

ment, use planning as the kingpin, combine planning with economic account ing 

and socialist enterprise, anc on this basis, do away with the practice of 

bureaucratic and subsidy-based manayement, overcome fragmentation and 

arbitrariness, restore socialist order, and uphold responsibility, discipline 
and the socialist legal systen. 
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Fourth, it is necessary to consicer production establishments, namely the 

enterprises as the main tarz,ets for improving management, and proceecin, 

fros. the need to imrpove mana,ement at the grassroots level it is neces- 

sary to revise and supplement managerial policics and systems of the state 

and to rearrange the organization and change the thinking process and worl. 

procedures of managerial organs ai higher echelons with the aim of removiny 

the restrictions placer’ on the basic units anc creatin, conditions for them 

to develop and increase the efficiency of their production and business ac 

tivities. 

Fifth, efforts must be made to ensure the efficiency of business operations 

and strictly practice thrift in procuction, distribution and circulation. 

and in comsunption, and on the basis, it is necessar, to increase capital 

accumulation from within the national economy in support of socialist in- 

dustrialization and to pay attention to organizing the life of the workin, 

people. 

"receeding from the principles governing the management of the social- 

ist economy and from the socioeconomic situation and characteristics of the 

first stage of the transition period in our country at present, Resolution 

No 156-iiDDT defines the basic measures and orientations for improving the 

management of state-run industry. Along with settine torth tasks aimed at 

improving various aspects of ranagement in a fairly comprehensive and 

standardized manner to ensure that the enterprise's process of expanded re- 

production will take place favorably, smoothly. and successfully the resolu- 
tion concentrates on pointins, out the most fundamental areas for improvement 

whic) are also the most pressing issues at present. 

Tne most important issue consists of building economic-technical branches 

while consolidating and buildin: firm and strong production and business es- 

tablishments. It is necessary to rearrance and reorganize production and 

divide labor and responsibilities in manacement in accordance with party anc 

State directives and resolutions, using socioeconomic results as the criteria, 

set up a rational economic structure to ensure the achievement of socioeconomic 

development objectives set forth by the party, standardize production capacity: 

and satisfactorily provide lo,istical support for production. 

The Council of Ministers’ rcsolution on some issues concerning the inprovenment 

of state-run industry managenent concretizes the party Central Committee's 

Sixth Plenum resolution and previous party resolutions on economic managenent. 

This resolution embodies the strong points and progress aiready achieved in 

economic manayement and reilects an increasinely flexible application of econ- 

omic laws under the socialist svster. 

The successful implementation of the sovernme.t's new resolution will depend 

largely on our efforts to thoroughly understand anc reach a complete identity 

of views with the fundamental concepts of our party concerning the renovation 
of economic management as expounded profouncly in the resolution of the riftth 

Party Central Committee's Sixth Plenum and in the important address delivered 

by Comrade General Secretary Le Duan at tlhe aforesaid plenum. Our orientation 

for renovating the mechanism of economic management consists of using planning 



methods and formats and devising appropriate economic stimulant policies to 

closely combine plannin, with economic accounting anc socialist enterprise in 

a@ way suitable for the first stage of tie transition period in our country. 

This orientation calls for overcominz slugrishness, bureaucratism, subsiciza- 

tion, and the tendency of chasing after the free market. opposing localisr 

and departmentalism; and broadenin, the authority and stressing the respon- 

sibility and (?initiative) of tie basic units and state-run enterprises. At 

the same time, state organs must tirmly exercise the right to control and 

supervise all operations of the basic units and correctly observe the prin- 

ciple of democratic centralism in economic management. 

henovating the management o! state-run incustry constitutes a very difficult 

and complex task that can only be accomplished by drawing upon experience. 

In the course of implementing and reviewing this task, all sectors, echelons, 

and state-run enterprises may contribute their views to the state for the 

purpose of continuing to supplement and perfect the new mechanism of management 

for state-run industry. 

by renovating the management of state-run industry, closely combining planninz 

with economic accounting anc socialist enterprise, strictly practicing thrift 

and ceveloping the working people's right to collective mastery, it is certain 

that we will be able to boost industria! production even more vigorously and 

contribute to stabilizing anc developing the economy in strict accordance with 

the Lines and policies of the party and state. 
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AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN FIRST 10 DAYS OF DECEMBER REVIEWED 

OW130117 Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 1100 GMT 10 Dec 84 

[Text] The most noteworthy event on the agricultural production front in the 

first 10 days of December is that northern Vietnam has finished harvesting 

the 10th-month rice. 

According to the Ministry of Agriculture, despite the damage caused by the 

recent typhoon and rainfall, the 10th-month rice vield in the north this 

year approximately equals that in 1983. The !0th-month rice harvest in 

the southern provinces is still under way. By 5 December, the localities 

had harvested more than 360,000 hectares representing 20.4 percent of the 
planted acreage and an increase of more than 39 percent compared with the 

same period last year. Due to floods and inundations, the Mekong Delta 

provinces had harvested only 11 percent of the transplanted acreage. In 
particular, Cuu Long Province had harvested 40 percent of the planted 

acreage. 

According to initial reports, the 10th-month rice yield in the southern 

provinces is fairly high. Along with harvesting the 10th-month rice, these 

provinces have actively boosted the cultivation of the winter-spring rice 

crop by speeding up plowing work. By 5 December, they had plowed nearly 

390,000 hectares at a speed nearly 40 percent faster than in the same period 
last year. They had also transplanted more than 25,000 hectares of winter- 

spring rice at a rate 44 percent quicker than in the same period of the 

cultivation of the previous winter-spring rice crop. 

Meanwhile, the northern localities have encountered many difficulties in 
winter-spring rice cultivation. Due to waterlogging caused by recent rain- 

fall, plowing work has been slowed. These localities have so far plowed 
more than 400,000 hectares of land representing 96 percent of the acreage 

plowed in the same period last year. In particular, the rate of planting 

rice seedlings has been 5.8 percent faster than in the same period last 
year. However, rice seedlings are now being affected by harmful insects, 
especially stem borers and leaf rollers. More than 1,200 hectares are 
affected in Hai Hung Province. 

Regarding the winter-spring vegetables and subsidiary and industrial crops, 

due to unfavorable weather conditions and serious waterlogging, the northern 
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localities have achieved results less satisfactory than in the same period 

last year. According to the Statistics General Department's report, the 

cultivated area of potatoes has decreased nearly 20 percent, that of vege- 
tables and beans more than 12 percent, that of industrial crops 35 percent, 
that of soybeans more than 68 percent, and that of garlic more than 51 per- 
cent as compared with the same period last year. Only the cultivated area 

of tobacco has increased more than 46 percent. Meanwhile, the cultivated 

area of these crops in the southern provinces has increased as compared 

with the same period last year. 

There is good news on the livestock breeding front. In fact, since early 

this year and despite difficulties and ordeals, the herds of hogs, buffalo, 

and oxen have increased as compared with the same period last year. 

Dear friends: The Ministry of Agriculture has urged localities to take 

proper measures to protect the health of the draft force during this winter 

season. They should also accelerate plowing work and make preparations tor 

the fifth month-spring rice cultivation. Although the area of rice seed- 

lings infested with harmful insects is currently small, localities should 

take control and detection measures and should organize the eradication of 

rice pests. Thanks to the warm weather, rice seedlings are now growing well, 

but the transplanting season has not yet come. Localities should theretore 

tend and fertilize the early planted rice seedlings and take measures to 

prevent them from deteriorating. Localities should also actively strive to 

secure sufficient reserve rice seedlings for the forthcoming transplanting 

season, in anticipation of prolonged cold spells. 

The southern localities should actively strive to complete harvesting the 

10th-month rice and transplanting the winter-spring rice, because the best 

season for the winter-spring rice transplanting is now over. They should 

strive to transplant the entire acreage in order to embark on tertilizing 

the winter-spring rice and start cultivating the next crop. 

CSO: 4209/104 
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BRIEFS 

LAMDONG ECONOMIC ZONE--In the past Lil months, the Hanoi new economic zone in 

Lam Dong Province has received 584 tamilies of 2,146 people tor resettlement. 

No sooner had they arrived than they began to normalize their living condittons 

and start production work. in Dan Phuong Cooperative No 3, the new settlers 

wrew 7 hectares of wet rice, achieving a yield of 2.2 metric tons per hectare. 

Some families brought in 3.7 metric tons per hectare. The newly established 

cooperatives Hoai Duc 2, Phuc Tho 2, and Dan Phuong 2 each planted 20-25 

hectares of rice, obtaining a vield of 2-4 metric tons per hectare. Encourated 

by these initial results, the new settlers have contidently continued to open 

new marshy land to grow spring-winter rice, doubling the area compared to the 

summer-fall rice area. [Text] [Hanoi Domestic Service in Vietnamese 2300 GMT 

13 Dec 84 BK] 

PHU KHANH GRAIN DELIVERY=--Phu Khanh Province has delivered over 102,000 metric 

tons of grain to the state granary, tulfilling 79 percent of the annual plan. 

Most localities in the province have fulfilled various norms and obligations 

such as agricultural tax and irrigation fee by 102-104 percent. In Nhatrang 

and Tuy Hoa cities and Van Ninh and Ninh Hoa districts, the peasants have ful- 

filled over 100 percent of the 1984 norm for delivery of grain to the state 

granary as payment tor the purchase of government bonds. [Text] [Hanoi 

Domestic Service in Vietnamese 2300 GMT 15 Dec 84 BK} 

TAY NINH GRAIN PROCUREMENT--Despite the difficulties caused by leafhoppers 

that caused the total loss of 6,000 hectares of rice and a drop ot 3,000 metric 

tons in rice output, Tay Ninh Privince produced a total of 314,000 metric tons 

of grain in 1934, exceeding its 1953 production. The entire province has pro- 

cured 70,085 metric tons of grain, 83 metric tons more than planned. Hoa 

Thanh, Duong Minh Chau, Chau Thanh, Trang Bang, and tan Bien cis’ ricts have 

overfulfilled the procurement norms by 37-53 percent. leat, | Domes t ic 

Service in Vietnamese 2300 CMT 15 Dec 84 BK! 

CSO: 4200/314 
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HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

COLLEGE MARKS ANNIVERSARY--Hanoi VNA 1! 

recently celebrated the 25th anniversary o! 

ent at the ceremony were Cu Huy Can, minist: 

Council of Ministers’ office [title as r 

of the Communist Party of Vietnam Centra! 

ture. Speaking on the occasion, Vu Dinh 

brought out its steady growth over the p 

up a teaching staff capable of meeting t! 

tural development in each stage of the r 

trained nearly 3,000 cadres, more than i,1' 

Up to the 1984-85 school year, the colleges 

ans, 6 for mass culture cadres, 

and 2 for voung writers. 
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BRIEFS 

5 for museur 

The college has 

Third Class, for its contribution to the Vi 

national construction and defence. [Text ! 

College of Culture 

n. Among those pres- 

ilture at the 

in Van Phac, member 

vice minister of cule 

— the ollege, 

which it has built 

the country’s cul- 
llevge has so fat 

llege degree. 
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r book distributors 
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